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Executive Summary 

 

This Feedback Report presents the findings of the initial stakeholder engagement 

undertaken, as part of the early development of the proposed M4 Junctions 3 to 12 

Smart motorway, being promoted by the Highways Agency.  

The Report provides an outline of the scheme proposals, describing the main elements 

and setting the context for the proposed development through the initial feasibility 

work, the options development stage, to the programme of public exhibitions held in 

March 2014. As an identified Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP), under 

the Planning Act 2008 (as amended), submission of an application for a Development 

Consent Order (DCO) to construct the Smart motorway scheme will be made to the 

Planning Inspectorate (PINS), with a recommendation made to the relevant Secretary 

of State for determination. 

The findings of the stakeholder engagement undertaken during the period March 2013 

to July 2014 are presented within the Report, set within the context of the overall 

consultation strategy. This includes the proactive engagement with local authorities, 

statutory undertakers, emergency services and organisations such as the Berkshire 

Strategic Transport Forum. The Report also presents the outcome of the consultation 

undertaken with a range of interest groups and local residents during this period and 

provides feedback from the various consultation events, including the public 

information exhibitions. 

The main findings can be summarised, in terms of responses received from members 

of public, as follows: 

• 51% either strongly support or support the M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart 

motorway scheme, with only 17% either against or strongly against the scheme.  

• 49% consider that they would be somewhat affected by the proposed scheme. 

• 26% consider that safety of road users is the most important issue in relation to 

the scheme, with 23% concerned with reliable journey times and 19% on 

protecting the environment. 

• 27% of issues raised to the scheme were in relation to the environment (27%), 

followed by landowners (22%) and structures (17%). 

• Noise impacts (78%) were raised most as an environmental impact, with a 

further 6% concerned with air quality. 
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• 37% consider ‘all lane running’ to represent the main operational and safety 

issue for the scheme, with a further 25% relating to incident management and 

17% emergency refuge areas. 

The Report also describes the further stakeholder discussions undertaken, following 

responses to the feedback received, and sets out the approach for the formal 

consultation, scheduled to be undertaken in autumn this year, in line with legislative 

requirements.   
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1. Background 
 

1.1.1. The M4 is the main strategic route between London, the West of 
England and Wales. The scheme route includes the M4/M25 
interchange, the junction for Heathrow Airport, and several key 
regional centres, including Slough, Windsor, Maidenhead, 
Wokingham and Reading.  The M4 from Junction 3 (Hayes) to 
Junction 12 (Theale) carries an average of 130,000 vehicles per day. 
It currently suffers from heavy congestion and unpredictable journey 
times. Traffic is expected to increase significantly over the next 20 
years and without improvements to the route, this will result in further 
congestion. 
 

1.1.2. The proposed Smart motorway scheme will help relieve congestion 
and improve safety by using technology to vary speed limits and 
actively manage traffic. The scheme will also include the use of all 
lane running (ALR), where the hard shoulder is permanently 
converted to a running lane to ease congestion. Signs and signals will 
be used to inform drivers of conditions on the network, when variable 
speed limits will be in place and when lanes are closed. These will be 
positioned on gantry signs over the road. 

 

1.1.3. The location of the scheme is shown in Figure 1 and is approximately 
32 miles (50 km) long, comprising 27.9 miles (43.8 km) of dual three 
lane rural motorway and 3.9 miles (6.2 km) of dual four lane 
motorway between Junction 4 and Junction 4b. 

 

 
Figure 1 M4 J3 to J12 Scheme Location 
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1.1.4. The introduction of the concept of a Smart motorway along this length 
of motorway is intended to: 
 

• Relieve congestion and smooth the flow of traffic; 
• Improve journey times and journey reliability; 
• Maintain safety levels for all road users; and, 
• Support economic development. 
 

1.1.5. The scheme has been identified as a Nationally Significant 
Infrastructure Project (NSIP), under the Planning Act 2008 (as 
amended) by the promoter of the project, as the area of development 
for the proposed alterations, including improvement work, is 
significantly greater than the 15 hectare limit stated in Section 22 of 
the Planning Act 2008. Therefore the Highways Agency is required to 
submit an application to the Planning Inspectorate (PINS) for a 
Development Consent Order (DCO) to construct the scheme. The 
role of PINS is to examine the application and make a 
recommendation to the relevant Secretary of State as to whether the 
DCO should be granted. 
 

1.1.6. If granted, the DCO would grant permission for the proposed 
development, authorising the construction, operation and 
maintenance of the M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart motorway scheme, 
along with the compulsory acquisition of all land necessary to enable 
this. 

 

1.2. Proposed Development 
 

1.2.1. The proposed development of the M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart 
motorway comprises a number of key components to be included 
within the DCO application to PINS. A summary of the main elements 
of the scheme as proposed, is provided below: 
 

• Introduction of variable mandatory speed limits; 

• Carriageway widening at junctions to accommodate slip roads 
and areas where there is no existing hard shoulder;  

• Realignment of the motorway at Bray Bridge and Windsor 
Branch Railway; 

• Replacement of 11 over-bridges, to include some off-line re-
construction; 

• Widening of 5 underbridges; 

• Retaining walls, where required; 

• 32 Emergency Refuge Areas (ERAs) within the existing 
highway verges; 

• 4 lane carriageways between Junction 3 and Junction 4 and 
Junction 5 and Junction 12; 

• 5 lane carriageways between Junction 4 and Junction 4b; 

• 161 new signs/gantries to be installed (including 2 to be 
relocated); 

• Removal of 32 existing gantries; 
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• New drainage systems within the central reserve and highway 
verge; 

• A Rigid Concrete Barrier (RCB) within the central reserve; 

• New permanent LED lighting, where required; 

• New road surface course, where required; 

• Construction of environmental barriers, where required; 

• Information and Communications Technology equipment; 

• Replacement planting/Landscaping;  

• Temporary construction compounds and lay-down areas; 

• Temporary lighting during construction, where required; 

• Gas main diversion at Thames Bray; 

• Temporary crane hard standing areas and site accesses. 
 

1.3. The Applicant 
 

1.3.1. The Applicant for the scheme is the Highways Agency. As an 
Executive Agency of the Department for Transport, the Agency is 
responsible for operating, maintaining and improving the strategic 
road network in England, covering trunk roads and motorways, on 
behalf of the Secretary of State for Transport. 
 

1.3.2. In addition to being the DCO Applicant, the Highways Agency is also 
a prescribed consultee as defined by Schedule 1 of the Infrastructure 
Planning (Applications: Prescribed forms and Procedures) 
Regulations 2009. 

 
1.3.3. The appointment of external consultants by the Highways Agency, 

through the auspices of an Alliance of 4 consultancies comprising 
URS, Mouchel and a joint venture between Hyder Consulting and 
Halcrow, provides specialist technical support for the scheme 
throughout the DCO process.  

 
1.3.4. The Highways Agency is promoting the scheme, which will be 

delivered through the Agency’s development arm, the Smart 
Motorway Programme Directorate. Responses to the statutory 
consultation process will be independently prepared by the Agency’s 
Network Delivery and Development Directorate, which has overall 
responsibility for maintaining and operating the strategic highways 
network. 

 
1.3.5. During the pre-application process, boundaries have been maintained 

between these two roles through the Highways Agency’s internal 
organisational structure, with two separate teams fulfilling the role of 
applicant and that of statutory consultee. 

 
1.4. Purpose and Structure of the Report 

 
1.4.1. The purpose of the Feedback Report is firstly, to capture the early 

development of the scheme and the decision-making processes in 
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place and secondly, to provide a detailed account of the ‘informal’ 
consultation undertaken by the Highways Agency on the scheme to-
date, outside the requirements of the Planning Act 2008.  

 
1.4.2. This Feedback Report is structured as follows: 
 

• Section 1 provides an introduction to the scheme and a brief 
background to its development. This section also provides an 
outline of the scheme proposals and the role of the DCO 
applicant. 

• Section 2 sets out the consultation strategy and defines the 
boundary of the Consultation Area.  

• Section 3 considers the historic context of the scheme 
proposals and the consideration of the scheme options. 

• Section 4 details the consultation undertaken and presents an 
analysis of the consultation responses. 

• Section 5 draws initial conclusions on the outcome of the 
stakeholder engagement and provides an outline of the 
proposed formal consultation stage.  
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2. Consultation Strategy 
 

2.1. Introduction 
 

2.1.1. This section sets out the Highways Agency’s overall approach to its 
consultation activity, from the initial programme of stakeholder 
engagement that commenced in March 2014, to that proposed to be 
undertaken during the formal consultation stage programmed for later 
this year.  
 

2.1.2. A brief resume is also provided of the early stages of the scheme’s 
development from the initial feasibility and option stages during the 
scheme’s early development. This provides an important historic 
context in helping understand the current scheme proposals and in 
demonstrating how the initial consultation and dialogue has helped 
shape the proposed development.  

 
2.1.3. The Highways Agency recognises the importance of consultation as a 

key aspect of its role in promoting major infrastructure proposals and 
in particular highway schemes that are to be taken forward as 
nationally significant infrastructure projects (NSIPs). 

 
2.1.4. The early engagement with local communities, local authorities, as 

well as statutory and non-statutory consultees likely to be affected by 
development proposals is a key part of the consultation process. This 
is also important in helping members of the public and interested 
parties to better understand the scheme proposals. The process also 
assists in providing a better opportunity for interested parties to 
influence the scheme, whilst allowing the Highways Agency, as 
applicant to obtain important information about the impacts of the 
proposal on the communities affected. 

 
2.1.5. The Strategy set out within this section therefore builds upon and 

consolidates the existing approaches, expertise and experience within 
the Highways Agency in facilitating effective consultation and 
community engagement on major highway schemes.  

 
2.1.6. The approach adopted follows the earlier preparation by the 

Highways Agency of a Consultation Plan in setting-out the options for 
consultation on the proposed M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart motorway 
scheme. (A copy of the Consultation Plan is attached at Appendix 1). 
The recommendation within the Plan that a two-stage approach 
should be followed, has been taken forward during the course of the 
Highways Agency’s consultation activity.  

 
2.1.7. The Highways Agency’s consultation strategy is therefore based on a 

two stage consultation process. 
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2.1.8. Stakeholder Engagement: Consultation with identified key 
stakeholders, including relevant local authorities and the local 
community within a defined consultation area. 
 

2.1.9. Formal Consultation: Formal consultation with the local community 
and relevant prescribed statutory consultees, including technical and 
regulatory organisations, relevant statutory undertakers, and local 
authorities, and those persons with an interest in the land required for 
the proposed development.  
 

2.1.10. In line with this approach, the consultation strategy set out below aims 
to outline the Highways Agency’s methodology for engagement with 
statutory and non-statutory stakeholders, local communities, elected 
members and other individuals with a potential interest in the 
development, in accordance with the consenting process.  
 

2.1.11. The overall aim is to ensure that a programme of consultation is put in 
place from the earliest opportunity that maximises the opportunity to 
disseminate information about the scheme and to gather stakeholder 
opinions on the proposals, in line with the effective progression of the 
DCO application. 
 

2.1.12. The Strategy has been tailored to suit the particular linear nature of 
the scheme within the context of the local area, in line with relevant 
local, national policy and guidance. A flexible approach has been 
adopted in order to allow for any issues identified throughout the 
consultation process to be taken into account and any necessary 
changes to be considered prior to the application being finalised.  

 
2.2. Current Guidance and Best Practice 

 
2.2.1. The Highways Agency’s approach to consultation is based on best 

practice and current guidance, as set out in a number of documents, 
including the following: 
 

• Department of Communities and Local Government (DCLG), 

‘Planning Act 2008: Guidance on the pre-application process.’ 

January 2013. 

• The Planning Inspectorate Advice Note Two: ‘Working together 

on nationally significant infrastructure projects (Version 2)’. 

April 2013. 

• The Planning Inspectorate Advice Note Eight: ‘How to get 

involved in the planning process.’ April 2012. 

• The Planning Inspectorate Advice Note Eleven: ‘Working with 

public bodies in the infrastructure planning process.’ (Version 

3). April 2012.  

• The Planning Inspectorate Advice Note Fourteen: ‘Compiling 

the consultation report (Version 2)’. April 2012. 
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• The Planning Inspectorate Advice Note Sixteen: ‘The 

developer’s pre-application consultation, publicity and 

notification duties.’ (Version 1). April 2012.  

 

2.3. Overall Approach to Consultation 

 

2.3.1. In line with published guidance and established best practice, the 
approach of the Highways Agency to its consultation on the proposed 
M4 Junction 3 to Junction 12 Smart motorway scheme has been 
based on early engagement with the local community (ahead of the 
formal statutory consultation requirements). This has enabled local 
views to be taken into account and responded to, helping to improve 
the effectiveness and efficiency of the process.  
 

2.3.2. Within this context, the strategy sets out the key principles that have 
guided the Highways Agency’s approach to consultation and will 
continue to provide a framework for the Highways Agency’s 
consultation activity up to the submission of the DCO application. The 
nine guiding principles of the consultation strategy are as follows: 

 

• Accessibility – To ensure that consultation and engagement 

activities are as accessible as possible in terms of location, 

timing and support available;  

• Appropriate – To undertake the most appropriate methods of 

consultation and engagement to ensure their relevance to the 

target audience; 

• Feedback – To communicate decisions to consultees on how 

their views have been taken into account; 

• Information – To provide clear information in advance of and 

during the consultation events to enable informed public 

participation; 

• Participation  – To actively encourage involvement from all 

sections of the community, including those from traditionally 

‘hard to reach’ groups; 

• Quality – To undertake consultation and engagement activities 

to the highest possible standards including the use of new 

technology wherever possible; 

• Timely – Consultation and engagement activities to be planned 

whenever possible to avoid ‘consultation fatigue.’ 

• Transparency – To state clearly the reasons for consultation 

and engagement and how the results are to be used in the 

development of the scheme. 

• Compliant - To ensure that consultation is undertaken in 

accordance with statutory requirements and relevant guidance. 
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2.4. Consultation Area 
 

2.4.1. The boundary of the consultation area has been based on Highways 

Agency good practice, where people living within approximately 100m 

of the highway boundary and any associated works areas are 

consulted on scheme proposals. 

 
2.4.2. This aligns itself with guidance produced by the Department for 

Communities and Local Government1, which requires project 
promoters to determine, as an initial task the area within which it 
should consult.  

 
2.4.3. Section 47 of the Planning Act 2008 states that promoters are to 

consult people living ‘in the vicinity of the land.’ In defining a 
consultation boundary, the Act recognises that the term ‘vicinity’ will 
vary depending on the size and impact of the project on local people 
and that consultation for long, linear schemes for example, will 
necessarily be different from that for a new power station. 

 
2.4.4. Whilst a key focus of the consultation activity has been on those living 

within the consultation boundary (through letter invitations to attend 
public information exhibitions), this has nonetheless been set within a 
wider programme of public and stakeholder engagement, as 
described elsewhere in this Report.  

 

 

  

                                                
1 Planning Act 2008 – Guidance on pre-application consultation, Department for Communities and 
Local Government September 2009 
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3. Historic Context 
 

3.1. Introduction 
 

3.1.1. The Smart motorways design concept has developed from the 
previously conventional thinking on improving network capacity by 
creating additional road space either in the form of widening, 
bypassing or extending, with technology applied primarily for junction 
control, traffic information and enforcement purposes. Smart 
motorways seek instead to design technology and infrastructure 
modifications that will support a managed environment with 
mandatory variable speed limits and lane controls in order to optimise 
the capacity of the existing motorway infrastructure within a defined 
area of land.  

 
3.1.2. Building on the successful application of this concept on the M42 

Active Traffic Management Pilot scheme in 2005, where the results of 
user consultation demonstrated that a managed motorway had 
proven to be a success for drivers, The Highways Agency has 
developed the design criteria for the second generation managed 
motorways. 
 

3.1.3. The following section outlines the chronology of events that has led to 
the development of the M4 Junction 3 to Junction 12 and a design 
solution that reflects these emerging design concepts. 

 
3.2. Scheme Development 

 
3.2.1. The strategic case for providing additional capacity on the M4 within 

the Thames Valley was first examined in The Thames Valley Multi-
Modal Study (2003), prepared by WS Atkins on behalf of The 
Government Office for the South East. The study recommended 
against widening the motorway prior to 2016 in favour of demand 
management measures. The Secretary of State endorsed these 
recommendations. 

 
3.2.2. Subsequently, the Advanced Motorway Signalling and Traffic 

Management Feasibility Study, published by the Department of 
Transport in March 2008, highlighted the following causes of 
congestion in the scheme area and identified the M4 Junction 3 to 
Junction 12 as a priority for the provision of additional capacity: 

 

• the large number of commuters using the strategic road 
network; 

• the number of commuters willing to travel significant distances; 

• low vehicle occupancy; 

• widely dispersed origins and destinations; and 

• a low proportion of trips starting or ending in urban centres. 
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3.2.3. In addition, the study also concluded that both the number of trips and 
trip miles would increase significantly over time, therefore 
exacerbating the existing situation. Ministers agreed that hard 
shoulder running as an alternative to widening should be investigated. 
 

3.2.4. To address these challenges, in January 2009 the Department for 
Transport detailed the approach planned for improving capacity and 
reliability on the motorway network.2 The paper presented the 
Managed Motorways (MMs) concept, developed with the aim of 
further reducing capital and operating costs whilst optimising the 
benefits for road users and maintaining a high level of safety.  
 

3.2.5. The paper also detailed a programme of MMs schemes to commence 
construction by 2015, which included the M4 Junction 3 to Junction 
12. Scheme development commenced and following a strategic 
review of the project scope and objectives, Ministerial and Highways 
Investment Board (HIB) approval was granted in February 2010 to 
extend the scope and investigate a range of options. 
 

3.2.6. A  Controlled All Lane Running Scheme was taken through Option 
Identification in December 2011. 
 

3.2.7. In May 2012 the Roads Minister announced the scheme as one of six 
Highways Agency Major Road schemes for development work. 
 

3.2.8. In February 2013 the Highways Agency’s Roads Programme Steering 
Group (RPSG) determined that the scheme should be based on the 
operational principles of MMs all-lane running (MM-ALR), as set-out 
within Interim Advice Note (IAN) 161/133. 

 
3.2.9. In the June 2013 Spending Review, the Government announced the 

M4 Junction 3 to Junction 12 as a pipeline scheme, to which the 
Government has committed itself to providing funding support, subject 
to value for money and deliverability.  

 
3.2.10. A Managed Motorways All Lane Running Scheme was taken through 

Option Selection in September 2013. 
 

3.2.11. In January 2014 work commenced to take the M4 Junction 3 to 
Junction 12 Smart motorway scheme through the Development 
phase. 

 
3.3. Scheme Options 

 
3.3.1 Following publication of the Advanced Motorway Signalling and 

Traffic Management Feasibility Study in March 2008, the Highways 

                                                
2 Britain’s Transport, Infrastructure, Motorways and Trunk Roads – Department of Transport. January 
2009 
3 Interim Advice Note (IAN) 161/13, Managed Motorway Requirements – All Lane Running, Highways 
Agency, August 2013 (supersedes IAN 161/12). 
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Agency, in conjunction with the Department of Transport had 
recommended that an evaluation of a range of scheme options be 
considered. 

 
3.3.2 During 2010 the following four operational regime options and design 

concepts were identified, developed and reviewed, by the Highways 
Agency based on the knowledge gained from delivering MM schemes 
and incorporating the latest emerging concepts (Table 1): 

 
  Table1 – Operational Scheme Options 

 

Option  Description  

Option 1: IAN 111/09 
solution 

Dynamic Hard Shoulder (DHS) Operating Regime 
utilising the hard shoulder as a running lane during 
peak periods or for event management. 

Option 2: Cantilever 
message signs 

Message Sign 4s 
(MS4s) with ‘bookend 
gantries’ 

DHS Operating Regime with gantries at the start and 
end of the managed motorway section (‘bookend 
gantries’). Inter-visibility ie distances between gantries 
achieved through MS4s at a nominal distance of 
800m. 

Option 3: All Lane 
Running (ALR) 

ALR incorporating the controlled use of the hard 
shoulder as a permanent running lane. Gantry 
mounted lane signals displaying warning and 
information provided at nominal 800m intervals along 
the main scheme section.  

Option 4: Light 
Message Sign 4s 
(MS4s) more widely 
spaced with no 
bookend gantries 

DHS Operating Regime utilising absolute minimal 
infrastructure  implemented in order to operate DHS, 
whilst meeting the overall objectives of the scheme, 
including highway safety Option relies on the intuitive 
behaviour of the motorist, with MS4s more widely 
spaced (at intervals of up to 3km). 

 
3.3.3 Design and cost assessments were undertaken in 2010 for each of 

the above design solutions, although work on developing engineering 
options was halted pending the completion of a traffic model and the 
development of a second generation MM solution. 

 
3.3.4 Following verification of the traffic model for forecasting in July 2011, 

the Highways Agency held a design strategy workshop in August 
2011 to review the emerging second generation MM designs.  

 
3.3.5 In order to optimise opportunities for identifying efficiency savings, 

while maintaining safety, the design options were further examined 
and a single scheme design, Managed Motorways (MMY), was 
established based on providing dynamic hard shoulder running and a 
complementary Controlled All Lane Running (CALR) design solution.   

 
3.3.6 A detailed operational review of the design concept applied to the M4 

MM scheme was undertaken which recommended that the MMY 
CALR design was the optimum solution for the M4 MM scheme.  
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3.3.7 The design solution proposed for the M4 Junction 3 to Junction 12 is 
therefore a controlled all lanes running (CALR) scheme, in line with 
the emerging second generation of MM design criteria that minimises 
the technology and infrastructure required to support the proposed 
operational regimes, while maintaining safety The scheme contains 
the following key features: 

 

• Operates verge mounted electronic signage advising of the start 
and end of the scheme. 

• Portal gantries positioned near the start of each link, capable of 
providing lane specific signalling Advanced Motorway Indicator 
(AMI) and supporting information (MS4). 

• Verge-mounted cantilever variable message signs at a maximum 
spacing of 1500m capable of providing the same types of 
information but using pictograms, wickets etc.  

• Additional intermediate gantries may be provided on links in 
excess of 5km. 

• Emergency Refuge Areas (ERAs) at up to 2500m intervals with 
potentially less monitoring equipment than the existing design of 
ERAs.  

• No hard shoulder as the existing hard shoulder becomes a full 
time running lane. 

• The operational regime runs at variable speeds to the national 
speed limit. 
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4. Stakeholder Engagement  
 

4.1  Introduction 
 

4.1.1 The stakeholder engagement phase covers the period from March 
2013 until July 2014. This period commences, following the decision of 
the Highways Agency’s Roads Programme Steering Group in February 
2013 that the improvements to Junction 3 to Junction 12 of the M4 
should be developed, based on the operational principles of managed 
motorways all-lane running. This period ends following the conclusion 
of the consultation on the scheme proposals in July 2014. 

 
4.1.2 This stage of stakeholder engagement encompasses the early 

communication and discussion that has taken place with the various 
technical and statutory consultees during this period. This has sought 
to ensure that identified stakeholders have had the opportunity to 
discuss and inform the development of the project from the earliest 
opportunity.  
 

4.1.3 Towards the end of this period and following the scheme’s initial design 
development, a programme of public exhibitions was held over a 6 
week period between 18th March and 30th April 2014. The purpose of 
the exercise was to engage with local communities and to seek their 
views on issues, focussed around the use of Smart motorways, the 
need for the scheme and on the preliminary scheme designs. It also 
sought to ensure that communities were fully briefed on the Smart 
motorway concept in order that they could engage in the statutory 
consultation process.  
 

4.1.4 The feedback received from this period of consultation engagement 
has enabled key issues raised by the community to be properly 
considered and to allow the opportunity for these to be ‘built into’ the 
scheme’s development as it moves though the detailed design stages.  

 
4.2  Key Stakeholder Engagement 

 
4.2.1 A range of stakeholder consultation and engagement has been 

undertaken with a number of specialist bodies and organisations during 
this period. This has included various technical consultees that have a 
clear knowledge and understanding of the issues involved in the 
scheme and have therefore been able to advise, as well as inform on 
the necessary assessment work, design and development of the 
proposal from the earliest stages. 

 
4.2.2 Other key stakeholders, including those affected local authorities are 

recognised by the Highways Agency as having an active role in the 
scheme, not only in understanding the opportunities and constraints 
affecting the scheme, but ensuring that local knowledge and 
perspectives are taken into account in the scheme’s development. 
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4.2.3 A summary of the meetings held with organisations during this period is 
provided below, highlighting the key issues discussed, the consultee 
feedback and the Highways Agency’s response to these.  

 
Local Authorities 

 

Meeting Buckinghamshire County Council, Slough Borough 
Council and Royal Borough of Windsor and 
Maidenhead 

Date March 2013 to May 2014 

Purpose of Meeting Engagement commenced on 1st March 2013 where 
the M4 Smart motorway scheme between Junctions 
3 and 12 requires existing overbridges to be 
replaced. The engagement was dealt with primarily 
through email exchanges and telephone 
discussions on a range of matters including, 
potential for road closures, temporary diversion 
routes, traffic levels, Non-Motorised Users (NMU), 
PRoW issues, design standards, traffic 
management during construction, speed limits and 
land ownership. 

Throughout Stage 2, preliminary option drawings 
were forwarded to the authorities for comment and 
review and to gain benefit from each Council’s local 
knowledge to assist in the development of preferred 
solutions 

Consultee 
Feedback 

Each local authority has appreciated being 
contacted at an early stage of the motorway 
proposals. The authorities have indicated during 
Stage 2 which of the respective proposed 
overbridge replacements could warrant the use of 
road closures linked to suitable diversion routes. 

Highways Agency 
Response 

Welcomed the opportunity to engage with the 
affected local authorities from an early stage in the 
M4 Smart motorway (J3 to J12). Feedback from the 
authorities during Stage 2 has proved useful in 
developing preferred options taken through for 
more detailed examination in Stage 3.  
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Meetings Slough Borough Council 

Dates 15th May 2013 and 30th  May 2014 

Purpose of Meeting 15th May meeting was held to discuss the options 
being developed during Stage 2 for the side road 
improvements associated with the overbridge 
replacements.  

The 30th May meeting was held to update the 
Council on the proposals aimed at facilitating 
feedback from on the proposals put forward.  

Consultee 
Feedback 

The Council welcomed the opportunity to contribute 
to the M4 Smart motorway scheme and to meet 
with Highways Agency’s representative. 

Highways Agency 
Response 

Useful feedback provided on the options presented 
and the benefit provided by local knowledge.  

 
 

Meeting/ 
Engagement 

Buckinghamshire County Council 

Date 21st March 2013 

Purpose of 
Engagement 

Purpose of the meeting was to discuss the current 
stage of the project (including the DCO elements) 
and the preliminary options previously developed for 
the overbridge replacements and changes to the 
associated side roads within the Council’s area.  

Consultee Feedback The Council welcomed the opportunity to engage on 
the scheme proposals and provided feedback on 
options previously presented.  

Highways Agency 
Response 

Welcomed the opportunity of engaging with the 
Council and to receive feedback on the options 
presented.  
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Meeting London Borough of Hillingdon 

Date 19th May 2014 

Purpose of Meeting To provide an update on the progress of the 
scheme, the consultation activity undertaken and 
the ongoing assessment work as part of the 
scheme’s development. A particular focus of the 
meeting was on the DCO process and the 
forthcoming formal consultation stage. 
Consideration was also given to the Authority’s 
procedures for responding to future consultation, 
including the draft Statement of Community 
Consultation (SOCC) setting out the Highways 
Agency’s approach to its formal consultation 
activity. The Authority was asked to consider and 
advise on potential stakeholders and consultees, 
exhibition venues and their timings to be 
considered within the SOCC.  

Consultee 
Feedback 

Advised to ensure that the Highways Agency’s 
traffic modelling is consistent with that being 
undertaken by the Authority. Requested that the 
scheme programme be forwarded to advise of the 
key work stages and for copies of the exhibition 
material to assist in understanding the nature of the 
scheme. Comment was made regarding the 
significance of noise and air quality as issues to be 
addressed and the current constraints of accessing 
Cranford Park off Junction 3. Details of suggested 
key contacts were to be forwarded for future 
consultation, with the suggestion of arranging a 
Member Briefing Session and presentation to 
WestTrans. 

Highways Agency 
Response 

Welcomed the opportunity of attending a briefing 
session/presentation as part of the stakeholder 
engagement programme. Information to be 
provided to Hillingdon on the scheme proposals 
and proposed programme, along with contact 
details for the traffic modelling work. 
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Meeting Buckinghamshire County Council 

Date 19th May 2014 

Purpose of Meeting To provide an outline of the scheme, the 
consultation activity undertaken and the ongoing 
assessment work as part of the scheme’s 
development. A particular focus of the meeting was 
on the DCO process and the forthcoming formal 
consultation stage. Consideration was also given to 
the Authority’s procedures for responding to future 
consultation, including a draft Statement of 
Community Consultation (SOCC) setting out the 
Highways Agency’s approach to its consultation 
activity. The Authority was asked to consider and 
advise on potential stakeholders, exhibition venues, 
timings and other issues to be considered by the 
Highways Agency in the preparation of the SOCC. 

Consultee 
Feedback 

Offered to prepare a Position Statement stating the 
Authority’s position on the scheme and setting-out 
the procedures for engaging with the Highways 
Agency through the DCO process. Timing issues 
were raised in relation to other major infrastructure 
schemes and the impacts of construction traffic on 
local communities. Advised on the need to ensure 
that the respective data sets being used by the 
Highways Agency and the Authority for traffic 
modelling are compatible. Reference was made the 
Authority’s Local Area Forums for consultation and 
offered to provide a consultation list and potential 
venues for holding future exhibition events. As part 
of future consultation activity, highlighted the 
importance of engaging with ‘hard to reach’ groups. 

Highways Agency 
Response 

Contact to be provided for the Highways Agency’s 
traffic modelling work. The role of the Local Area 
Forums was acknowledged and for future liaison, 
once the list of possible consultees had been 
received. 
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Meeting London Borough of Hounslow 

Date 12th June 2014 

Purpose of Meeting To provide an outline the scheme scope, design 
and operational features, timelines for the DCO and 
the planned commencement of construction, 
including the issuing of the draft Statement of 
Community Consultation and the public 
consultation exhibitions prior to submitting the DCO 
in January 2015. 

Consultee 
Feedback 

Council see the scheme as having a peripheral 
impact on Hounslow. There may be some 
development constraints in this area and need to 
consider local plans. Also need to check 
development proposals and reflect these in the 
traffic model. Air quality concerns were raised and 
the Council requested protection of the cycle lanes 
around junction 3 and advised that Cranford Lane 
Bridge is an important connection route for the local 
community. 

Highways Agency 
Response 

Agreed for the M4 traffic modellers to meet with 
Hounslow Council and to provide materials from the 
last public exhibition.  

 
 

Transport for London 
  

Meeting Transport for London (TfL) 

Date 19th  May 2014 

Purpose of Meeting To provide an outline of the scheme, the 
consultation activity undertaken and the ongoing 
assessment work as part of the scheme’s 
development. A particular focus of the meeting was 
on the DCO process and the forthcoming formal 
consultation stage. TfL was asked to advise on any 
highway issues that may affect the scheme and to 
forward details of key stakeholders and any known 
major events that may need to be the subject of 
consultation. 

Consultee 
Feedback 

Considered that the scheme would have minimal 
effects on TfL, although advised of major events in 
the area that may need to be included as part of 
future consultation. Contact with TfLs Forward 
Planning Team to be provided for future liaison. 

Highways Agency 
Response 

Agreed to forward plans and programme for the 
proposed scheme and to liaise with TfLs Forward 
Planning Team regarding future consultation.  
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Berkshire Strategic Transport Forum 

 

Meeting Berkshire Strategic Transport Forum 

Date 20th February 2014  

Purpose of Meeting Initial presentation on scheme proposals and the 
DCO process. Information provided on the 
forthcoming public consultation events to be held in 
March. 

Consultee 
Feedback 

Initial contacts established and contact names 
provided.  

Highways Agency 
Response 

To arrange and attend a further meeting with the 
Forum.   

 

Meeting Berkshire Strategic Transport Forum 

Date 15th May 2014 

Purpose of Meeting To provide an update on the progress of the 
scheme, the consultation activity undertaken and 
the ongoing assessment work as part of the 
scheme’s development. A particular focus of the 
meeting was on the DCO process and the 
forthcoming formal consultation stage. The Forum 
was advised of the requirement of the Highways 
Agency to prepare a Statement of Community 
Consultation (SOCC) setting out the framework for 
its consultation activity and for this to be consulted 
upon with each relevant local authority before 
undertaking consultation. The Forum was asked to 
consider and advise, through the respective local 
authority representatives, potential stakeholders, 
exhibition venues, timings and other issues. 

Consultee 
Feedback 

Advised to consider the diversity of communities 
within the area, in planning future consultation, 
particularly in relation to language and the timings 
of exhibition events. Agreed to forward key local 
authority contacts to assist with providing 
information in the preparation of the SOCC 

Highways Agency 
Response 

Agreed to forward a list of stakeholders and to liaise 
with individual local authority officers in preparing 
the draft SOCC. 
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Statutory Undertakers 

 

Meeting Identified statutory undertakers 

Date March 2013 

Purpose of Meeting Buried services requests were made and apparatus 
information was received by the project.  The 
location of this apparatus has been considered 
through the preliminary design of the project 

Consultee 
Feedback 

Responses received with either details of apparatus 
in the vicinity of the motorway, or confirmation that 
no apparatus was present. 

Highways Agency 
Response 

Letters sent to statutory Undertakers for further 
information and for cost estimates. 

 

Emergency Services 
 

Meeting Emergency Services 

Date 10th March 2014 

Purpose of Meeting A presentation and forum was held with members 
of the emergency services, including Royal 
Berkshire Fire and Rescue, Thames Valley Police. 
The purpose of this meeting was to explain the 
Smart motorway concept and provide an overview 
of the proposed scheme design from the 
perspective of network and incident management. 

Consultee 
Feedback 

Consultee feedback has been positive with general 
agreement of the first draft of the Regional 
Operating Agreement (ROA). A number of scheme 
design and incident management questions were 
raised. 

Highways Agency 
Response 

Responses to the queries were provided in writing 
to all consultees along with links to the Highways 
Agency website. In addition, leaflets were sent to 
the emergency services providing a scheme 
summary and project team contact details.   
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Public Consultation 

 
4.2.4 A key tenet of undertaking public consultation early-on is the benefit 

this brings to the scheme through understanding and incorporating the 
concerns of the public into the initial development phase. This assists 
in addressing any issues that might otherwise impede or delay the 
scheme through its subsequent development and pre-application 
stages. 

 
4.2.5 At the outset, a stakeholder mapping exercise was undertaken to 

identify those consultees with an interest in the scheme proposals and 
to ensure that the process of public consultation remains as inclusive 
as possible throughout. Although not forming part of the statutory 
consultation process at this stage, the list of consultees included those 
contained within Schedule 1 of the Infrastructure Planning 
(Applications: Prescribed forms and Procedure) Regulations 2009 (as 
amended). 

 
4.2.6 In addition, non-statutory bodies and interest groups who it was 

considered might be affected, or have an interest in the scheme were 
also consulted, along with local residents living within the vicinity of the 
scheme (as falling within the 100m Consultation Area). Table 2 lists the 
main consultee groups consulted. 

 
  Table 2: List of consultee groups 

 

Consultee 
Description 

Airports Airports serviced by the M4 – namely Heathrow 
Airport 

Attractions Sites likely to attract visitors, serviced by the M4  
Emergency services Any emergency service or Cat 1 responder (ie 

emergency services, local authorities, NHS bodies) 
impacted by construction or operation of the 
scheme 

Environmental bodies Statutory and non-statutory environmental bodies  
Identified landowners Land owners identified through preliminary land 

referencing work within the vicinity of potential 
compulsory acquisition 

Local authorities Local authorities within whose area the scheme 
falls 

Local businesses Local business serviced by the M4, potentially 
impacted by the scheme 

Local community 
facilities 

Local community facilities serviced by the M4, 
potentially impacted by the scheme, such as adult 
education centres, schools, hospitals and colleges 

Local Councillors Local Councillors from the relevant local authorities 
Local Highway 
Authorities 

Highways Authorities potentially affected by the 
scheme (including Transport for London) 

Local residents  Residents/addresses within the boundary of the 
Consultation Area. 

Local Resident 
Associations 

Resident Associations within the boundary of the 
Consultation Area, such as Ash Tree Residents 
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Consultee 
Description 

Association Limited, Danes Court Residents 
Association Maidenhead Limited 

Parish Councils Parish Councils within whose area the scheme falls. 
Prescribed Consultees 
(as per Schedule 1 of 
the Regulations) 

As per Schedule 1 of The Infrastructure Planning 
(Applications: Prescribed Forms And Procedures) 
Regulations 2009 (as amended by The 
Infrastructure Planning (Prescribed Consultees and 
Interested Parties etc.) (Amendment) Regulations 
2013 

Media Local press/broadcasters 
MPs and MEPs MPs and MEPs whose constituencies are covered 

by the scheme 
Rail Operators Network Rail 
Statutory Undertakers Public utility companies affected by the works 
Vehicle recovery 
companies 

Local or national vehicle recovery operators 
potentially impacted by the works, such as   the 
RAC, AA, Britannia Recovery 

 
 

4.2.7 A total of 20,855 letters were sent by post to consultees, with an 
invitation to attend a series of public information exhibitions. (A copy of 
the letter is attached at Appendix 2). Letters were also sent to local 
councillors, MPs, MEPs, local authorities and parish councils, including 
an invitation to attend preview meetings. (A copy of the letter is 
attached at Appendix 3). A preview meeting was held at St Giles Hotel 
in Feltham on 18th March 2014, along with a second preview meeting 
with Slough Borough Council at the Copthorne Hotel in Slough. 

 
4.2.8 At the same time a press release was issued by the Highways Agency 

(Table 3).  Most media outlets sign up to receiving the Highways 
Agency Press releases on the RSS feed and are automatically notified 
of any press releases as they are issued.  A copy of the press release 
is attached at Appendix 4.  
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  Table 3: List of publications/media companies 
 

 Date Published 
 / Reported 

  Media Name  

  13/03/2014   Maidenhead Advertiser  
  

  13/03/2014   Newbury Weekly News 

  13/03/2014   Reading Chronicle 
 http://www.readingchronicle.co.uk/news/roundup/articles/2

014/03/11/98405-next-step-taken-in-plans-to-ease-m4-
congestion/  

  14/03/2014  Reading Post 

  14/03/2014  Slough & South Bucks Express 
  http://www.sloughexpress.co.uk/News/All-

Areas/Slough/Public-exhibition-to-showcase-M4-motorway-
improvements-13032014.htm  

  15/03/2014  ITV 1 Meridian South, Meridian News 

  18/03/2014   ITV 1 Meridian South, Meridian News 

  18/03/2014 
 

 BBC 1, BBC London News  

  18/03/2014  BBC 1 South (Oxford), South Today  

  18/03/2014  BBC Radio Solent, Breakfast 18/03/2014, 08:04:07 

  18/03/2014  ITV 1 Meridian South, Meridian Tonight  

  18/03/2014  ITV 1 Meridian South, Meridian South News  

  27/03/2014   Bracknell Times 

  4/04/2014  
 

  Lowestoft Journal 
 

 
4.2.9 In addition to the more traditional means of communication, social 

media methods were also used to publicise the exhibition events. The 
Highways Agency’s Twitter account “@Highways_Agency” (normally 
used to send out general updates on the Highways Agency and the 
road network to those that have signed-up ‘followers’) was used on 
this occasion to send out tweets regarding the M4 Smart motorways 
Junction 3 to Junction 12 scheme, advertising the public information 
exhibition events. 
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4.2.10 The maximum audience that these tweets reached in the week 
preceding the exhibition events was approximately 41,900 via 
Highways Agency account ‘followers’ including those who retweeted 
(i.e. re-issuing the messages to their own ‘followers’ from the Highways 
Agency tweets). The most popular tweet was the announcement of the 
exhibitions for the project on 13th March 2014 which had 13 retweets, 
including the TVB LEP, and three favourites. The “bit.ly short link” (a 
hyperlink to the M4 Smart motorway Junction 3 to 12 Junction 
Highways Agency website) which was clicked 109 times.  

 
4.2.11 Seven public information exhibitions were held at the locations shown 

in Table 4. The use of exhibitions was considered the most effective 
way of engaging with such a large number of residents and 
stakeholders within such an extensive geographic area.  

 
4.2.12 The location of the exhibition events has sought to ensure a presence 

in each major town within the Consultation Area and at locations most 
convenient to members of the community likely to be affected by the 
scheme proposals.  
 

4.2.13 The exhibitions themselves have used key public buildings in publicly 
accessible locations within each of the towns. The timing of the 
exhibitions included Friday evenings and Saturdays with the aim of 
encouraging the highest possible public attendance. 

 
 Table 4: Locations of public information exhibitions 

 

Date Location Number 
Attending  

18 March 2014: 2pm 
to 8pm  
Councillors/MPs 
preview: 10am 
to12pm.  
Press preview: 12pm 
to 2pm 

St Giles Hotel, Hounslow Road, Feltham, 
TW14 9AD 

7 

19 March 2014: 2pm 
to 8pm 

Hillingdon Baptist Church, 25 Hercies Road, 
Uxbridge, UB10 9LS 

14 

21 March 2014: 2pm 
to 8pm 

Theale Village Hall, Englefield Road, Reading, 
RG7 5AS 

71 

22 March 2014: 10am 
to 4pm 

Holyport War Memorial Hall, Moneyrow Green, 
Holyport, Maidenhead, SL6 2NA 

141 

27 March 2014: 2pm 
to 8pm 
Councillors preview: 
10am to 12pm 

Copthorne Hotel Slough, Cippenham Lane, 
Slough, SL1 2YE 

46 

28 March 2014: 3pm 
to 8pm 

Winnersh Community Centre, New Road, New 
Road, Wokingham, RG41 5DU 

75 

29 March 2014: 10am 
to 4pm 

St Martin’s Church Hall, Church Road, West 
Drayton, UB7 7PT 

23 
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4.2.14 The information presented at the public information exhibitions covered 

a number of themes of interest to the community.  The material was 
displayed on a total of eleven information boards (shown in Appendix 
5) and covered the following topics: 

 

• The aims of Smart motorways; 

• Description of the scheme extent; 

• How Smart motorways vary from traditional motorways;  

• Details regarding break down procedures; 

• Incident management; 

• Detailed scheme proposals; 

• Environmental assessment; 

• The next steps in the project; 

• Details on how feedback can be returned;  

• Timeframe setting out high level steps to scheme completion. 
 

4.2.15 In addition, plans were made available showing the preliminary 
proposals for the scheme. These set out the proposed design of the 
Smart motorway, initial sitings for new gantries and emergency refuge 
areas, and the options for the replacement of over bridges and 
underbridges.  For each bridge proposal, the plans showed a proposed 
design for the widening of the bridge and where feasible, possible 
alternatives.   

 
4.2.16 The exhibitions provided the opportunity for feedback on the scheme. 

Consultation questionnaires were made available at the exhibitions and 
all attendees were invited to complete these either by leaving 
comments at the exhibition events or by submitting comments by post 
or email. The exhibitions were staffed by representatives of the 
Highways Agency, supported by members of the Alliance. 
 

4.2.17 Following the final exhibition event held on 29th March, an information 
board was displayed over four weeks between 29th March 2014 and 
30th April 2014 at Reading Motorway Service Area, both eastbound 
and westbound. This provided an opportunity to inform motorists using 
the M4 of the preliminary proposals for the M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart 
Motorway. 
 

4.2.18 Copies of the exhibition boards were also posted on the Highways 
Agency’s dedicated project website:  
http://www.highways.gov.uk/roads/road-projects/m4-junctions-3-12/, 
immediately following the public exhibition events. 
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4.3  Public Consultation responses 

 
4.3.1 A total of 143 questionnaires were returned to the Highways Agency by 

the end of the 6 week consultation period on 30th April 2014. The 
Information received from the questionnaires has been analysed and 
the findings are presented below: 

 
Question 1: Please tick the description which best indicates your   

feelings towards the M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart motorway scheme 
 
Figure 2 Feelings towards M4 J3 to J12 Smart motorway 

 
4.3.2 Figure 2 shows. A further 32% were ‘neutral’ in their response, with 

only 17% either ‘against’ or ‘strongly against’ the scheme. 
 

Question 2: How often do you use the M4 between Junctions 3 and 
12? 

 
Figure 3 Use of M4 between J3 and J12 

 
4.3.3 Figure 3 shows that of those who responded, (15%) used the M4 

Motorway between Junctions 3 and 12 on a daily basis, with the 
majority (41%) using it on a weekly basis and a further 32% using it on 
a monthly basis. 
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Question 3: If you do use the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12, 
please indicate your reason for doing so (for the majority of 

journeys) 
 
 Figure 4 Reason for using M4 J3 to J4 

 
 
4.3.4 Figure 4 shows that by far the greater amount who responded (80%) 

use the M4 Motorway (for the majority of journeys) between Junctions 
3 and 12 for leisure purposes, with the second highest number (13%) 
using it for commuting.  

 
Question 4: Following today’s exhibition do you understand how 

the Smart motorway will operate? 
 

Figure 5 Understanding of Smart motorway 

 
4.3.5 Figure 5 shows that 76% of respondents stated that they knew how 

the Smart motorway will operate following the exhibition, with a further 
21% having a partial understanding. Only 3% were unsure or failed to 
respond. 
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Question 5: Do you feel that you are likely to be affected by the 
proposed scheme? 

 
Figure 6 Affected by the proposed scheme 

 
 

4.3.6 Figure 6 shows that of those who responded, almost half (49%) 
considered that they would be somewhat affected by the proposed 
scheme, with a further 36% very affected. 8% felt they would be 
unaffected and 4% were unsure.   

 
Question 6: Which 3 of the following do you consider to be the most 

important in relation to the scheme? 
 
 Figure 7 Important Issues in relation to the scheme 

 
4.3.7 Figure 7 shows that of the responses received, there was a fairly even 

split between those who felt that safety to road users (26%) was the 
most important in relation to the scheme and those who considered it 
to be reliable journey times (23%) and protecting the environment 
(19%). Fewer respondents (12%) felt that scheme cost or impact on 
land was important. 
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4.3.8 In addition to the questionnaire responses, additional feedback on the 
scheme proposals has been provided via email, telephone, as well as 
the Highways Agency’s Information Line.  A total of 131 responses 
were received up until the 15th May 2014. Appendix 6 sets out the 
detailed issues raised, and the Highways Agency’s response to these. 
Where the responses received have raised particular comments, 
issues or concerns, these have been addressed and responded to 
individually by letter.  

 
4.3.9 The following section summarises the range of responses received, by 

grouping together the main issues raised: 
 

Figure 8 Nature of Issues Raised  

 

4.3.10 Figure 8 shows that the greatest issues raised from the responses 
received were in relation to the environment (27%), landowners (22%) 
and structures (17%) and to a lesser degree highways and diversions 
(10%) were also areas of concern. A range of other issues were raised, 
although in statistical terms were not significant.  

 
4.3.11 Of the main areas of concern raised by the public, a breakdown of the 

issues raised in relation to the Environment and those associated with 
Operations and Safety, are presented below.  
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Figure 9 Environment Issues 

 
4.3.12 Figure 9 shows that by far the greatest environmental issue raised 

relates to noise impacts (78%), with a further 6% concerned with air 
quality. A number of other issues were raised, although in statistical 
terms were not significant. 

 
Figure 10 Operations and Safety Issues   

 

4.3.13 Figure 10 shows that of those responses received, over a third (37%) 
considered all lane running to represent the main operational and 
safety issue, with a further 25% referring to incident management and 
17% referring to ERAs as concerns. A fewer number (13%) considered 
variable speed limits as an issue of concern in relation to Operations 
and Safety. 

 
4.4  Residents of The Myrke, near Datchet Road over-bridge 

 
4.4.1 In order to obtain details of ownership and to keep those with an 

interest in the scheme informed, 43 land interest questionnaires were 
sent to land owners within the vicinity of Datchet Road over-bridge in 
April 2014. However it became apparent through the information 
provided that the residents of The Myrke had been omitted from the 
original mailshot sent to households and other premises within the 
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Consultation Area in March 2014 informing of the public exhibitions. 
For this reason, the residents of the 129 properties within this 
residential street were unaware of the forthcoming consultation event 
and unable therefore to participate in the initial round of stakeholder 
engagement.  

 
4.4.2 This oversight has been acknowledged by the Highways Agency and 

the comments received by residents of The Myrke have been taken 
into account. An exhibition, similar to that previously undertaken, was 
held at the nearby Datchet Cricket Club on 3rd July 2014. This 
provided the opportunity for the residents of The Myrke to fully 
participate in the consultation exercise and provide feedback on the 
scheme proposals, to be considered at this stage alongside those 
consultation responses already received. 
 

4.4.3  The exhibition was well attended, with over 40 local residents from The 
Myrke attending the event. A number of issues were raised, although 
the main areas of discussion related to the following matters: 

 

  Table 5: The Myrke Exhibition - Main Issues Raised 

 

Road Bridge Construction 

• Whether the Datchet Road bridge embankments will remain following 
construction of the new bridge 

• The treatment of the land following demolition of the existing bridge 

• The duration of the bridge demolition works 

• Proposed access arrangements  

• Connection of the road bridge with Datchet Road 

• Whether the new bridge will create a one-way system 

Operation of the Smart motorway 

• Whether the Emergency Refuge Areas will be of sufficient size 

• Proximity of the highway to the motorway edge 

• Emergency vehicles use of the motorway in the absence of a hard shoulder  

Amenity 

• The use of acoustic fencing 

• The importance of the existing embankment and woodland copse for 

screening and as a noise barrier 

Construction 

• Concerns around construction noise, particularly at night-time 

• Duration of construction within the area 

Consultation 

• The need for local residents to be part of the decision-making process 

• The involvement of the local authority in the process 
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4.4.4.  The Highways Agency considered that the event had provided an opportunity 
for local residents to view the scheme proposals and to raise questions with 
representatives of the Highways Agency on the potential impacts of the 
scheme on the local community. It was recognised that the design 
development of the scheme was at a preliminary stage and that more detailed 
designs had yet to be prepared. It was advised that this work is currently 
ongoing with the intention of consulting further on the scheme proposals and 
in addressing the points raised at the formal public consultation stage that is 
scheduled to take place in autumn this year.  
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5. Conclusions 
 

5.1 Introduction 

 
5.1.1 This Feedback Report has provided a full and detailed account of the 

stakeholder engagement on the scheme proposals, ahead of the 
commencement of the formal consultation stage later this year. The 
Report has outlined the historic context of the scheme and set out the 
framework within which the consultation activity is being undertaken. 
 

5.1.2 The stakeholder engagement has involved early consultation and 
liaison with key statutory and non-statutory consultees, as well as 
members of the public. The Report has recorded the initial 
discussions undertaken with statutory and technical consultees 
regarding particular aspects of the scheme. The receipt of technical 
advice and comment has helped inform the design and assessment 
work.  
 

5.1.3 The local community has been given a full opportunity at this stage to 
engage in the consultation process through the publicity given to the 
exhibitions and through the programme of exhibition events. Of those 
attending, the majority are supportive of the concept of Smart 
motorways and at the same time have shown an understanding of the 
operation of the Smart scheme. The majority who responded also 
consider themselves to be affected in some way by the scheme. 
 

5.1.4 Concerns were nonetheless raised from the responses received on a 
number of environmental issues associated with the Smart motorway, 
relating in particular to noise and air quality. 
 

5.1.5 Following the completion of initial phase of stakeholder engagement, 
a review has been undertaken of the approach to public consultation, 
based on the feedback received from attendees. . This has involved 
further discussions with the affected local authorities and others, on 
how best to take forward the programme of formal consultation, in 
ensuring that the consultation process is as inclusive and productive 
as possible.  
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6. Formal Consultation  
 

6.1  Introduction 

 
6.1.1 In line with the Highways Agency’s consultation strategy outlined in this 

Report, the scheme will progress to the project’s formal consultation 
stage. However, the requirements for this stage of consultation are 
prescribed in legislation and will need to be complied with in 
accordance with the statutory provisions. 

 
6.1.2 Consultation will therefore be based on consultation with the following 

audience groups in accordance with the requirements set out in 
Section 47 and Section 42 of the Planning Act 2008: 

 
6.2  Section 47 - Community Consultees  

 
6.2.1 This will include the general public living within the boundary of the 

Consultation Area, (as defined during the earlier stakeholder 
engagement), as well as community representatives and local 
community groups.   

 
6.2.2 Prior to undertaking this formal consultation, the Highways Agency is 

required to prepare a Statement of Community Consultation (SOCC) 
setting out its proposed approach to community consultation (under 
Section 47). The Act also requires that applicants consult with relevant 
local authorities on the draft SOCC before being finalised. Once 
completed, the Highways Agency is required to publish a notice in 
relevant local newspapers advertising where the local community can 
inspect the SOCC.  

 
6.3  Section 42 - Prescribed Statutory Consultees  

 
6.3.1 This group will include relevant technical and regulatory organisations, 

relevant local authorities and those persons with an interest in the land 
required for the proposed development, as prescribed by legislation.  

 
6.3.2 The prescribed statutory consultees have been identified (during the 

earlier stakeholder engagement) by considering the relevance of those 
contained in Schedule 1 to the Infrastructure Planning (Applications: 
Prescribed forms and Procedure) Regulations 2009 (as amended) in 
relation to the location of the M4 Junction 3 to Junction 12 scheme.  

 

6.4   Current Work Programme 
 

6.4.1 At the present time the Highways Agency has prepared a draft SOCC 
and is in the process of formally consulting with each of the relevant 
local authorities through which the scheme passes. At the end of the 
28 day consultation period, the Highways Agency will have regard to 
the comments received before finalising the SOCC for publication.  
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6.4.2 Once published, the SOCC will set-out in detail the Highways Agency’s 
formal consultation programme including the proposed consultation 
timescales, which it is anticipated will take place during 
September/October this year.  
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7. Appendices 
 

Appendix Title 

Appendix 1 Consultation Plan 

Appendix 2 Copy letter sent to consultees 

Appendix 3 Copy letter sent to local councillors, MEPs, local authorities and 
parish councils 

Appendix 4 Copy of the press release 

Appendix 5 Copy of public information exhibitions boards 

Appendix 6 Consultee responses 
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Technical Note 514451-MUH-00-ZZ-TN-DC-200001-2D 
Consultation Plan 
 
1. PURPOSE OF THE REPORT 

 
The Highways Agency (HA) intends to submit a Development Consent Order 
(DCO) for a new project to update the M4 (J3 to J12) to a “Smart motorway”, 
with all lane running and variable speed limits. 

 
A DCO is required as the land and environmental impacts of the scheme are 
such that the scheme will require an Environmental Statement, thus making 
this scheme a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the 
Planning Act 2008 (PA2008).   
 
This technical note sets out the Consultation Plan, as suggested by the Alliance 
for discussion with the HA. It sets out the legislation requirements of the PA, 
precedence set by previous schemes, responsibilities of the project team and 
actions going forward.   

 
 

2. RESEARCH 
 

A. LEGISLATION REQUIREMENTS 
 

The following sets out the consultation requirements as listed in the PA2008 
and associated regulations. 
 

Table 1: Statutory consultation requirements in Planning Act Legislation 
Prepare consultation strategy and what is to be included in Statement of Community Consultation (SOCC) 

  

  Consult local authorities as to content of SOCC setting out how applicant proposes to consult 
S.47(2) (Planning Act) 

28 days min starting the day after the day consultee receives documents S.47(3) (Planning Act) 

Receive consultation responses regarding SOCC from local authorities 

  

  Prepare SOCC (with regard to responses received above) S.47(1) & (5) (Planning Act) 
(n.b. must include if application is EIA development and how the applicant intends to publicise and consult on 

preliminary environmental information) 
Reg 10 (EIA) 

  

  Publish SOCC in a newspaper circulating in the vicinity of the land, and in such other manner as may be prescribed 
S.47(6) (Planning Act) 

    

Duty to consult local 
community - complete 
community consultation as 
per SOCC  
S.47(7) (Planning Act) 

Duty to publicise - publish notice as 
content in per 4(3) of Regulations for 2 
weeks in local newspaper that covers the 
scheme, once in national, once in London 
Gazette, including a deadline for receipt 
of responses  
S.48 (Planning Act)   
If EIA development, send a copy of the 
notice to the prescribed consultees & 
9(1)(c) bodies and parties notified 
Reg 11 (EIA) 

Duty to Consult - send consultation 
packs, notify consultee of deadline 
for receipt of responses  
S.42 (Planning Act):  
a) prescribed consultees (Schedule 1 
in Regulations) 
b) each local authority in S43 
c) GLA where land is in Greater 
London 
d) persons in categories in S.44 

Duty to notify PINS - notify 
PINS with information as if 
they were included in S.42 
on or before commencing 
S.42  
S.46 (Planning Act) 
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   28 days min starting the day after the day consultee receives 
documents S.45 (Planning Act) 

Receive "relevant responses" and take account of relevant responses 
S.49 (Planning Act) 

 
 

B. OTHER SIMILAR PROJECTS 
 
Highways Agency – A556 Knutsford to Bowden Environmental 
Improvement Scheme – DCO 

 Held early consultations in 2007 and 2009 on outline route options (Pre 
SOCC) 

 Following publishing of a SOCC, the project held 12 week public 
consultation between November 2011 and February 2012 

 Provided consultation material on specific issues 
o junction layout and strategy 
o works to existing roads (de-trunking) and side roads 
o environmental assessments and potential impacts 
o environmental mitigation measures 
o arrangements during construction 

 Provided information as part of consultation material: 
o Preliminary Environmental Information and non-technical summary 

– including effects and proposed mitigation 
o Plans showing design proposals 
o Scheme Assessment Report – summarising engineering design 

and business case 
o Statement of Community Consultation 

 Methods 
o 3 exhibition dates (Wed, Sat, Mon of same week) 
o Leaflet and information on Highways Agency website 

(downloadable) 
o Leaflet to addresses in parish 
o Meetings with local residents, businesses and groups (used SOCC 

to invite interest) 
o Consultation material at 6+ deposit points between November 2011 

and February 2012 (Leaflet and non-technical summary available to 
take) 

 Responses on Highways Agency website, Highways Agency email, 
phone, post, local authority website 

 
Luton Borough Council – M1 J10a Grade Separation - DCO 

 Held early consultations in 2009 and 2010 (Pre SOCC) 

 Following publishing of a SOCC, Methods used were: 
o 2 exhibition dates (Fri and Sat of same week) (and posters 

advertising these exhibitions) 
o Held 1 month public consultation between October 2011 and 

November 2011 
o Produced leaflet 
o Scheme information on LBC website 
o Consultation material at 3 deposit locations for 1 month+ 

 Second Round of targeted consultation held in February 2012 regarding 
changes to the proposed scheme.  

 Responses on freepost comments cards, local authority website, post, 
email, Twitter, Facebook 
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Thames Water (TW) – Thames Tideway Tunnel - DCO 

 Held two phases on consultation (both following a separate publication of 
a SOCC) – 2010 and 2011 

 Held 14 week Phase 2 consultation between November 2011 and 
February 2012 

 Offered targeted consultation of 28 days following phase 2 to allow for 
further changes (based on consultation) 

 Method 
o Phase 1 exhibitions over 4 weeks located in 10 different locations 

(open up to 3 consecutive days) 
o Phase 2 exhibitions over 5 weeks located in 19 different locations 

(open minimum 2 consecutive days) 
o Letter drops to everyone within 250m from boundary of site 
o TW website 
o Community briefings – offer community representatives a briefing 

on the project 

 Responses on TW website, phone, email, post 
 
 

3. CONSULTATION OPTIONS 
 

A. HOW WILL WE CONSULT? 
 
Phased consultation process 
There are three options for consultation on the M4 DCO, involving a one-stage 
or a two-stage approach. The risks and benefits of each option are set out 
below.   
 
A one-stage approach is where one statutory process of consultation is 
completed after the publication of the SOCC, resulting in one round of relevant 
responses. This would occur part way through 2014, probably around April/May   

 
A two-stage approach is where two statutory rounds of consultation are 
completed after the publication of the SOCC. The first would cover general 
arrangements, options for detailed design and a general overview of the 
scheme. The second would incorporate responses made in the first stage, 
consulting on a preferred design. 

 
The third option would incorporate the two above options, whereby two stages 
of consultation would be held but the first would be non-statutory (and before 
the publication of the SOCC).
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Table 1: Three options for consultation on M4 DCO, and their related risks and benefits 
Option 1: One-statutory stage approach Option 2: Two-statutory stage approach Option 3: Two-stage non-statutory/statutory approach 

RISK / BENEFIT RISK / BENEFIT RISK / BENEFIT 

BENEFIT: Programme stability/time saving - More time is 

available to allow contingency for delays, or to bring the 
deadline for submission forward (depending on other 
disciplines) 

RISK: Programme non-stability/critical path - The late 

start of this consultation means this process is on critical 
path – any delay will result in a delay to the submission of 
the DCO 

BENEFIT: Programme stability/time saving – We would 

be able to consult initially on the information we have, and 
consult on greater detail for the statutory stage 

RISK: Against precedence - Other projects have generally 

completed two rounds of consultation  or have undertaken 
“early consultation” before the scheme was identified as an 
NSIP 

BENEFIT: Following precedence - This would allow the 

Project to say it has completed “early consultation” and show 
where we have/haven’t incorporated feedback from that 
consultation in the second round 

BENEFIT: Following precedence to a degree  - This 

would allow the Project to say it has completed “early 
consultation” and show where we have/haven’t incorporated 
feedback from that consultation in the second round 
(although the first round consultation will not be preceded by 
a SOCC 

RISK: Failure to comply with legal requirement -  This 

would be our one chance at consulting.  If any responses 
are received that result in a change to the scheme, we would 
not have the opportunity to consult again – if this is a 
material change, we could be considered to have failed in 
our duty to take account of relevant responses.  It therefore 
could mean further un planned round of consultation would 
have to be undertaken, thus delaying the scheme’s 
programme.  This delay is likely to be longer than if two 
rounds of consultation is include in the programme at the 
start. 

BENEFIT: Surety of fulfilling legal requirement - We can 

use stage 1 consultation to discuss options, take account of 
responses, decide on the preferred scheme, and consult on 
that more finalised scheme at consultation stage 2. 

RISK: Compliance with legal requirements - We 

understand this method complies with legal requirement, but 
would seek advice from the legal team 

RISK: Non-understanding of issues - We would only have 

one chance at understanding the issues/concerns held by 
consultees, and would otherwise be blind leading into the 
examination stage. 

BENEFIT: Knowledge/opportunity to address issues - 

We would have opportunity to find out a wider extent of 
issues/concerns, aiming to address them ahead of the 
examination stage. 

BENEFIT: Knowledge/opportunity to address issues - 

We would have opportunity to find out a wider extent of 
issues/concerns, aiming to address them ahead of the 
examination stage. 

BENEFIT: Consulting on more detailed project - We 

would have more time to work up a more detailed design 
ahead of going out to consultation 

RISK: Appearing unknowledgeable - We could be asked 

questions that we do not know the answer to, especially at 
consultation stage 1 when the proposed design and resultant 
assessment have not been completed. 

RISK: Appearing unknowledgeable - We could be asked 

questions that we do not know the answer to, especially at 
consultation stage 1 when the proposed design and 
resultant assessment have not been completed.  However, 
being separate to the formal statutory consultation process, 
people may be more accepting of this 

BENEFIT: Cost saving – One stage of consultation means 

only one round of associated costs 

RISK: More expensive – Two stages of consultation mean 

two stages of associated cost, and additionally the extra 
resource needed to reach the tight timescale will increase 
that cost again 

RISK: More expensive – Two stages of consultation mean 

two stages of associated cost, and additionally the extra 
resource needed to reach the tight timescale will increase 
that cost again 
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Process of agreement of decision 
It is recommended that the two stage Option 3 approach should be adopted as 
it fulfils the legal requirements of the PA2008.  It means that the M4 project can 
prove it has taken account of relevant responses, in accordance with S.49 of 
the PA 2008 and would therefore be less likely to be challenged by the 
Planning Inspectorate. This provides more security that the submitted 
application will be accepted. If a two-stage approach is adopted, the S.48 
notice would be issued in line with Consultation Stage 2 only. 
 
However, the short timeframe of the M4 project means a two-statutory stage 
approach (allowing time enough to consider and take account of responses) 
would present a challenge.  For this reason, it is suggested that the two stage 
non-statutory/statutory approach (option 3) should be adopted as it is the best 
option in the timeframe available (it can be commenced ahead of securing an 
agreed SOCC).  This solution complies with the legal requirement of the 
PA2008. 
  
This recommendation was accepted by the Highways Agency project team in a 
meeting on 2nd December 2013.  The first stage of consultation will cover HA’s 
existing consultation material for Smart motorways, plus information that is 
available for Design Freeze 2 (including any available options) and preliminary 
details of the DCO process.  Consultation Stage 2 will additionally cover 
information on the preferred scheme, plus more scheme specific detail (in 
particular the environmental effects and any proposed mitigation). 
 
 
Methods for consultation 
 
Agreed method of consultation 
It was agreed by the Project team in a meeting on 2nd December 2013 that the 
minimum level of consultation should be: 
 
Table 2: Agreed method of consultation 

Consultation stage 1 (non-statutory – pre-
SOCC) 

Consultation stage 2 (statutory – post-
SOCC) 

Printed media covering HA’s existing 
consultation material on Smart motorways, and 
an introduction to the scheme 

Printed media covering DCO process and some 
more detailed information on the proposed 
scheme 

Posters advertising information event venues Posters advertising exhibition venues 

Letter drops to all known named parties (i.e. 
local land owners/statutory consultees) 
including leaflet 

Letter drops to named parties within scheme 
limits (to diligent inquiry standard) (i.e. local 
land owners/statutory consultees) including 
leaflet 

Letter drops to all addresses within 100m from 
the highway boundary along the route of J3-12 

Leaflet drops to all addresses within 100m from 
the highway boundary along the route of J3-12 

Staffed exhibitions (Stage 1 boards to be similar 
to those produced for the M6 J10a-13 MM-ALR 
scheme, see Appendix 1. 
o West Drayton 
o Slough 
o Maidenhead 
o Reading 

Boards will cover  
o HA’s existing consultation material on 

Staffed exhibitions (Stage 2 boards will hold 
information on the final preferred scheme as 
per design freeze 4) 

o West Drayton 
o Slough 
o Maidenhead 
o Reading 

Photomontages for gantries will be provided, 
based on those produced for the ES.  If not 
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Smart motorways 
o An introduction to the scheme 
o Information up to the level of detail we 

have reached by that stage (design 
freeze 2), including any available options 

o HA’s generic drive-through of a Smart 
motorway 

available for Consultation Stage 1, these should 
be provided for Stage 2 
 

Unstaffed exhibitions at the Motorway Service 
Area within or near to the site (subject to 
agreement) 
o Heston Services J2-3 
o Reading service J11-12 
o Chieveley Services J13 

Unstaffed exhibitions at the Motorway Service 
Area within or near to the site (subject to 
agreement) 

o Heston Services J2-3 
o Reading service J11-12 
o Chieveley Services J13 

HA website HA website 

Press release and subsequent interview if 
requested.  Advertising in the press will follow 
statutory requirement (none required at this 
stage) 

Press release and subsequent interview if 
requested.  Advertising in the press will follow 
statutory requirement (publishing SOCC and 
publishing S.48 notice) 

Record outgoing correspondence and 
responses on one system – Pinpoint 

Record outgoing correspondence and 
responses on one system – Pinpoint 

Active management of key stakeholders and 
affected parties 

Active management of key stakeholders and 
affected parties 

Working group (with a panel of key team 
members) to assess all consultation feedback 
and assess implications/inclusion.  This 
exercise should start as soon as a reasonable 
number of responses have been received and 
will require the working group to be based in the 
Alliance office on a regular basis. 

Working group (with a panel of key team 
members) to assess all consultation feedback 
and assess implications/inclusion.  This 
exercise should start as soon as a reasonable 
number of responses have been received and 
will require the working group to be based in the 
Alliance office on a regular basis. 

 
 

 
B. WHO WILL WE CONSULT? 

 
We will be consulting in line with the Planning Act requirements.   
 
Section 47 
Under S.47, we are required to consult the local community.  This will be done 
via the methods set out in Table 2. 
 
The extent of this community consultation will need to be determined.  Since 
the majority of the scheme is expected to be built within Highways Agency 
boundaries, it is suggested that the scheme will have little compulsory 
purchase impact on the local community.  However, there may be temporary 
environmental effects felt by local communities relating to the demolition and 
replacement of bridges, and permanent environmental effects of noise and 
construction felt along the route of the scheme.  It is therefore suggested that 
community consultation should include the following: 
 

 100m either side of the M4 boundary (including directly affected land 
owners/occupiers) 

 

 Local parish, district and county councils 
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 General distribution list (including MPs, MEPs, local businesses and 
attractions) 

 
Section 42 
Under S.42, it is necessary to consult prescribed consultees, relevant local 
authorities, Greater London Authority and relevant Category 1, 2 & 3 interests 
(land owners and interests with a relevant claim for compensation).  A relevant 
claim for compensation under Category 3 relates to claims made according to 
Part 1 of the Acquisition of Land Act 1981 or Section 10 of Compulsory 
Purchase Act 1965. The Alliance will identify the Category 1, 2 and 3 interests 
through a Land Referencing process, and consult appropriately. 
 
A workshop was held with attendance by the HAs discipline leads for 
environment, engineering and land, as well as advice from a district valuer in 
order to identify land within which interests may have a claim for compensation. 
It is anticipated that a cautionary approach should be adopted to the 
identification of the red line boundary to include everyone who may eventually 
have a relevant claim. This workshop resulted in a S.42 line – a line within 
which the Lands Team will reference land ownership and consultation material 
will be sent. 
 
The workshop was completed on 18th December 2013.  It was decided the S.42 
line should follow the highway boundary along the route (i.e. the district valuer 
confirmed that no compensation claims would be relevant beyond this line), 
and follow the limits of identified land take around the bridges.  In addition, 
where the environment team had identified significant effects in terms of noise, 
air quality or visual impact, those properties should also be included within the 
S.42 line.  
 
Prescribed consultees are listed in Schedule 1 of The Infrastructure Planning 
(Applications: Prescribed Forms and Procedure) Regulations 2009.  Some of 
the listed consultees will be checked with the Highways and Environment 
Teams as to whether there will be a requirement to consult them. 
 
Section 46 
Under S.46, we are required to consult the Planning Inspectorate. 
 
Key Stakeholders and affected parties 
 
A stakeholder mapping workshop was held with the aim of identifying the key 
stakeholders for the project. This workshop was completed on 12th December 
2013, resulting in a list of key stakeholders to be included within the 
consultation programme. 
 
 
 

C. WHEN WILL WE CONSULT? 
 
A programme has been prepared showing the amended methodology from two 
statutory consultation processes within limited response consideration time, to 
one statutory and one non-statutory consultation process, beginning earlier.   
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D. WHAT WILL WE CONSULT ON? 
 

We will be consulting on the following themes, asking for feedback on them. 
 

Consultation stage 1 (non-statutory – pre-
SOCC) 

Consultation stage 2 (statutory – post-
SOCC) 

The need for the project (as opposed to the do 
nothing approach) 

The need for the project (as opposed to the do 
nothing approach) 

Use of smart motorways (as opposed to 
another solution) 

Use of smart motorways (as opposed to 
another solution) 

Junction/bridge/side roads layout – high level 
options for the permanent works  

Junction/bridge/side roads layout – preferred 
option for construction and permanent works 

Preliminary environmental impacts and 
mitigation / Landscaping design (basic level 
only)  

Preferred side road/access diversion routes 

 Environmental impacts and mitigation / 
Landscaping design 
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4. PROJECT ROLES 
 

A. HIGHWAYS AGENCY  
 
Project Management Team 
 
The Highways Agency Project Management Team will be responsible for: 
 

 Initial contact with key stakeholders 

 Attendance at key stakeholder consultation (may include Communications 
Team) 

 Approving Consultation Strategy (to feed into Communication Strategy, with 
Communications Team) 

 Publishing notices in newspapers (drafted by the DCO and Legal Teams) 

 Issuing consultation material to identified parties (unless delegated to Alliance) 

 Publishing consultation material on Highways Agency website (drafted by the 
DCO and Highways Agency Project Teams) 

 Receiving consultation responses, reviewing them and responding to them 
where required or forward relevant responses to Alliance to respond 

 Record all consultation responses on Pinpoint (or forward to Alliance to 
complete this task) 

 Record all direct Highways Agency consultation/communication including 
uploading on Pinpoint 

 Identify and arrange exhibition venues 

 Approval of consultation material and responses to consultation replies 

 Stakeholder mapping – identification of initial list of consultees including 
identification of key stakeholders 

 Preparing consultation material drafted by DCO Team, and signing off on 
content of that material 

 Printing of consultation material 

 Publishing consultation material on Highways Agency website (drafted by the 
DCO and Highways Agency Project Teams) 

 Attendance at key stakeholder consultation 

 Approving Consultation Strategy (to feed into Communication Strategy) 

 Publishing notices in newspapers (drafted by the DCO and Legal Teams), 
working alongside Project Management Team 

 Issuing consultation material to identified parties (unless delegated to Alliance). 
Working alongside the Project Management Team 

 Receiving consultation responses, reviewing and responding to these where 
required or forward relevant responses to Alliance to respond. Working 
alongside the Project Management Team 

 Record all consultation responses on Pinpoint (or forward to Alliance to 
complete this task). Working alongside the Project Management Team 

 Record all direct Highways Agency consultation/communication including 
uploading on Pinpoint. Working alongside the Project Management Team 

 Undertake press releases and arrange any media interviews. 
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B. Alliance   

 
DCO Team consultation responsibilities  

 
The DCO team is made up of both members of the Highways Agency and the 
Alliance, who together drive the progress of the DCO, stakeholder engagement 
and consultation.  
 
The DCO Team will be responsible for: 
 

 Preparing the project’s DCO Consultation Strategy 

 Arranging workshops to identify S.42 line and extent of community consultation 
(specifically leafleting) 

 Preparing the project’s DCO Statement of Community Consultation (SOCC) 

 Consulting with the relevant authorities on that SOCC  

 Identifying/checking the list of consultees to receive consultation material at 
each stage of consultation 

 Setting up and managing Pinpoint. 

 Attendance at key stakeholder consultation 

 Engagement with key stakeholders, including emergency services (the Police, 
etc) and key players (e.g. Network Rail) 

 Undertaking key stakeholder consultation or ensuring it is undertaken by the 
nominated member of the delivery team.  This will include starting work on 
obtaining the Operation Agreements required for the Smart motorway. 

 Recording that engagement, including meeting minutes, telephone/site visit 
records and correspondence with stakeholders.  Ensuring these records are 
recorded on Pinpoint 

 Receiving consultation responses, reviewing them and responding to them 
where required 

 Record all consultation responses on Pinpoint 

 Collating the content to be included in consultation material and drafting that 
consultation material 

 Ensuring compliance with the PA2008 legal requirements for  consultation 
under Sections 42, 46, 47(7) and 48. 

 Preparing consultation packs (for landowners) 

 Arranging workshops to consider consultation responses 

 Drafting Consultation Report 
 

 
Highways Team consultation responsibilities 
 
The Highways team will be responsible for: 
 

 Engagement with the Local Highway Authorities regarding the side roads 
works, as stakeholders 

 Identification and consultation with statutory undertakers 

 Attendance at key stakeholder consultation events  

 Recording that engagement, including meeting minutes, telephone/site visit 
records and correspondence with stakeholders.  Ensuring these records are 
recorded on Pinpoint 

 Liaising with statutory undertakers 
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Environment Team consultation responsibilities 
 
The Environment team will be responsible for: 
 

 Engagement with the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage 
and Environment Teams at Local Authorities, as stakeholders 

 Attendance at key stakeholder consultation events  

 Recording that engagement, including meeting minutes, telephone/site visit 
records and correspondence with stakeholders.  Ensuring these records are 
recorded on Pinpoint 

 
 

Lands Team consultation responsibilities 
 
The Lands team will be responsible for: 
 

 Identifying affected parties through land referencing and recording on Pinpoint 

 Engagement with affected parties and land owners across the scheme, 
specifically those people identified Category 1, 2 and 3 people. 

 Attendance at key stakeholder consultation 

 Recording that engagement, including meeting minutes, telephone/site visit 
records and correspondence with stakeholders.  Ensuring these records are 
recorded on Pinpoint 

 
 

C. LEGAL 
 
Legal advice is to be sought over the following: 
 

 Consultation Strategy – phased approach with one non-statutory process, 
followed by consultation on the SOCC as part of the statutory consultation 
process 

 Consultation Strategy – methods of consultation and that this meets the 
requirements of the PA2008  

 Limits within which to consult, along with the identified consultees and that 
these  meet the requirements of the PA2008  

 Scoping Report  

 Review of draft SOCC 

 Ongoing engagement with PINS 
 
 

 
5. NEXT STEPS 

 
Highways Agency 

 HA to set up series of early meetings with key stakeholders / local authorities 

 HA to identify exhibition locations/venues, and discuss these with local 
authorities at initial consultation: 

o West Drayton 
o Maidenhead 
o Slough 
o Reading 
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 HA to begin communication with venues to discuss availability (and book) for 
Consultation Stage 1 and Stage 2 

 Stakeholder Mapping Workshop – arranged for 12th December 2013 (now 
complete) 

 HA to invite Highways Agency Netserv colleagues to next collaborative 
planning meeting on 15th January 2014 to realise tight timescales 

 HA to check if 28 day  statutory Planning Act consultation period is acceptable 
to Highways Agency and when to start the consultation “clock” (i.e. start or end 
of PIE) 
 
Alliance 

 Workshop to identify S.42 boundary –  held for 18th December 2013 

 Structures Options Workshop – held   10th December 2013 

 Start preparation of Consultation Stage 1 material 
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Copy letter sent to consultees 
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Lynne Stinson 
Highways Agency 
The Cube 
199 Wharfside Street 
Birmingham 
B1 1RN 

       

 
 10 March 2014    

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorways Project  

Invitation to Public Information Exhibitions  
18th to 29th March 2014. 
 
The Highways Agency is planning to undertake improvements to the M4 between 
junctions 3 and 12, by making it a Smart Motorway. Smart motorways use the latest 
technology to improve journeys by sensing traffic flow and setting speed limits 
accordingly to keep traffic moving smoothly.  
 
The smart motorway proposals on the M4 involves permanently converting the hard-
shoulder into a traffic lane, creating much needed extra capacity to support economic 
growth. Information about road condition and speed limits will be given to drivers via 
electronic road signs. Smart motorways deliver cost effective benefits, when compared 
to traditional motorway widening, with less environmental impact during construction. 
Further information about the project is available on our website: 
 

www.highways.gov.uk/roads/road-projects/m4-junctions-3-12/ 
 
Details of the exhibitions are below and overleaf: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

St Giles Hotel 
Hounslow Road, Feltham, 

Middlesex 
TW14 9AD 

Exhibition opening hours 
Tuesday 18th March 2014 

 2pm to 8pm 

Hillingdon Baptist Church 
25 Hercies Road, 

Uxbridge 
UB10 9LS 

Exhibition opening hours 
Wednesday 19th March 2014 

2pm to 8pm 

http://www.highways.gov.uk/roads/road-projects/m4-junctions-3-12/
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If you cannot attend the exhibition you may also contact the Highways Agency 
Information Line to help address any queries or issues that may arise as the project 
progresses. 
 

 HAIL line – 0300 1235000 
 
I thank you kindly for your assistance in this matter and I hope to see you at one of our 
exhibitions.   
 
If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.  
 
Yours faithfully 
 

 
 
Lynne Stinson 
Project Manager 
M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Motorway Scheme 
Highways Agency 
 
 

Theale Village Hall 
Englefield Road, 

Reading, Berkshire 
RG7 5AS 

Exhibition opening hours 
Friday 21th March 2014  

2pm to 8pm 

Holy Port War Memorial Hall 
Moneyrow Green, Holyport, 

Maidenhead, Berkshire 
SL6 2NA 

Exhibition opening hours 
Saturday 22th March 2014  

10am to 4pm 

Copthorne Hotel Slough 
Cippenham Lane, Slough, 

Berkshire 
SL1 2YE 

Exhibition opening hours 
Thursday 27th March 2014 

2pm to 8pm 

Winnersh Community 
Centre 

New Road, Wokingham 
RG41 5DU 

Exhibition opening hours 
Friday 28th March 2014  

3pm to 8pm 

St Martin’s Church Hall 
Church Road, West Drayton 

UB7 7PT 
Exhibition opening hours 
Saturday 29th March 2014 

10am to 4pm 



 

 
 

 

  

 

Appendix 3 

Copy letter sent to local councillors, MEPs, local 
authorities and parish councils 
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Lynne Stinson 
Highways Agency 
The Cube 
199 Wharfside Street 
Birmingham 
B1 1RN 

       

 
 10 March 2014    

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

M4 Junction 3 to 12 Smart Motorways Project  

Invitation to Public Information Exhibitions  
18th to 29th March 2014. 
 
I would like to invite you to attend a preview of the M4 Junctions 3 to 12 smart motorway 
scheme public information exhibitions. 
 
The preview will be held at St Giles Hotel, Hounslow Road, Feltham, Middlesex, TW14 
9AD and will start at 10:00hrs on 18th March.  A location plan is attached for your 
convenience.   
 
The exhibition will open to the public on Tuesday 18 March from 14:00hrs to 20:00hrs. 
At the exhibition the Highways Agency will give a presentation on the scheme and its 
programme, and representatives from the Project Team will be available to answer 
questions. Details of all the exhibition dates and times are shown overleaf. 
 
If you are able to attend I would be grateful if you could please RSVP by way of email to 
M4J3-12smartmotorways@highways.gsi.gov.uk or to the Project Manager, Lynne 
Stinson on lynne.stinson@highways.gsi.gov.uk 
 
 
Yours faithfully 
 

 
 
Lynne Stinson 
Project Manager 
M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Motorway Scheme 
Highways Agency 
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Details of the exhibitions are as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

St Giles Hotel 
Hounslow Road, Feltham, 

Middlesex 
TW14 9AD 

Exhibition opening hours 
Tuesday 18th March 2014 

 2pm to 8pm 

Hillingdon Baptist Church 
25 Hercies Road,  

Uxbridge 
UB10 9LS 

Exhibition opening hours 
Wednesday 19th March 2014 

2pm to 8pm 

Theale Village Hall 
Englefield Road, Reading, 

Berkshire 
RG7 5AS 

Exhibition opening hours 
Friday 21th March 2014  

2pm to 8pm 

Holy Port War Memorial 
Moneyrow Green, Holyport, 

Maidenhead, Berkshire 
RG7 5AS 

Exhibition opening hours 
Saturday 22th March 2014  

10am to 4pm 

Copthorne Hotel Slough 
Cippenham Lane, Slough, 

Berkshire 
SL1 2YE 

Exhibition opening hours 
Thursday 27th March 2014 

2pm to 8pm 

Winnersh Community 
Centre 

New Road, Wokingham 
RG41 5DU 

Exhibition opening hours 
Friday 28th March 2014  

3pm to 8pm 

St Martin’s Church Hall 
Church Road, West Drayton 

UB7 7PT 
Exhibition opening hours 
Saturday 29th March 2014 

10am to 4pm 
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Getting to St Giles Hotel, Hounslow 

 

 
 
The St Giles Hotel Heathrow is located approximately 200 yards from Feltham Station with direct access to London 
Waterloo in Central London. 
 
FROM HEATHROW AIRPORT 

 
Terminals 1, 2 or 3  
Take the 285 Bus (RailAir Link) available 24 hour from the Central Bus Station to Feltham Station. A bus stop is 
located one stop before the station outside the hotel.  
Alternatively if you prefer, you can call our appointed Taxi Cab Firm Chequers on 0208 890 3333 when you arrive at 
Baggage Collection. They will then agree a suitable collection point with you. Their fare to our hotel, payable directly 
to the driver is approximately £15.00 each way. 
Terminals 4 and 5  
Take the 490 bus to Feltham, the service runs every 12 mins during the day Monday to Saturday and every 20 mins 
during evenings and weekends. A bus stop is located directly outside the hotel.  
 
BY ROAD 

 
From M4 
Leave M4 at junction 3 and join the A312 Southbound, signposted Feltham. Following the A312 for approximately 4 
miles until you reach Harlington Road West. At the traffic lights (crossroads) bordered on the right hand side by 
Feltham Park and a bus stop, turn right. The Hotel is clearly visible 800metres up this road on the left-hand side.  
 
From M3 
Leave M3 after junction 1 (Sunbury), signposted for lower Feltham. At the roundabout, adjacent to the Unigate 
Dairies, take the left-hand exit to pass alongside the Dairy. At the next mini-roundabout, take the right hand fork 
(Felthambrook Way). Continue straight to the next roundabout and turn left again. Pass the General Roy public 
house, continue straight towards the traffic lights. Turn right at the lights (A244 signposted Feltham). Continue 
straight through the town centre, pass Feltham Railway Station, over the bridge and the Hotel is clearly visible on the 
right hand side.  
 
From M25 (North) 
exit at Junction 15 and join the M4 towards London (thereafter follow directions from M4 as above).  
From M25 (South) 
exit at Junction 12 and join the M3 towards London (thereafter follow directions from M3 as above)  
 
BY RAIL 

Feltham Station - located 200 yards from the hotel  
From Waterloo Station 
Take the South West train to Feltham. Upon leaving Feltham Station turn left up the hill over the rail bridge. The Hotel 
is clearly visible 400 metres Northbound on the right hand side of the road 



 

 
 

 

  

 

Appendix 4 

Copy of the press release 



       PRESS RELEASE                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Email not displaying properly?   View in your browser 

 

Find out more: proposals to transform 32 miles of the M4 

between junctions 3 and 12, London/Bucks/Berks  

13 March 2014 11:00 

Road users, local residents and businesses can find out more next week about proposals to 

transform the M4 into one of the longest stretches of ‘smart motorway’ in England by 2021. 

The improvement, between junction 3, Hayes in London, and junction 12, Theale in Berkshire, would 

increase capacity, improve journey reliability and maintain safety. 

 

The proposals are part of the Government’s investment into England’s motorways and major A-roads, 

which will see up to £3 billion a year pumped into improving the roads by 2021, underpinning 

economic growth and high quality jobs across the region. 

 

Lynne Stinson, Highways Agency Project Manager said: 

“The M4 is an important corridor in and out of London for those who live and work in Buckinghamshire 

and Berkshire, as well as those further afield in the South West and Wales, with around 130,000 

vehicles using this stretch every day.  

 

“Based on proven benefits elsewhere, we have produced outline proposals that would see 32 miles of 

the M4 transformed into a ‘smart motorway’; we’re planning extra capacity by converting the hard 

shoulder into an additional traffic lane and introducing variable mandatory speed limits displayed 

overhead to help smooth the flow of traffic and reduce congestion, and to provide traffic information, 

with safety bays in place to maintain safety. 

 

“We’re inviting members of the public to come along to their nearest public exhibition to find out more 

about the scheme and give the project team their initial thoughts on the proposals to feed in to the 

ongoing scheme development. We will host further exhibitions later this year when assessments are 

complete and our proposals are nearing finalisation.” 

 

Subject to gaining consent, construction would be carefully planned to be carried out in phases from 

2016. 

 

http://highwaysagency.presscentre.com/content/detail.aspx?ReleaseID=432691&NewsAreaID=2&ClientID=75&HUserID=Nu1Gq-PmLeEcbFvIvmzkdA..
http://highwaysagency.presscentre.com/content/detail.aspx?ReleaseID=432691&NewsAreaID=2&ClientID=75&HUserID=Nu1Gq-PmLeEcbFvIvmzkdA..
http://highwaysagency.presscentre.com/content/detail.aspx?ReleaseID=432691&NewsAreaID=2&ClientID=75&HUserID=Nu1Gq-PmLeEcbFvIvmzkdA..
http://highwaysagency.presscentre.com/content/detail.aspx?ReleaseID=432691&NewsAreaID=2&ClientID=75&HUserID=Nu1Gq-PmLeEcbFvIvmzkdA..


As part of the proposals to convert the 32 miles of the M4 between junction 3 and 12 into a ‘smart 

motorway’: 

* There would be 64 miles of new traffic lane taken from the existing hard shoulder, increasing 

capacity. 

* The initial scheme design also includes 131 new gantries, with 32 existing gantries remaining.  

* 11 bridges would be rebuilt to provide space for the additional traffic lane and provide safe journeys 

over the M4 for decades to come. 

* 32 refuge bays are proposed alongside the carriageway for use by drivers in an emergency. 

 

Seven public exhibitions are being held: 

* Tuesday 18 March between 2pm and 8pm – St Giles Hotel, Hounslow Road, Feltham, TW14 9AD. 

* Wednesday 19 March between 2pm and 8pm – Hillingdon Baptist Church, 25 Hercies Road, 

Uxbridge UB10 9LS. 

* Friday 21 March between 2pm and 8pm – Theale Village Hall, Englefield Road, Reading, RG7 

5AS. 

* Saturday 22 March between 10am and 4pm – Holyport War Memorial Hall, Moneyrow Green, 

Holyport, Maidenhead, Berkshire, SL6 2NA. 

* Thursday 27 March between 2pm and 8pm – Copthorne Hotel Slough, Cippenham Lane, Slough, 

Berkshire, SL1 2YE. 

* Friday 28 March between 3pm and 8pm – Winnersh Community Centre, New Road, Wokingham 

RG41 5DU. 

* Saturday 29 March between 10am and 4pm - St Martin’s Church Hall, Church Road, West 

Drayton UB7 7PT. 

Notes to Editors 

Ref: SE068-14 

 

1. The Highways Agency is an executive agency of the Department for Transport. We manage, 

maintain and improve England’s motorways and other strategic roads on behalf of the Secretary of 

State. 

 

2. The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 scheme would be one of the longest stretches of smart motorway in 

England with a total length of 32 miles converted. The current estimated cost for this scheme is 

between £614 million and £862 million however this is subject to design change and possible future 

efficiency savings. 

 

3. A consortium consisting of URS, Hyder Halcrow Joint Venture and Mouchel are the designers for 

the scheme. At this stage of the development of the scheme, there is currently no delivery partner for 

the scheme they will be procured later in the schemes development . 



 

4. Smart motorways: As an Agency we have changed the name of managed motorways to smart 

motorways. We are making smarter use of our motorway network, smart motorways encompasses all 

sections of our network that incorporate technology to manage congestion and improve journey time 

reliability. This includes controlling speeds to improve traffic flow through the use of variable 

mandatory speeds and providing driver information on overhead signs. Most recognisably smart 

motorways can use technology to open the hard shoulder at times of peak demand or the hard 

shoulder is permanently converted to a traffic lane with additional emergency refuge areas. This adds 

extra capacity on some of the busiest sections of our motorway network. 

It is important to the Agency that all road users understand the layout, signs and signals used on our 

smart motorways sections. We have been working to introduce a series of information products that 

can be easily identified and understood as smart motorways. From November 2013 these will begin to 

be promoted and shared with road users and our partners. More information and background on 

smart motorways is available at: www.highways.gov.uk/smartmotorways. 

 

5. Key findings from research published in March 2011 shows that accidents have more than halved 

since hard shoulder running was introduced on 10.5 miles of M42 (J3a to J7), to the east of 

Birmingham; with journey times improved between the M40 J16, near Lapworth, and M6 J5, near 

Birmingham. 

 

6. The first hard shoulder running scheme was introduced on the M42 J3a-7 in 2006 as a pilot 

scheme. This was followed by M6 J4 to J5 scheme in 2009 and the M6 J8 to J10A scheme in 2011. 

The system is known as smart motorways and uses variable speed limits and opening up the hard 

shoulder as an additional traffic lane. The operational changes to the M40 J16-3A and M42 J7-9 

which were completed in August 2009 are known as controlled motorways. This involves the use of 

features such as variable speed limits but without hard shoulder running.  

 

7. Click here for the Highways Agency’s roads programme, including where work on smart motorways 

schemes are underway and planned: http://www.highways.gov.uk/our-road-network/managing-our-

roads/highways-agencys-future-delivery-programmes/.  

 

8. Maintenance and improvement projects: We plan maintenance and improvement projects 

carefully to allow road works to be completed safely, in a cost effective way while keeping disruption 

to road users to a minimum. We do as much work as possible overnight and when roads are less 

busy in order to keep more lanes open for road users at peak travel times. Drivers are advised to 

check their route for road works and allow extra time for their journeys where needed. We have a 

variety of journey planning tools that road users can use to check travel conditions on the roads we 

manage, and we will do all we can to keep road users informed. 

 

http://www.highways.gov.uk/smartmotorways
http://www.highways.gov.uk/our-road-network/managing-our-roads/highways-agencys-future-delivery-programmes/
http://www.highways.gov.uk/our-road-network/managing-our-roads/highways-agencys-future-delivery-programmes/


9. Safety at roadworks: The Highways Agency is working with the industry and road users to reduce 

the risks of working on the roads. For the safety of road workers and all road users, when you are 

approaching roadworks: 

 

- Keep within the speed limit – it is there for your safety. 

- Get into the correct lane in good time – don’t keep switching. 

- Concentrate on the road ahead, not the roadworks. 

- Be alert for works’ traffic leaving or entering roadworks. 

- Keep a safe distance – there could be queues in front. 

- Observe all signs – they are there to help you. 

 

10. Real-time traffic information for England’s motorways and other strategic roads is available: 

 

- From the web at www.highways.gov.uk/traffic. 

- By phone from the Highways Agency Information Line on 0300 123 5000 at any time. (Calls to 03 

numbers are charged at no more than a national call to an 01 or 02 number and are included in all 

discount schemes and call allowances. This applies to all landlines, mobiles and payphones. Call 

costs will vary depending on your landline or mobile supplier.) Make sure it’s safe and legal before 

you call. Before using any mobile, find a safe place to park. Never stop on the hard shoulder of a 

motorway except in an emergency.  

- On an iPhone app which will automatically select the region you are in. Free to download from the 

iTunes store or search for Highways Agency on your device. 

- From Twitter – there are eight feeds with live traffic information provided by region. For information 

on roads in the south east region follow us @HAtraffic_seast or for the full index visit 

www.highways.gov.uk/twitter.  

 

11. Receive our national and regional press releases by RSS and get the latest headlines straight to 

your desktop the moment we publish them to our website. Choose to receive a national press feed or 

one of our regionalised feeds - go to www.highways.gov.uk/rssnews for more information. 

Contact 

Daniel Wood 

Highways Agency 

Office:  01306 878 442 

Mobile:  07825 024 905 

Email:  daniel.wood@highways.gsi.gov.uk 

  

Andrew Broughton 

Highways Agency 

http://www.highways.gov.uk/traffic
http://www.highways.gov.uk/twitter
http://www.highways.gov.uk/rssnews
mailto:daniel.wood@highways.gsi.gov.uk


Office:  01883 745 364 

Mobile:  07825 674 643 

Email:  andrew.broughton@highways.gsi.gov.uk 

  

Jane Manning 

Highways Agency 

Office:  01306 878 110 

Email:  jane.manning@highways.gsi.gov.uk 

  

Highways Out of Hours 

Highways Agency 

Office:  0844 693 1448 

Email:  pressoffice@highways.gsi.gov.uk 

  
 

 

Edit my profile   Unsubscribe  from   Highways Agency  emails   

This communication from the Highways Agency is confidential and copyright. Anyone coming into 

unauthorised possession of it should disregard its content and erase it from their records. 

 

 
 

mailto:andrew.broughton@highways.gsi.gov.uk
mailto:jane.manning@highways.gsi.gov.uk
mailto:pressoffice@highways.gsi.gov.uk
http://highwaysagency.presscentre.com/webuser/profile.aspx?HUserID=Nu1Gq-PmLeEcbFvIvmzkdA..&NewsAreaID=2&ClientID=75
http://highwaysagency.presscentre.com/webuser/unsubscribe.aspx?HUserID=Nu1Gq-PmLeEcbFvIvmzkdA..&email=daniel.wood@highways.gsi.gov.uk
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Copy of public information exhibitions boards 



Welcome
The Highways Agency is proposing to improve the M4 motorway between 

Junction 3 and Junction 12 by introducing a Smart motorway scheme, which will:

 Relieve congestion and smooth the flow of traffic

 Improve journey times and journey reliability

 Maintain safety levels for all road users; and,

 Support economic development

 

This will involve permanently converting the hard shoulder into a running lane.

M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart motorway

An executive agency of the Department for Transport
HA Media Services Team, X130xxx



M4 Smart motorway overview

The M4 is the main strategic route between London, the West of England and 

Wales. It provides access directly to the M25 and Heathrow Airport.  

The M4 from Junction 3 (Hayes) to Junction 12 (Theale) is approximately 32 miles 

long and carries an average of 130,000 vehicles per day. It currently suffers from 

heavy congestion and unpredictable journey times. Without improvements to the 

route, traffic is expected to increase significantly over the next 20 years, resulting 

in further congestion.
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Signs mounted at the verge provide enhanced 
driver information including informing drivers of the 

motorway speed limit and the availability of lanes 

Emergency
refuge area

CCTV to monitor traffic
conditions including 

during incidents

Signed cameras monitor 
traffi c speeds for 

enforcement purposes

Loops hidden in the road allow 
monitoring of traffi c fl ows

How it works

For further details on Smart motorways see our website 

www.highways.gov.uk/smartmotorways

M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart motorway

An executive agency of the Department for Transport
HA Media Services Team, X130xxx



What do you do 
if you break down

If you cannot leave the motorway, you should try 

to get to an emergency refuge area.  From here, 

contact our staff via the emergency roadside 

telephone provided for help and information.

If you cannot leave the motorway or reach an 

emergency refuge area, try to get your vehicle 

off the carriageway or onto the verge where 

possible.  

Put on your hazard warning lights to help other 

drivers and our staff to see you.  If you are in the 

verge, exit the vehicle via the left-hand door if it 

is safe to do so and wait behind the barrier if 

possible.

Dial ‘999’ for assistance.

Put on your hazard warning lights to help other 

drivers and our staff to see you. If you are in the 

left hand lane, exit the vehicle via the left-hand 

door if it is safe to do so and wait behind the 

barrier if possible.

If for any reason you cannot, or believe that it 

would be unsafe to exit the vehicle, or there is no 

other place of relative safety to wait, you should 

remain in the vehicle with your seat belt on.

Dial ‘999’ for assistance.

When a telephone call is received from a 

stranded driver we will verify your location via 

CCTV and summon suitable emergency 

response staff.

We will use the signs and signals to close lanes 

in order to protect your stranded vehicle until 

help arrives. We may also close lanes to allow 

access for emergency vehicles.

If we don’t receive a telephone call, as traffic 

builds we will be made aware of a problem using 

our detection equipment and will be able to 

verify your location via our CCTV cameras.

43

21
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Incident management

 The all-lane running design provides a controlled environment, helping to 

manage traffic flow

 Instructions and information for drivers will be shown on overhead signs

 Comprehensive CCTV coverage allows our control centre to verify incident 

details quickly

 Emergency refuge areas are provided at regular intervals

 Incidents will be managed by lane closures with signs and signals being 

set to provide an access route for emergency vehicles.

M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart motorway

An executive agency of the Department for Transport
HA Media Services Team, X130xxx



Detailed scheme proposals

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the amount 

of work. However, some bridges will need to be widened or rebuilt.

There are currently several places where the existing bridges restrict the width of 

the carriageway as shown below.  It will be necessary to replace these over-

bridges and widen the underbridges.

No additional land will be required along the main motorway corridor. However, 

some additional land will be required to enable construction or replacement of 

widened bridges.

M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart motorway
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Environmental assessment

Smart motorways typically have a lesser environmental impact than traditional 

motorway widening schemes as there is less physical work. This minimises the 

potential impact on watercourses, habitats, landscape etc.  

Additionally, the technology used for Smart motorways allows traffic flows to be 

regulated; reducing congestion and therefore reducing air quality issues.

We are currently undertaking an 

environmental assessment including 

Air Quality, Cultural Heritage, 

Landscape, Nature Conservation, 

Geology & Soils, Materials and Noise 

and Vibration to determine the impact 

the scheme may have on the 

environment.  

The results of this environmental 

assessment will be published and 

available to view on the Highways 

Agency website. This will include any 

mitigation measures needed such as 

speed limit reductions and noise 

barriers.
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What happens next?

Your feedback is essential to help us complete the project with 

minimum disruption to the community.  

Detailed Design

Work will continue on the detailed design for the scheme over the next few 

months. This includes completion of the environmental assessment.

Development Consent Order

The application for a development consent order is planned to be submitted in 

winter 2014 and is expected to take approximately 18 months to complete.

Further Public Consultation

We will liaise closely with those who have an interest in the scheme. We will hold 

further public exhibitions before the development consent order is submitted to 

the Planning Inspectorate to advise people about the design detail.

The outcomes of the environmental assessment will be presented at these 

exhibitions.
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Contact us

Please provide comments and queries on the scheme:

We would welcome your comments by the end of April 2014

We will review and consider feedback as we progress the scheme design.  We 

will produce a report stating the outcome of the consultation exercise and how 

comments received have influenced the scheme proposals. This will be available 

to view on the scheme website.  Where it is not possible to address particular 

comments or issues raised we will also provide reasons for this.

Our team will provide you with a questionnaire to feedback your thoughts about 

the scheme. If you have any queries about the scheme, please ask a member of 

our team.

*Calls from landlines to 0300 and 08700 numbers can cost up to 8p per minute but are free from some landline 

providers, mobiles usually cost more. Please check with your service provider.

On the web: 
www.highways.gov.uk/roads/road-projects/m4-junctions-3-12

By phone: Highways Agency Information Line – 0300 123 5000*

By post:

Highways Agency
M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway
The Cube
199 Wharfside Street
Birmingham
B1 1RN

By filling in a questionnaire at the exhibition

By email: M4J3to12SmartMotorways@highways.gsi.gov.uk
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Timeline

Where
we are

now

Autumn

2014

Winter

2014

Public information exhibition about preliminary
proposals

Public consultation on the proposed scheme

Application for Development Consent Order 
submitted to the Planning Inspectorate

Spring

2016

Summer

2016

Winter

2021

Secretary of State’s decision

Construction programmed – subject to value for
money and deliverability

Scheme completed
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Thank you
for attending
our exhibition
We hope you found it informative
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Appendix 6 

Consultee responses 



Appendix 6 - Report of issues raised through consultation responses - Stage 1
Objection 
Recived

Contact Category Discipline of Issue Category of issue Description Issue Response

10/03/2014 Business Client Issues I would like to confirm the exact movements of the scheme.  It says on the website that it will be considered for delivery in the next spending 
review period (post 2015).

 Whereas in your email you said that funding to progress the design was granted by the Treasury in January 2014.  What are the next steps 
for the scheme?  Does this mean that planning will have to be granted next?  How certain is this going to happen and when will this be?  Will
it be in the next period or further into the future?

The M4 project will go through a number of phases during its lifecycle, they are Options - Development - Construction - Handover.  Between each phase 
the Highways Agency has to request the next phase's funding from the Government, with approval dependent on value for money and buildability.  The 
project recently completed the first phase (options) and the recent funding approval in January 2014 was for the second phase (development).  The 
development phase includes the design, surveys work, environmental assessments and application of the development consent order.

Further funding we be requested at the end of development phase to allow the third phase (construction) to be completed, again subject to value for money
and buildability.  The construction phase is planned to start in 2016 (post 2015).

10/03/2014 Business Client Issues I would like to confirm the exact movements of the scheme.  It says on the website that it will be considered for delivery in the next spending 
review period (post 2015).

 Whereas in your email you said that funding to progress the design was granted by the Treasury in January 2014.  What are the next steps 
for the scheme?  Does this mean that planning will have to be granted next?  How certain is this going to happen and when will this be?  Will
it be in the next period or further into the future?

The M4 project will go through a number of phases during its lifecycle, they are Options - Development - Construction - Handover.  Between each phase 
the Highways Agency has to request the next phase's funding from the Government, with approval dependent on value for money and buildability.  The 
project recently completed the first phase (options) and the recent funding approval in January 2014 was for the second phase (development).  The 
development phase includes the design, surveys work, environmental assessments and application of the development consent order.

Further funding we be requested at the end of development phase to allow the third phase (construction) to be completed, again subject to value for money
and buildability.  The construction phase is planned to start in 2016 (post 2015).

12/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise Caller wanted to know the noise impact of the MM project, especially as they are backing onto the M4.

 Can you please advise him as to noise prevention planned.

A noise assessment is to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a 
result of the proposed scheme. 

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing acoustic barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing. 

 Further information will be available following the completion of the noise assessment works during the second phase of consultation which is due to 
commence in the Autumn.

12/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise Caller wants to know how the MM is going to afferct her especially noise wise as her garden backs onto the M4. 

 Will there be noise barrier put into place etc?

A noise assessment is to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a 
result of the proposed scheme. 

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing acoustic barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing. 

 Further information will be available following the completion of the noise assessment works during the second phase of consultation which is due to 
commence in the Autumn.

13/03/2014 Local residents Operations & Safety Recipient would like a call back to discuss the position of gantries to his property The position of the property in Vine Close is close to the diverge at J4. The closest gantry to the property is an existing sign gantry and it is adjacent to the 
property. The scheme is proposing to re-use this existing gantry. The views from the property will be similar to existing. The only difference is that there will 
be a message sign introduced on the gantry.

13/03/2014 Local residents Client Issues Recipient has tried to access the link provided in the letter but it is not working. Link was checked by HA and was working. 
Contacted HA (via HAIL) on 13/4/14 as he had concerns about noise and pollution.  
 HA rang contact on 15/4/14 and he had specific concerns about night works being carried out in the past by Area 3 on the M4, without any information 
being given residents.  He was informed that at present the M4 Smart Motorway scheme was not in a position to answer questions about the likely impacts 
of the scheme.  Contact attended the PIE in West Drayton.

13/03/2014 Local residents Construction Issues Construction 
Programme

Recipient would like a call back to discuss when the works will be near his property Construction for the scheme is due to take place between summer 2016 and winter 2021. The phasing of the work has not yet be decided but the details wi
be optimised once a contractor in appointed, currently expected spring 2015.

14/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise It is suggested that the smart motorway scheme will increase noise pollution.  The recipients' rear garden backs onto the M4 fence and the 
traffic will be 15 foot closer when the scheme is complete (i.e. by using the hard shoulder as a permanent traffic lane).  Bringing the traffic 
flow closer to the property will increase traffic noise.  Please provide information on what measures will be put in place to reduce the impact 
of the increased noise pollution.

Noise and visual effects assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and 
visual impact as a result of the proposed scheme. 

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing. 

 Where there is a significant effect in respect of visual impacts, mitigation options could include minimising vegetation removal and/or introduction of 
planting or barriers.

Following the completion of the noise and visual impact assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

14/03/2014 Local residents Other The increase in traffic noise (and bringing the traffic flow closer to the property) will have a detrimental effect on the value of the property. Under Part I of the Land Com-pen-sa-tion Act 1973 (‘the Act’), com-pen-sa-tion can be claimed by peo-ple who own and also occupy prop-erty that has 
been reduced in value by more than £50 by phys-i-cal fac-tors caused by the use of a new or altered road. 

The phys-i-cal fac-tors are noise, vibra-tion, smell, fumes, smoke and arti-fi-cial light-ing and the dis-charge on to the prop-erty of any solid or liq-uid 
substance. 

The cause of the phys-i-cal fac-tors must be the new or altered road in use. For example, if a road is altered, the noise and other adverse effects must arise 
from the traf-fic using the altered stretch of road. Part I com-pen-sa-tion can-not be claimed for the effects of traf-fic fur-ther down the road where no 
alter-ation has taken place. 

Under the pro-vi-sions of the Act, a road is altered only when there is a change to the loca-tion, width or level of the car-riage-way or an addi-tional 
car-riage-way is pro-vided beside, above or below an exist-ing one. Part I com-pen-sa-tion is not payable when the car-riage-way has sim-ply been 
resurfaced. 

Com-pen-sa-tion is assessed by ref-er-ence to prop-erty prices that are cur-rent on the first claim day (a year and a day after opening to traffic) Account will 
be taken of the use of the altered high-way, as it exists on the first claim day.  Account will also be taken of any inten-si-fi-ca-tion that may then rea-son-ably 
be expected of the use of the altered high-way in the state it is on the first claim day.

14/03/2014 Local residents Other The increase in traffic noise (and bringing the traffic flow closer to the property) will have a detrimental effect on the value of the property. Under Part I of the Land Com-pen-sa-tion Act 1973 (‘the Act’), com-pen-sa-tion can be claimed by peo-ple who own and also occupy prop-erty that has 
been reduced in value by more than £50 by phys-i-cal fac-tors caused by the use of a new or altered road. 

The phys-i-cal fac-tors are noise, vibra-tion, smell, fumes, smoke and arti-fi-cial light-ing and the dis-charge on to the prop-erty of any solid or liq-uid 
substance. 

The cause of the phys-i-cal fac-tors must be the new or altered road in use. For example, if a road is altered, the noise and other adverse effects must arise 
from the traf-fic using the altered stretch of road. Part I com-pen-sa-tion can-not be claimed for the effects of traf-fic fur-ther down the road where no 
alter-ation has taken place. 

Under the pro-vi-sions of the Act, a road is altered only when there is a change to the loca-tion, width or level of the car-riage-way or an addi-tional 
car-riage-way is pro-vided beside, above or below an exist-ing one. Part I com-pen-sa-tion is not payable when the car-riage-way has sim-ply been 
resurfaced. 

Com-pen-sa-tion is assessed by ref-er-ence to prop-erty prices that are cur-rent on the first claim day (a year and a day after opening to traffic) Account will 
be taken of the use of the altered high-way, as it exists on the first claim day.  Account will also be taken of any inten-si-fi-ca-tion that may then rea-son-ably 
be expected of the use of the altered high-way in the state it is on the first claim day.

14/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise It is suggested that the smart motorway scheme will increase noise pollution.  The recipients' rear garden backs onto the M4 fence and the 
traffic will be 15 foot closer when the scheme is complete (i.e. by using the hard shoulder as a permanent traffic lane).  Bringing the traffic 
flow closer to the property will increase traffic noise.  Please provide information on what measures will be put in place to reduce the impact 
of the increased noise pollution.

Noise and visual effects assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and 
visual impact as a result of the proposed scheme. 

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing. 

 Where there is a significant effect in respect of visual impacts, mitigation options could include minimising vegetation removal and/or introduction of 
planting or barriers.

Following the completion of the noise and visual impact assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

15/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise Will the project include the installation of sound barriers as the noise pollution will be even worse than it is now, affecting thousands of 
residents.

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.



Appendix 6 - Report of issues raised through consultation responses - Stage 1
Objection 
Recived

Contact Category Discipline of Issue Category of issue Description Issue Response

16/03/2014 Local residents Highways & 
Diversions

Junction 12 It is assumed that the smart motorways project between J3 and 12 will be westbound.  However, it is  suggested that entry onto the M4 at 
Junction 12 going eastbound in the morning rush hour also requires attention.  There is so much congestion with cars trying to get on the 
motorway that the traffic piles back down the A4 back towards Tilehurst.  Where it should take 10 minutes to get onto the motorway at 
Junction 12, but it can take between 3[0?]-40 minutes, only then to find that once on the motorway the traffic speeds up and you wonder wha
the actual problem was. It is suggested that the 40mph speed limit going down the slip road and the traffic lights contribute to this 
congestion.

The ramp metering (traffic lights) currently present on the slip road are being assessed to see if they are required as part of the Smart motorway scheme.  
We are planning for the slip road itself to be reconfigured to give an extra lane after the junction.  There will be three lanes through the junction, as there are 
currently, with four lanes downstream of the junction, with this additional lane dedicated for traffic on the slip road.  The speed limit on the slip road is 
automatically set when main line traffic speeds reduce, and are designed to equalise the speed of merging traffic with that using the M4.  With the addition 
of an extra lane and Variable Mandatory Speed Limits congestion on the A4 should be reduced.

17/03/2014 Local residents Construction Issues Construction 
Programme

Can a schedule of works be provided? At this stage of the scheme, it is too early to provide a full schedule of works as construction work is currently planned to take place between summer 2016 
and winter 2021.

17/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise It is suggested the work to complete the smart motorway scheme will disrupt the recipient's sleep, as the motorway is already constantly 
noisy with the vehicles using the M4.  Can low noise tarmac be applied, and can acoustic fencing be erected?

A noise assessment is to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a 
result of the proposed scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

18/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise The recipient lives close to the motorway and suffers from significant road noise from the M4.  There were recently roadworks on the 
motorway in this location which the recipient was told was resurfacing and crash barrier replacement. Unfortunately it appeared only two 
lanes were resurfaced rather than all four which did not reduce noise at all. The recipient has also been told that this part of the motorway 
has been named as a priority location for noise barriers, however there has never been a budget allocated for this sort of work. Will there be 
plans to resurface the remaining lanes of the motorway with a quieter road surface? Will there be installation of sound barriers on any parts 
of the improvements?

A noise assessment is to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a 
result of the proposed scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

18/03/2014 Local residents Operations & Safety VSL Will the speed enforcement be average speed cameras or the more traditional GATSO gantry cameras? In order for Smart motorways to operate effectively, it is important to have a high level of compliance with the variable mandatory speed limits, which are 
enforced by the Highways Agency Digital Enforcement Compliance System.  This system does not use average speed cameras.  

These cameras are fitted onto overhead gantries and are linked to the electronic signals which show mandatory speed limits, known as Advanced 
Motorway Indicators.  The speed limits can vary due to traffic conditions, and the cameras are activated when they detect a vehicle travelling in excess of 
the speed limit.  The system has the necessary Home Office Type Approval which allows its use for enforcement purposes.  

During construction, average speed cameras will be used for the safety of the travelling public and the workforce.
18/03/2014 Local residents Operations & Safety All Lane Running Smart motorways are inherently unsafe. One of the great benefits of the British motorway system, admired by many other countries, is the 

hard shoulder. IN a congested road (which is what is the case where 'smart' motorways are proposed) the hard shoulder enables emergency 
vehicles to get to scenes of accidents fast. It is now well documented that delays of minutes are sufficient to determine between life and 
death; to decide whether someone can be extracted from a burning vehicle. It is inevitable that where an accident occurs the congestion in 
the tailback from the accident will delay the emergency service by tens of minutes. This must be totally unacceptable. Does the Highways 
Agency want the consequent avoidable death of a single person on their collective conscience?

Smart motorways use the latest technology to improve journeys by managing traffic flow and setting speed limits accordingly to keep traffic moving 
smoothly instead of continually stopping and starting.  Variable speed limits will adapt to traffic conditions including the national speed limit. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 scheme will deliver the additional capacity required, without compromising overall safety on our motorways, which are among the
safest in the world. Evidence published in March 2011 from the M42 scheme shows that accidents more than halved in the three years after the pilot 
scheme launched – the severity of accidents also dropped significantly.  

Evidence from the M42 pilot demonstrates that using the hard shoulder as a running lane has not compromised safety. The aim of the scheme is to preven
traffic flow breakdown and keep it moving at busy times, however on Smart motorways, we adjust speed limits during busy periods to control the flow of 
vehicles and prevent traffic grinding to a halt. The current speed limit will be displayed on signs over or at the side of the carriageway. Speed enforcement 
cameras, known as HADECS (Highways Agency Digital Enforcement Camera System), which are fitted onto overhead gantries are there to enforce the 
variable mandatory speed limits rather than monitoring the network. The Highways Agency owns, installs and maintains the HADECS cameras, and the 
Police are responsible for operating them and carrying out enforcement. 

 It is expected that the frequency of breakdowns in live lanes will be substantially less than the existing frequency of breakdowns on the hard shoulder, as a 
significant proportion of breakdowns will be able to get to a refuge area.   

 Some broken down vehicles will not be capable of ‘limping’ to a refuge area and will come to a stop in a live running lane, but the extra controls provided 
through Smart motorway’s features will mitigate this risk.  This is achieved by creating an emergency lane(s) (any lane on the motorway), managing traffic 
with signs and signals to provide access for the emergency services or traffic officers. It is expected that the overall risk of the new specification is likely to 
be less than that on a dual three lane motorway with a hard shoulder.

18/03/2014 Local residents Operations & Safety ERAs The hard shoulder is replaced with refuges. At what distance apart? How do I get to the next refuge? If I am to walk 1/2 a mile along a hard 
shoulder to get there that is being used as a running lane then there is a high likelihood that I will not make the next refuge except in an 
ambulance! It's patently crazy!!

Throughout a Smart motorway scheme, refuge areas must be provided such that a road user never has to drive more than 2.5km from a decision point to a 
refuge area. A decision point can either be a refuge area or the nose of an exit slip. Between refuge areas, the distance is measured between the stopping 
area within each adjacent refuge area, e.g. not from the end of the tapers. Where a Motorway Service Area (MSA), or a hard shoulder on an exit slip road 
has been identified as a refuge area, the distance is measured to the location where a vehicle can safely stop within the MSA or on the exit slip road hard 
shoulder.

18/03/2014 Local residents Operations & Safety Maintenance In a similar way you say it will be safer for your workers. How? Only by closing lanes, which you can do at the moment and immediately 
defeats the object of the exercise, unless the work is done outside busy times, when 'smart' motorways are not needed anyway.

The overhead signs, signals and CCTV play an important role in protecting road workers, (as well as road users and emergency services staff) in that they 
provide additional protection via the extra warnings and information displayed to drivers on the road of the upcoming roadworks, as well as enabling the 
setting of reduced speed limits. This is especially important when setting out the roadworks to close off the necessary lanes for the works to be done.

18/03/2014 Local residents Client Issues It will undoubtedly increase traffic flow. Firstly the variable speed limit does that anyway without hard shoulder running. Secondly there will 
be a lot of people like myself who will avoid such death traps and use the A road system. Seems rather counter productive to me.

 Education could achieve the same effort. I often drive at 70mph on the 'slow' lane. I am able to do this as the 'slow' lane is almost invariably 
empty, the 'fast' lane is full. Get people using all lanes and there will be less congestion. Restrict lorries to the 'slow' lane and there will be 
even less (ever travelled behind a lorry that takes many miles to overtake another lorry?) Apart from saving the government money I see no 
benefit to the purpose 'smart' motorways and propose that they be relabelled 'unsafe' motorways.

We are introducing Smart motorways wherever it is the best solution to tackle congestion.  We use the most appropriate methods and technology to ensure 
people can make their journeys reliably and safely. 

  As part of the all lane running design on the M4 Junctions 3 to 12, we will be using variable message signs in a new way to display information more 
flexibly than the Highways Agency have done before.  The signs will show combinations of speed limits, lane availability patterns, pictograms and text.  This
combination enables the Highways Agency control room operators to use signs to manage incidents, reduce congestion, provide timely information to 
motorists, improve the performance of the road network and support the safety of road users and road workers.  When in operation, variable mandatory 
speed limits will be clearly displayed on signs mounted on posts on entry slip roads. 

  When a variable mandatory speed limit is displayed, it applies across all lanes of the motorway from that point on, until a national speed limit, or amended 
speed limit, is displayed. 

  Mandatory speeds displayed on all lane running will be enforced using digital enforcement cameras, enabling the detection and collection of evidence in 
relation to speeding offences and supporting the prosecution process. 

 Existing smart motorway schemes have shown very good compliance at 50, 60 and 70 mph speeds. 

  The design of smart motorways all lane running is not fundamentally different to those sections of existing motorway network that do not have a hard 
shoulder. However, it has the added advantage of providing technology to detect and monitor incidents that are happening on the network, coupled with 
dedicated systems able to communicate appropriate advice or instructions to drivers, such as lane availability or mandatory speed limits.  When these are 
used together, they help to create a controlled environment that leads to safe and more reliable journeys with smoother traffic flow. 

  All sections of smart motorway all lane running will have full CCTV coverage, allowing regional control room operators to confirm incidents quickly, set the 
most appropriate signs for that incident and set the most appropriate lane closures for emergency responders access if required. 

    The use of reduced speed limits in congested conditions will tend to reduce the number and severity of accidents, and will protect the back of the queue 
from the risk of secondary incidents.

18/03/2014 Local residents Client Issues The M4 Junctions 3-12 project does not appear on the map of proposed 'smart' motorways on the HA website.  Some of the links on the 
website are failing due to changed names (e.g. "Find out more about Smart Motorways").

Thank you for letting us know that the M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway does not appear on the map of proposed 'smart' motorways.  The plan 
currently shows schemes that start construction up to 2014/15, however, the M4 Junctions 3 to 12 will not start construction until 2016/17. 

We are currently reviewing the plan on the website and it will be updated in due course. 

  We have passed on your comments regarding failing links on the website to our Web Team, who are investigating the issue.
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18/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise Following your letter announcing a series of local meetings to describe this plan, I have looked at the material on your website.  I see that you
recognise the risk of increased noise, and this is a particular concern of mine (and other local residents in the west of Wokingham).  Many of 
us have been lobbying local politicians and the Highways Agency over many years for a noise barrier on the south side of the elevated 
section of the M4 immediately to the west of Junction 10.  This would protect the many residents on that side of Wokingham who live with 
constant noise from the motorway.  Our case was, we felt, strong because of and increase in noise reflecting off a barrier that was built on 
the north side.

 It seems to me that the Smart Motorway plan will increase motorway noise by 33% when the hard shoulder is in use (effectively turning a 6-
lane motorway into an 8-lane motorway).  Can you please tell me what measures will be put in place to stop this increased noise impacting 
residents?

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

19/03/2014 Local residents Operations & Safety All Lane Running I am writing to you to register my objection to the proposed modifications to the M4 and part of the M3 with respect to the reckless plan to 
adopt the emergency lane as a fourth carriageway. This is clearly ill thought, and given current "Health and Safety" regulations elsewhere, an
unsafe proposal which should be scrapped. As someone who used to travel 38000 to 48000 miles a year, largely on motorways I can 
confirm that even stopping in an emergency, on the hard shoulder (emergency lane) as they are now is hazardous. Removal of these lanes 
will leave stranded motorists even more vulnerable to collisions from other motorway users. This is another area where HS2 and or 
"overseas aid" funds should be diverted to carry out a proper widening scheme tat gives full consideration to the safety of the motorist and 
retain the hard shoulder/emergency lanes. It appears that the Highways Agency, much like the Environment Agency, is more concerned with 
cost cutting that protection the general populace and or their property.

Response from Robert Goodwill MP: By way of background, smart motorways use the latest technology to improve journeys by sensing traffic flow and 
setting speed limits accordingly to keep traffic moving smoothly instead of continually stopping and starting.  This improves throughput and journey time 
reliability for travellers.  Information about road conditions and speed limits is provided to drivers on electronic road signs.  The smart motorway proposals 
on the M3 Junction 2 to 4a and M4 Junction 3 to 12 would involve converting the hard shoulder permanently to a traffic lane to create much needed extra 
capacity to support economic growth.

 Smart motorways can be delivered more quickly than traditional road widening schemes and provide an effective way of providing increased capacity in a 
cost effective and deliverable way. maximising the use of the existing road asset.  They can be built within the existing highways boundary and involve less 
change to the existing road layout, providing better value for money for the taxpayer with a reduced enviromental impact.

 Refuge areas will be provided on the sides of motorways for emergency use.  IN addition, smart motorways schemes also feature enhanced CCTV 
coverage, vehicle detection technology and overhead electronic signals.  If a vehicle does break down in any part of the carriageway, lanes can be quickly 
closed, speed limits reduced on the approach to the incident and warning messages displayed to drivers, which is not possible on a conventional 
motorway.  This system can also be used to close any lane to provide an access route for the Emergency Services, as well as giving them more information
on what is happening during an incident.

 Stopping on the existing hardshoulder in the current situation is actually a dangerous activity, although the public may not perceive this.  On dual three lane 
motorways, hardshoulder accidents account for aproximately 8 per cent of fatal accidents.  As hardshoulderaccidents only account for about 2 per cent of a
personal injury accidents, this suggests that they have a higher severity than the norm.  Illegal stops on the hard shoulder outnumber legitimate breakdowns
by 5 to 10 times. Under the Smart Motorway proposals illegal stops would significantly reduce and it is conservatively estimated that vehicles with an 
emergency could reach the refuge areas provided on a maximum spacing of 2.5kms, those unable to reach them could access the verge and move their 
vehicle off the live lane.  This situation currently exists on sections of M42, M4, M62, M6 Birmingham box where hardshoulder running at peak times is 
already in operation and working well.

 I remain committed to maintaining and where possible improving safety on the strategic road network and research has shown that the smart motorway all 
lane running design provides additional capacity without compromising safety.

 The M3 smart motorway all lane running scheme is currently programmed to begin construction in August 2014, subject to certain statutory requirements 
allowing it to proceed.  Some seasonal preliminary site clearance work is currently being undertaken on the verges of the highway, however further 
mobilisation work is subject to a positive outcome of the Air Quality Mitigation Statutory Instrument Consultation, which ends on 11 April 2014.

 At present, the M4 scheme is in its preliminary design stage and an application for a development consent order is planned, for submission to the Planning 
19/03/2014 Operations & Safety All Lane Running I am writing to you to register my objection to the proposed modifications to the M4 and part of the M3 with respect to the reckless plan to 

adopt the emergency lane as a fourth carriageway. This is clearly ill thought, and given current "Health and Safety" regulations elsewhere, an
unsafe proposal which should be scrapped. As someone who used to travel 38000 to 48000 miles a year, largely on motorways I can 
confirm that even stopping in an emergency, on the hard shoulder (emergency lane) as they are now is hazardous. Removal of these lanes 
will leave stranded motorists even more vulnerable to collisions from other motorway users. This is another area where HS2 and or 
"overseas aid" funds should be diverted to carry out a proper widening scheme tat gives full consideration to the safety of the motorist and 
retain the hard shoulder/emergency lanes. It appears that the Highways Agency, much like the Environment Agency, is more concerned with 
cost cutting that protection the general populace and or their property.

Response from Robert Goodwill MP: By way of background, smart motorways use the latest technology to improve journeys by sensing traffic flow and 
setting speed limits accordingly to keep traffic moving smoothly instead of continually stopping and starting.  This improves throughput and journey time 
reliability for travellers.  Information about road conditions and speed limits is provided to drivers on electronic road signs.  The smart motorway proposals 
on the M3 Junction 2 to 4a and M4 Junction 3 to 12 would involve converting the hard shoulder permanently to a traffic lane to create much needed extra 
capacity to support economic growth.

 Smart motorways can be delivered more quickly than traditional road widening schemes and provide an effective way of providing increased capacity in a 
cost effective and deliverable way. maximising the use of the existing road asset.  They can be built within the existing highways boundary and involve less 
change to the existing road layout, providing better value for money for the taxpayer with a reduced enviromental impact.

 Refuge areas will be provided on the sides of motorways for emergency use.  IN addition, smart motorways schemes also feature enhanced CCTV 
coverage, vehicle detection technology and overhead electronic signals.  If a vehicle does break down in any part of the carriageway, lanes can be quickly 
closed, speed limits reduced on the approach to the incident and warning messages displayed to drivers, which is not possible on a conventional 
motorway.  This system can also be used to close any lane to provide an access route for the Emergency Services, as well as giving them more information
on what is happening during an incident.

 Stopping on the existing hardshoulder in the current situation is actually a dangerous activity, although the public may not perceive this.  On dual three lane 
motorways, hardshoulder accidents account for aproximately 8 per cent of fatal accidents.  As hardshoulderaccidents only account for about 2 per cent of a
personal injury accidents, this suggests that they have a higher severity than the norm.  Illegal stops on the hard shoulder outnumber legitimate breakdowns
by 5 to 10 times. Under the Smart Motorway proposals illegal stops would significantly reduce and it is conservatively estimated that vehicles with an 
emergency could reach the refuge areas provided on a maximum spacing of 2.5kms, those unable to reach them could access the verge and move their 
vehicle off the live lane.  This situation currently exists on sections of M42, M4, M62, M6 Birmingham box where hardshoulder running at peak times is 
already in operation and working well.

 I remain committed to maintaining and where possible improving safety on the strategic road network and research has shown that the smart motorway all 
lane running design provides additional capacity without compromising safety.

 The M3 smart motorway all lane running scheme is currently programmed to begin construction in August 2014, subject to certain statutory requirements 
allowing it to proceed.  Some seasonal preliminary site clearance work is currently being undertaken on the verges of the highway, however further 
mobilisation work is subject to a positive outcome of the Air Quality Mitigation Statutory Instrument Consultation, which ends on 11 April 2014.

 At present, the M4 scheme is in its preliminary design stage and an application for a development consent order is planned, for submission to the Planning 
20/03/2014 Local residents Other Customer called to get some information about the M4 J3-12 widening project Rather than a widening project, we propose to improve the M4, between junctions 3 and 12, by making it a Smart motorway (previously known as managed

motorways). Smart motorways help relieve congestion by using technology to vary speed limits. The scheme will permanently convert the hard shoulder 
into a running lane to create additional capacity. Smart motorways deliver benefits at a significantly lower cost than conventional motorway widening and 
with less impact on the environment during and after construction. 

We are currently developing the design by carrying out surveys and environmental assessments.  The scheme has been classed as a Nationally Significant 
Infrastructure Project under the Planning Act 2008 and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate.  
The application is planned for submission in early 2015.   

Construction for the scheme is due to take place between summer 2016 and winter 2021, subject to value for money and deliverability. 

You can keep up to date with the scheme by visiting the project website: http://www.highways.gov.uk/roads/road-projects/M4-Junctions-3-12
20/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise Customer was wondering if the top surface of the tarmac being used will be made to reduce traffic noise which would effect local residents A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 

scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.



Appendix 6 - Report of issues raised through consultation responses - Stage 1
Objection 
Recived

Contact Category Discipline of Issue Category of issue Description Issue Response

20/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise The customer has raised the issue regarding the impact on noise both during and after construction.  Please can you provide further 
information, including the Environmental Impact Assessment or other related reports.

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.  

During construction, working methods will follow the latest accepted practices and will be designed to have as little impact on local residents, the 
environment and local infrastructure as possible.  These will include using silenced and low emission plant, minimising transport, screening temporary 
working lights to minimise light pollution to the surrounding areas, road cleaning and providing noise screening where appropriate and feasible. 

Noise created by work on site will be carefully monitored and controlled to make sure the impact on members of the public is reduced as far as possible.  
We will make every effort to minimise noise and will monitor noise levels to comply with guidelines.  We will consult with local environmental health officers 
before we undertake any out-of-hours work that may be needed.

20/03/2014 Local residents Construction Issues Traffic Management - 
Mainline

One of the concerns raised is the impact on traffic during the construction phase Construction for the scheme is due to take place between summer 2016 and winter 2021. Certain works will be required at night and motorway closures will
be required during bridge demolition works and for the erection of new bridge beams. All works carried out at night will be agreed with the local 
environmental health officer. Diversion routes during the works and other necessary traffic management details on local roads will be agreed with the 
relevant highway authorities. 

Established traffic management techniques will be used on the M4 during the construction works. Details of the traffic management will be developed once 
we have a contractor on board but are likely to involve narrow lanes and speed limits.

21/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise I live very close to the M4 and I would like to feed into the planning process, particularly regarding noise pollution.

 Please could you explain the process for requesting consideration of noise pollution specifically for the small stretch of motorway passing 
my immediate neighbourhood?  For example, if a noise barrier were the answer, how do I go about raising the question?

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation.  This is due 
to commence in Autumn 2014, when you will have the opportunity to discuss this further with a member of the project team at one of the local exhibitions.

21/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise Between Jct.10 and Jct 11 the M4 crosses over the A329 Reading to Wokingham old road.  IN the vicinity of this bridge the local council 
continues to grant planning permission for more domestic housing development.  I have regularly asked the council to explain why the M4 at 
this point has no sound barriers on the east side ie. the Wokingham side.  The answer has been consistent.  "The banking on the M4 at this 
point is not sufficient to support the erection of suitable sound barriers and strengthening of the banking is the responsibility of the Highways 
Agency".  If this is the case, is the banking sufficiently strong to support continuous use of the hard shoulder?  If not will it be strengthened 
and will sound barriers be erected as part of the project.  IN any event will sound protection be provided where the M4 passes through built 
up areas as part of the project including either side of the bridge I refer to above?

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.  

An additional requirement to construct a sound barrier would need extra ground investigation, with the barrier requiring careful design to transfer loads to 
deeper levels within the embankment, i.e. it would need to be piled through the embankment shoulder to be founded in the underlying stable fills. 

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

24/03/2014 Local residents Construction Issues Traffic Management - 
Mainline

Construction problems
 A construction period of 5 years?

 Life in Holyport and Maidenhead will be very difficult where there is the inevitable incident/accident on the motorway.  When these have 
occurred recently the town has come to a standstill.  Gridlock! Even now Heathrow/London bound traffic is frequently at a standstill on its 
approach to junction 8/9.  This can only get worse with the inevitable construction restrictions.

 Are there going to be speed restrictions put in place to protect the site staff?  The ones I have experienced elsewhere have been as low as 
40mph and have gone on for miles.  This will be very frustrating if you have a plane to catch - or urgent appointments you need to attend.  
These frustrations will inevitable result in the local network having to bear the load.

Whilst construction for the scheme is due to take place between summer 2016 and winter 2021, the construction will take place in phases. The phasing of 
the work has not yet been decided but the details will be optimised once a contractor is appointed, currently expected spring 2015. 

Established traffic management techniques will be used during the works and are likely to involve narrow lanes and speed limits. Whilst there will inevitably 
be some overspill of traffic onto the local road network during incidents, we will work with our contractor to minimise their impact and duration by the 
deployment of CCTV coverage and recovery services and highlight any incidents via our message signs along the network and on the traffic England 
website. 

We do appreciate the frustration that delays and incidents cause and will continue to work hard during the planning stages to minimise the impacts of 
delivering this major network improvements.

24/03/2014 Local residents Operations & Safety Incident Management Lastly, advice was given at the exhibition that if you had to stop in a traffic lane (or an ERA) it would be best to exit my vehicle on the left 
side.  As a disabled person there is no way that I could do this and there are many people who would also find it difficult.

The Emergency Refuges Areas are designed to allow disabled people to safely egress from their vehicle and access the emergency telephone (if they have
not already used a mobile phone to contact the authorities). 

 These are covered by CCTV and also feature traffic detection loops to alert our operators in the regional control centre who can dispatch suitable 
emergency response staff to assist. 

 Some broken down vehicles will not be capable of ‘limping’ to a refuge area and will come to a stop in a live running lane, but the extra controls provided 
through Smart motorway’s features will mitigate this risk.  This is achieved by creating an emergency lane(s) (any lane on the motorway), managing traffic 
with signs and signals to provide access for the emergency services or traffic officers. It is expected that the overall risk of the new specification is likely to 
be less than that on a dual three lane motorway with a hard shoulder.

24/03/2014 Local residents Traffic & Economics Trafic Model / 
Forecast

Scheme design
 It is the local road network that gets the vehicles to the 8/9 junction - and other destinations.  It is the responsibility of the Borough Council to 
see that it does this.  It is my opinion that the M4 scheme should include for any necessary local road improvements.

 The Borough Council needs to know the traffic capacity of the roads - and also the present level of usage.  This would indicate if the road is 
overloaded or if there is spare capacity.  It is also necessary to know the origin and destination of vehicles.  All this data can only be obtained 
by carrying out an origin/destination survey.  In my 40 years in this area I have never seen one carried out.

The local road network and its maintenance is in the remit of the borough council as highway authority, and therefore it is not part of the M4 Junctions 3 to 
12 Smart Motorways Project.  We are unable to comment on the frequency and content of the borough council’s traffic surveys, but we are working in 
association with the Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead to ensure the scheme design is appropriate both for the requirements of the M4 Smart 
motorway, and also for the local road network.

24/03/2014 Local residents Other 2. That the Highway Agency is not responsible for dealing with local traffic schemes such as may be necessary on the Ascot Road/Holyport 
Road/A308 Windsor Road and others.  The Highway Agency say that improvement to the local network are the responsibility of the Borough 
Council and such schemes would not be included in the M4 Smart Scheme.

The local road network is the responsibility of the local authority, and therefore it is not part of the M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorways Project.  We are 
working in association with the local councils to ensure the scheme design is appropriate both for the requirements of the M4 Smart motorway, and also for 
the local road network.

24/03/2014 Local residents Highways & 
Diversions

Junction 8/9 1. I am given to understand that no improvements will be made to the 8/9 junction to accommodate any increase in traffic Improvements will be made to junction 8/9.  An additional lane will be added not only either side of the junction but through it as well, which will give an 
increase in capacity, creating more gaps for vehicles to merge, on to the motorway.  The slip roads are also being upgraded to be two lane ghost island 
merge and diverges, allowing for a greater number of vehicles to both merge and diverge from the motorway.  These improvements to the junction will offer 
significant benefits to any increase in traffic flow.  The circulatory carriageway of the roundabout is outwith the remit of the project and will not be altered as 
part of the scheme.

24/03/2014 Local residents Structures OB Ascot Road It also came out in discussion that the Ascot Road Bridge over the M4 has to be replaced.  To do this the Ascot Road has to be closed. (They 
say for 5 weeks?).  If it is a complete rebuild it would surely be closed for far more than 5 weeks.  However the Highways Agency seems to 
be saying that the Borough Council want the alternative traffic route to be via the Holyport Road.  As far as I know this suggestion has never 
been discussed with the Holyport residents or the Bray steering group.  In the peak hours the Holyport Road is completely jammed up from 
the A308 junction down to the school access with Stroud Farm Road.  The suggestion that the Holyport Road should take all additional Ascot 
Road traffic is outrageous!

There are currently no plans to close Ascot Road – the existing bridge will remain operational until a new bridge is constructed alongside.  Following 
completion of the new bridge, traffic will be re-routed over the new bridge prior to demolition of the existing bridge. 

 Some short-term closures of both the A330 Ascot Road and the M4 below will be required to allow safe demolition of the existing structure.

25/03/2014 Local residents Environment Air Quality A concern has been raised as the caller disagrees with the fact that it is supposed to reduce pollution An air quality assessment is to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in air quality as a result 
of the proposed scheme.  

Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations. 

  Following the completion of the air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

25/03/2014 Local residents Operations & Safety Incident Management Caller agrees with the AA response that it will be unsafe as all lanes will be running at 60 mph at all times. Smart motorways use the latest technology to improve journeys by managing traffic flow and setting speed limits accordingly to keep traffic moving 
smoothly instead of continually stopping and starting.  Variable speed limits will adapt to traffic conditions including the national speed limit, and therefore 
60mph speed restrictions will not be in place at all times. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 scheme will deliver the additional capacity required, without compromising overall safety on our motorways, which are among the 
safest in the world. Evidence published in March 2011 from the M42 scheme shows that accidents more than halved in the three years after the pilot 
scheme launched – the severity of accidents also dropped significantly.

25/03/2014 Local residents Operations & Safety All Lane Running Caller thinks that it will cause more stress and confusion to road users in the UK like it has done on other roads this has been implemented 
on.

Using the knowledge and experience we have gained from the M42 and M6 Smart motorway schemes, we have developed and refined the existing hard 
shoulder running design so that it can deliver the same benefits for a lower whole life cost (design, construction, operation and maintenance). These 
existing schemes have been highly successful in providing additional capacity where required and improving journey times without compromising safety. 
Information to the motorist has been clearly presented and research has shown that drivers do not become confused whilst travelling through the Smart 
motorway environment. The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart motorway design introduces All Lanes Running and this is not expected to cause driver confusion, 
as the M4 scheme will make the hard shoulder available for use as a traffic lane at all times.
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28/03/2014 Local residents Operations & Safety Incident Management What is the distance between PTZ CCTV cameras? The distance will vary with the road layout as PTZ CCTV cameras deployed for Smart Motorways-All Lane Running schemes must provide full coverage of 
the mainline carriageway running lanes, with no blind spots. This can be achieved by making use of the cameras pan, tilt and zoom capability where 
provided. The coverage must be such that an operator can interpret correctly the nature of each incident within the designed viewing range at all times of 
day and night, and in all ambient lighting levels whether the carriageway is lit or not, as they will be used to confirm the location of incidents on the main 
carriageway.

28/03/2014 Local residents Client Issues Message for Area 3 ASC: 1) potholes on M4 from junction 12 to J 10 2) complaint re litter in verges We have passed your concerns regarding potholes and litter in the verges between Junctions 10 and 12 of the M4 motorway to the team within the 
Highways Agency that is responsible for maintenance.

28/03/2014 Local residents Traffic & Economics Non-Specific Location I understand the people here are for the M4 but the extra traffic will affect our village roads and this is not under their remit.  We have a 
school in the village and the traffic is a problem already

The local road network is the responsibility of the local authority, and therefore it is not part of the M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorways Project.  We are 
working in association with the local councils to ensure the scheme design is appropriate both for the requirements of the M4 Smart motorway, and also for 
the local road network.

28/03/2014 Local residents Operations & Safety All Lane Running I remain concerned about the problems of breakdowns and accidents with the proposed removal of the hard shoulder.  I note there are 
refuges but given the spacing of these, I retain a large degree of concern re safety

Evidence from the M42 pilot demonstrates that using the hard shoulder as a running lane has not compromised safety. It is expected that the frequency of 
breakdowns in live lanes will be substantially less than the existing frequency of breakdowns on the hard shoulder, as a significant proportion of 
breakdowns will be able to get to a refuge area.  

The majority of vehicles will be able to reach a place of safety, such as leaving the motorway or entering an emergency refuge area. 

Some vehicles may break down that are not capable of reaching a refuge area and will come to a stop in a live running lane.  However, the extra controls 
provided through Smart motorway’s features will mitigate this risk.  If we don’t receive a telephone call, as traffic builds we will be made aware of a problem 
using our detection equipment and will be able to verify your location via our CCTV cameras.  We will use the signs and signals to close lanes in order to 
protect the stranded vehicle until help arrives.  We may also close lanes to allow access for emergency vehicles. 

  It is expected that the overall risk of the new Smart motorway is likely to be less than that on a standard three lane motorway with a hard shoulder.

28/03/2014 Local residents Other I would have expected RBWM highways dept representatives to be present and fully involved The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway is a scheme promoted by the Highways Agency.  We are working with RBWM to ensure the scheme is 
appropriate both for the requirements of the M4 Smart motorway and the local road network.  We would not expect the local council to be in attendance at 
our Public Information Exhibitions.

28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise Friends and work colleagues already live VERY close to the fast moving and noise M4 traffic, literally within feet of the carriageway. Using 
the hard shoulder will bring the vehicles that much closer, the noise and pollution will be worse. Although I understand the need for the 
general benefits of the scheme, I can't help but worry for the individuals so close to the M4.

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations. 

Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Local residents ITS and Lighting Lighting If the project goes ahead, Anyone within 1 mile and can see the motorway should be given benefits:
 6) Motorway lights should be removed (lights are a big intrusion to the night sky);

The requirement for road lighting on the Highway Agency’s strategic road network follows a stringent appraisal process. The process enables a full, 
accurate and properly documented appraisal of the relative benefits of road lighting. Each junction and link between the junctions within the scheme is 
being assessed in order to establish where lighting is required. If sections of road require lighting, technologies will be used which will significantly reduce 
the intrusion of light into the night sky, such as:   
 a) LED lanterns, which reduce the lighting output requirements by up to 50% when compared to the existing lighting on the M4.     
 b) LED lanterns with a light distribution ensuring that the light only illuminates the area that requires lighting, the carriageway. There will be minimal light 
spillage onto adjacent areas when compared to the existing lighting on the M4.     
 c) Flat glass lanterns installed horizontally which means that no light is emitted above the horizontal.

28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise If the project goes ahead, Anyone within 1 mile and can see the motorway should be given benefits:
 2) Triple glazed windows; 
 3) Health monitoring of individuals (especially chest infections and asthma); 
 5) Noise levels should be monitored;

A noise assessment and air quality is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations. 

Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Local residents Client Issues A light railway following the M4 route would be better and allow more people to travel.  We should not be encouraging the car but using and 
implementing more sustainable transport.

The Thames Valley Multi-Modal (TVMM) Study published in 2003, looked at the contribution that all modes of transport and traffic management might make 
– including road, rail, bus and light rail. The TVMM study sought to identify the most effective means of addressing current and future transport-related 
problems in the Thames Valley.  The TVMM study recommended demand management measures on the M4 Motorway either in isolation, or in combination
with increased levels of public transport provision.  

 The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway scheme was announced by the Roads minister in 2012, as one of six major road improvement schemes for 
development by the Highways Agency. In the June 2013 Spending review, the Government committed to funding the scheme, subject to value for money 
and deliverability.

28/03/2014 Local residents Client Issues If the project goes ahead, Anyone within 1 mile and can see the motorway should be given benefits:
 1) Reduction in council tax; 
 4) Or lump sum compensation by the government to householders; 
 7) I would charge extra to use motorways.

There is no provision for a reduction in Council tax or lump sum compensation for residents living within 1 mile of a motorway that is going to be improved.  
However, under Part I of the Land Compensation Act 1973 (‘the Act’), compensation can be claimed by people who own and also occupy property that has 
been reduced in value by more than £50 by physical factors caused by the use of a new or altered road.  

 The physical factors are noise, vibration, smell, fumes, smoke and artificial lighting and the discharge on to the property of any solid or liquid substance.  

 The cause of the physical factors must be the new or altered road in use. For example, if a road is altered, the noise and other adverse effects must arise 
from the traffic using the altered stretch of road. Part I compensation cannot be claimed for the effects of traffic further down the road where no alteration 
has taken place.  

Under the provisions of the Act, a road is altered only when there is a change to the location, width or level of the carriageway or an additional carriageway 
is provided beside, above or below an existing one. Part I compensation is not payable when the carriageway has simply been resurfaced. Compensation 
is assessed by reference to property prices that are current on the first claim day (a year and a day after opening to traffic) Account will be taken of the use 
of the altered highway, as it exists on the first claim day.  Account will also be taken of any intensification that may then reasonably be expected of the use 
of the altered highway in the state it is on the first claim day. 

 There are currently no proposals to charge for the use of the M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway.

28/03/2014 Structures OB Ascot Road As Traffic & Road Safety Manager at RBWM, I have had a number of comments from residents who attended the exhibition at Holyport that 
RBWM have agreed to the A330 Ascot Road overbridge being closed.  I must emphasis that we have made no such decision.

 The alternative route for traffic would be through Holyport Road and onto the A308. Holyport Road is totally unsuitable for carrying this 
diverted traffic and we would oppose this suggestion.

 Our discussions with the HA to date have indicated that the option for an off-line bridge replacement, thereby maintaining traffic on the 
existing A330 Ascot Road would be the only acceptable option.  This is a politically very sensitive area and we would be very concerned that 
the closure option is being progressed, even as a possible alternative option.  Whilst I appreciate that options need to be considered, this is a
matter of significant concern for residents of Holyport.  From our point of view, the sooner that this option can be dismissed, the better.

We agree with the council that the preferred option is for the replacement structure to be off-line to the east of the existing A330 Ascot Road overbridge.   

We included the suggested alternative including the diversion route at the exhibitions to gain feedback from local stakeholders to see if there were any 
strong opinions about either option. We aimed for the public information exhibitions to provide the public with a fully informed understanding of the options 
and a chance to comment. 

Feedback with local knowledge from the councils will greatly assist us in defining the most suitable option for the particular circumstances, in this case 
Ascot Road bridge. We look forward to working with you on the design as the project progresses, with the preferred solution for Ascot Road bridge being 
presented at the next stage of public consultation in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Local Authority Structures OB Ascot Road As Traffic & Road Safety Manager at RBWM, I have had a number of comments from residents who attended the exhibition at Holyport that 
RBWM have agreed to the A330 Ascot Road overbridge being closed.  I must emphasis that we have made no such decision.

 The alternative route for traffic would be through Holyport Road and onto the A308. Holyport Road is totally unsuitable for carrying this 
diverted traffic and we would oppose this suggestion.

 Our discussions with the HA to date have indicated that the option for an off-line bridge replacement, thereby maintaining traffic on the 
existing A330 Ascot Road would be the only acceptable option.  This is a politically very sensitive area and we would be very concerned that 
the closure option is being progressed, even as a possible alternative option.  Whilst I appreciate that options need to be considered, this is a
matter of significant concern for residents of Holyport.  From our point of view, the sooner that this option can be dismissed, the better.

We agree with the council that the preferred option is for the replacement structure to be off-line to the east of the existing A330 Ascot Road overbridge.   

We included the suggested alternative including the diversion route at the exhibitions to gain feedback from local stakeholders to see if there were any 
strong opinions about either option. We aimed for the public information exhibitions to provide the public with a fully informed understanding of the options 
and a chance to comment. 

Feedback with local knowledge from the councils will greatly assist us in defining the most suitable option for the particular circumstances, in this case 
Ascot Road bridge. We look forward to working with you on the design as the project progresses, with the preferred solution for Ascot Road bridge being 
presented at the next stage of public consultation in Autumn 2014.
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28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise Our property borders the embankment just before junction 8/9.  Having lost tall fir trees in recent storms, we are now concerned about noise 
levels increasing.  A higher, adequate sound barrier must be installed and all lanes to have new low noise level road surface.

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Local residents Highways & 
Diversions

Non-Specific Location Existing gantry could be moved [unsure of location] as is extremely ugly and detrimental affect on property values It is anticipated that some infrastructure will remain at this location, although the design is still being developed to understand the required changes.  

 We understand that the protection and retention of established tree cover is particularly important for the following reasons: 

 1) It maintains the existing landscape framework and screening; 

 2) It provides a backdrop to soften the visual impact of the new equipment; and, 

 3) It maintains the local habitat diversity of the verge. 

If the impacts cannot be avoided through adjusting the location of the infrastructure within the existing vegetation framework we will consider other practica
opportunities of screening, this may comprise new and additional planting, environmental barrier or off site planting (i.e. planting outside of the land 
ownership of the Highways Agency in agreement with the respective land owner).

28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise Very concerned about the increase in noise with my property  Would like assurance that a better sound barrier be installed and the road 
surface renewed.

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise My concerns regarding traffic on the resurfaced hard shoulder are as follows:-
 (i) Volume of traffic increase and therefore extra noise;
 (iii) Will Highways Agency provide:-
 (a) more substantial sound barriers;
 (b) allow residents to plant trees on the embankment to supplement the noise deterrent effect;

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air quality as a result 
of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing. 

 Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Local residents Operations & Safety All Lane Running My concerns regarding traffic on the resurfaced hard shoulder are as follows:-
 (ii) Possible large vehicles driving on the hard shoulder and therefore more chance of vehicles rolling down the enbankment into our house;

The hard shoulder is being assessed and where required will be strengthened.  In addition it will be resurfaced to ensure that it meets current design 
Standards.  Where properties are present at the bottom of embankments, the provision of safety barriers will be assessed.  Where a requirement is 
identified, the necessary prevention measures will be installed.

28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Air Quality My concerns regarding traffic on the resurfaced hard shoulder are as follows:-
 (iv) Will the Highways Agency investigate pollution levels pre-scheme and post-scheme and provide some solutions to controlling this 
problem

An air quality assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in air quality as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations. 

Following the completion of the air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Ecology The building of new bridges will also be bad for the area impacting on wildlife An ecological assessment is to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely impact from the road and 
associated infrastructure on wildlife, including bats, great crested newts, dormouse, otters, water voles, reptiles and badgers, during construction of the 
proposed scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant effect on any protected species, as a result of the scheme. These mitigation options could 
include the reinstatement of disturbed habitats, replacing bat roosts, the capture and exclusion of newts and reptiles, the exclusion of badgers from setts 
and the avoidance of works during the breeding birds season.   

Following the completion of the ecological assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Local residents Construction Issues Traffic Management - 
Mainline

I consider the time scale and the restricted lane widths with the reduced speed limits will cause so much disruption with so much time added 
to journeys that this will be too much especially for daily commuters.

At this stage of the scheme, it is too early to provide a full traffic management schedule as construction work is currently planned to take place between 
summer 2016 and winter 2021.   

Traffic management will only be in place for the necessary time/extent to provide sufficient space and a suitable safe working environment to undertake the 
works in a particular area. We appreciate that the restrictions necessary to deliver network improvements are a source of frustration to our customers.  
There are currently no plans to have restricted lane widths and reduced speed limits on the entire length between junctions 3 to 12 at any one time.

28/03/2014 Local residents Construction Issues Traffic Management - 
Sideroads

The building of new bridges will also be bad for the area impacting on residents who live on or near the Ascot Road. The reconstruction of Ascot Road bridge is necessary as part of the scheme as the existing bridge was not widened when the M4 was converted from a 
dual carriageway to a three lane motorway and does not have an existing hard shoulder underneath it. The contractor has not yet been appointed as the 
scheme is not due to start construction until 2016.  During the development of the scheme, the new bridge design and its construction will be fully 
considered to minimise impacts on local residents.  

There are currently no plans to close Ascot Road – the existing bridge will remain operational until a new bridge is constructed alongside.  Following 
completion of the new bridge, traffic will be re-routed over the new bridge prior to demolition of the existing bridge.  

During construction, working methods will follow the latest accepted practices and will be designed to have as little impact on local residents, the 
environment and local infrastructure as possible.  These will include using silenced and low emission plant, minimising transport, screening temporary 
working lights to minimise light pollution to the surrounding areas, road cleaning and providing noise screening where appropriate and feasible. 

Noise created by work on site will be carefully monitored and controlled to make sure the impact on members of the public is reduced as far as possible.  
We will make every effort to minimise noise and will monitor noise levels to comply with guidelines.  We will consult with local environmental health officers 
before we undertake any out-of-hours work that may be needed.

28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise There has been an inconsistent approach to the provision of noise barriers and quiet surfacing around Reading in the past (I accept this was 
probably due to financial constraints).  I hope that as part of this scheme noise reduction measures will be implemented between Junction 11
and Junction 10.

A noise assessment is to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a 
result of the proposed scheme. 

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing acoustic barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing. 

 Further information will be available following the completion of the noise assessment works during the second phase of consultation which is due to 
commence in the Autumn.

28/03/2014 Local residents Structures UB A308 Windsor 
Road

I note that the bridge which carries the M4 over the M308 Windsor Road south of Maidenhead is not scheduled for widening or major works.  
It will, of course, carry a heavier load at peak times.

 The condition of this bridge is currently unsatisfactory.  Water leaks from the carriageway through joints or cracks in the concrete.  Some of 
the reinforcing steel rods have been revealed by lumps of concrete shed onto the surface of the road and footpaths underneath.  The steel 
rods can be seen to be rusting and corroded.  Sooner or later the cr___thing concrete will hit pedestrians or vehicles on the A308.  All this 
must be attended to if the loading on the bridge is to be increased (or even if it isn't).

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway scheme will not address ongoing maintenance issues at existing structures, as this is the responsibility of our 
maintenance service provider.  We have passed your comments onto the relevant department that maintains this section of the motorway.

28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Air Quality As living quite close to the M4, with the use of the hard shoulder being used, we are very concerned about the impact of noise and pollution.  
The value of my house may also be effected.
 a) Night times being noisier due to HGVs being so much closer, unable to open windows due to noise and pollution;
 b) The dirt coming off the motorway - will it increase - windows, cars, interior.  Medical complications are also a concern with pollution;

An air quality assessment is to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment process to understand the impacts of the proposed scheme.  

Where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme, mitigations to be considered may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations. 

 Following the completion of the air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.
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28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Views and Landscape d) Sound barrier - at the moment the sound barrier has helped but the height needs to be increased so we can see NO vehicles A visual effects assessment is to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment process to understand the impacts of the proposed scheme.  

  Where there is a significant effect in respect of visual impacts, mitigation options could include minimising vegetation removal and/or introduction of 
planting or barriers.  

  Following the completion of the visual effects assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, 
due to commence in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise As living quite close to the M4, with the use of the hard shoulder being used, we are very concerned about the impact of noise and pollution.  
The value of my house may also be effected.
 a) Night times being noisier due to HGVs being so much closer, unable to open windows due to noise and pollution;

A noise assessment is to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment process to understand the impacts of the proposed scheme.  

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.  

  Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Local residents Other c) The value of my house may decrease and the re-selling may prove to be very hard or impossible; Under Part I of the Land Compensation Act 1973 (‘the Act’), compensation can be claimed by people who own and also occupy property that has been 
reduced in value by more than £50 by physical factors caused by the use of a new or altered road. 

The physical factors are noise, vibration, smell, fumes, smoke and artificial lighting and the discharge on to the property of any solid or liquid substance. 

The cause of the physical factors must be the new or altered road in use. For example, if a road is altered, the noise and other adverse effects must arise 
from the traf-fic using the altered stretch of road. Part I compensation cannot be claimed for the effects of traffic further down the road where no alteration 
has taken place. 

Under the provisions of the Act, a road is altered only when there is a change to the location, width or level of the carriageway or an additional carriageway 
is provided beside, above or below an existing one. Part I compensation is not payable when the carriageway has simply been resurfaced. 

  Compensation is assessed by reference to property prices that are current on the first claim day (a year and a day after opening to traffic) Account will be 
taken of the use of the altered highway, as it exists on the first claim day.  Account will also be taken of any intensification that may then reasonably be 
expected of the use of the altered highway in the state it is on the first claim day.

28/03/2014 Local residents Other Our property backs onto the motorway.  Bringing the westbound traffic closer to our property, by opening the hard shoulder will have a 
dramatic effect:
 4) Reduce value of our property by estimated £50,000 to £100,000.

Under Part I of the Land Com-pen-sa-tion Act 1973 (‘the Act’), com-pen-sa-tion can be claimed by peo-ple who own and also occupy prop-erty that has 
been reduced in value by more than £50 by phys-i-cal fac-tors caused by the use of a new or altered road. 

The phys-i-cal fac-tors are noise, vibra-tion, smell, fumes, smoke and arti-fi-cial light-ing and the dis-charge on to the prop-erty of any solid or liq-uid 
substance. 

The cause of the phys-i-cal fac-tors must be the new or altered road in use. For example, if a road is altered, the noise and other adverse effects must arise 
from the traf-fic using the altered stretch of road. Part I com-pen-sa-tion can-not be claimed for the effects of traf-fic fur-ther down the road where no 
alter-ation has taken place. 

Under the pro-vi-sions of the Act, a road is altered only when there is a change to the loca-tion, width or level of the car-riage-way or an addi-tional 
car-riage-way is pro-vided beside, above or below an exist-ing one. Part I com-pen-sa-tion is not payable when the car-riage-way has sim-ply been 
resurfaced. 

Com-pen-sa-tion is assessed by ref-er-ence to prop-erty prices that are cur-rent on the first claim day (a year and a day after opening to traffic) Account will 
be taken of the use of the altered high-way, as it exists on the first claim day.  Account will also be taken of any inten-si-fi-ca-tion that may then rea-son-ably 
be expected of the use of the altered high-way in the state it is on the first claim day.

28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise Our property backs onto the motorway.  Bringing the westbound traffic closer to our property, by opening the hard shoulder will have a 
dramatic effect:
 1) Increased noise pollution;

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise impact assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due 
to commence in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Visual Intrusion Our property backs onto the motorway.  Bringing the westbound traffic closer to our property, by opening the hard shoulder will have a 
dramatic effect:
 2) High vehicles will be able to look right into our house and garden;

A visual effects assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely visual impact as a result of the proposed scheme. 

Where there is a significant effect in respect of visual impacts, mitigation options could include minimising vegetation removal and/or introduction of 
planting or barriers. 

Following the completion of the visual impact assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due 
to commence in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Air Quality Our property backs onto the motorway.  Bringing the westbound traffic closer to our property, by opening the hard shoulder will have a 
dramatic effect:
 3) Increased pollution directly into our property;

An air quality assessment is to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in air quality as a result 
of the proposed scheme. 

   Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations. 

 Following the completion of the air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Local residents Operations & Safety VSL IMPORTANT that there will be close control of signage to ensure that traffic flow is maintained at maximum efficiency.  Delayed or incorrect 
information displays, as in the past and now will undermine the project and frustrate.

Understanding the needs of our customers is an integral part of the Agency’s operations, and we are continually working to improve our delivery of 
messages to road users. 

Experience of the previous Highways Agency Smart motorway schemes shows the automated systems employed will be accurate and timely in setting the 
appropriate signs and signals for the prevailing traffic conditions.

28/03/2014 Local residents Operations & Safety ERAs VERY IMPORTANT that road users can be confident that they will have a safe area to stop, if they have a problem. Evidence from the M42 pilot demonstrates that using the hard shoulder as a running lane has not compromised safety. It is expected that the frequency of 
breakdowns in live lanes will be substantially less than the existing frequency of breakdowns on the hard shoulder, as a significant proportion of 
breakdowns will be able to get to a refuge area.   

Some broken down vehicles will not be capable of ‘limping’ to a refuge area and will come to a stop in a live running lane, but the extra controls provided 
through Smart motorway’s features will mitigate this risk.  This is achieved by creating an emergency lane(s) (any lane on the motorway), managing traffic 
with signs and signals to provide access for the emergency services or traffic officers. It is expected that the overall risk of the new specification is likely to 
be less than that on a dual three lane motorway with a hard shoulder.

28/03/2014 Local residents Client Issues 2) It is a very high cost. Smart motorways provide an effective way of providing increased capacity in a cost effective and deliverable way, maximising the use of the existing 
asset.  Smart motorways can be delivered more quickly than traditional solutions such as widening and are better value for money.   

  The estimated cost of this scheme is in the range of £614 million and £862 million, which is anticipated to be a saving of between 15-25% when compared 
against other managed motorway schemes, which use the hard shoulder only at peak times.

28/03/2014 Local residents Client Issues 3) How many jobs will it create during construction?  Will the contract go to UK based/owned companies? The Highways Agency is currently in the process of introducing a Collaborative Delivery Framework which it will use to pro-cure large parts of our 
man-aged motor-way pro-gramme, parts of con-ven-tional major schemes includ-ing our A14 upgrade, and also for other improve-ment work, such as 
junc-tion improve-ments, asset renewals and parts of larger projects in our pinch point programme. As works on the M4 Junctions 3 to 12 is not due to start 
until 2016, a contractor will be appointed through the Collaborative Delivery Framework to carry out the construction works.  At present, it is too early to say 
how many jobs will be created or who the Contractor for the work will be.

28/03/2014 Local residents Operations & Safety Incident Management 1) Where will the vehicular support vehicles be based?  Will there be more depots/whatever along the route?  If so, where? The promise is 
for instant support available so presumably close by at all times?

Traf-fic Offi-cers patrol the whole of England’s motor-way net-work. There are around 1,500 Traf-fic Offi-cers and team man-agers based on road and in the
con-trol rooms work-ing to reduce inci-dent related con-ges-tion, improve jour-ney time reli-a-bil-ity, and improve safety, 24 hours a day, seven days 
a week.

28/03/2014 Local residents Traffic & Economics SideRoads 4) The new homes proposed for Maidenhead and neighbouring boroughs will all increase traffic congestion.  Already we have frequent 
gridlocks on A404/M and A308/M which will increase hugely.  What mitigations are planned to cope with these?  It's all very well keeping 
traffic moving on M4 if it just grinds to a halt before and after access to M4.

As part of the traffic modelling work that is currently being completed, we take into account future local development adjacent to the scheme.  More detailed 
information will be available during further consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014, following the completion of the traffic modelling.
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28/03/2014 Local residents Construction Issues Working Times Residents - It is important that residents are kept up to date regularly, particularly by Wokingham Borough Council, if they are involved.

 Clear signs of road works etc.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart motorway scheme is managed by the Highways Agency.  We aim to provide sufficient information to keep residents 
regularly up to date. We undertook initial consultation in March and over the next few months will be liaising with all residents, local authorities and other 
stakeholders along the route prior to a further round of public consultation and exhibitions in Autumn 2014.   

We maintain a scheme website accessed via the address below which contains relevant information on the project.  You can subscribe to receive emails 
every time the scheme information is updated.  

http://www.highways.gov.uk/roads/road-projects/m4-junctions-3-12/  

Although we do not have a contractor appointed yet, and therefore detailed plans of the roadworks are not available, we will look to update the scheme 
page with this information once it has been confirmed.

28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Ecology Wildlife concerns - loss of habitats. An ecological assessment is to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely impact from the road on 
ecological species, including bats, great crested newts, dormice, otters, water voles, reptiles and badgers, as a result of the proposed scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant effect on any of the protected species, highlighted above, as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include the re-instatement of disturbed habitats, replacing bat roosts, the capture and exclusion of newts and reptiles, the exclusion 
of badgers from setts and the avoidance of works during the breeding birds season.   

 Following the completion of the ecological assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to
commence in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Local residents Operations & Safety ERAs I am very worried that the refuges are too few and far between.  It will become dangerous for drivers, when we lose the hard shoulder.  If you
breakdown or have a puncture, there will be nowhere immediate to go.  Following an accident there will be no 'emergency' lane i.e. hard 
shoulder, down which emergency vehicles can travel.

Throughout a Smart motorway scheme, refuge areas must be provided such that a road user never has to drive more than 2.5km from a decision point to a 
refuge area. A decision point can either be a refuge area or the nose of an exit slip. Between refuge areas, the distance is measured between the stopping 
area within each adjacent refuge area, e.g. not from the end of the tapers. Where a Motorway Service Area (MSA), or a hard shoulder on an exit slip road 
has been identified as a refuge area, the distance is measured to the location where a vehicle can safely stop within the MSA or on the exit slip road hard 
shoulder.  

Evidence from the M42 pilot demonstrates that using the hard shoulder as a running lane has not compromised safety. It is expected that the frequency of 
breakdowns in live lanes will be substantially less than the existing frequency of breakdowns on the hard shoulder, as a significant proportion of 
breakdowns will be able to get to a refuge area.   

Some broken down vehicles will not be capable of ‘limping’ to a refuge area and will come to a stop in a live running lane, but the extra controls provided 
through Smart motorway’s features will mitigate this risk.  This is achieved by creating an emergency lane(s) (any lane on the motorway), managing traffic 
with signs and signals to provide access for the emergency services or traffic officers. It is expected that the overall risk of the new specification is likely to 
be less than that on a dual three lane motorway with a hard shoulder.

28/03/2014 Local residents DCO Process General Queries As the scheme progresses, display maps/photos at Maidenhead library Our second phase of consultation is planned for Autumn 2014, and we will ensure we have information for consultation at local deposit points.  We will 
ensure Maidenhead library is considered as part of our Statement of Community Consultation, which will be consulted and agreed with the Local 
Authorities.

28/03/2014 Local residents Construction Issues Site Compounds As someone who lives near Monkey Island Lane and Bray Thames Bridge, I would make the following comments. 

 2) My other concern would be around construction traffic using Old Mil Lane, Bray to access the Monkey Island Lane bridge. However, as 
described to me, the heavy construction traffic for this would be on the M4, not local roads - so if this is the case, it would alleviate this 
concern.

A contractor has not yet been appointed as the scheme is not due to start construction until 2016 but they, and our designers will fully consider how the 
effects of the construction on local residents can be minimised during its development. We try, as far as possible, to avoid construction traffic using local 
roads.

28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise As someone who lives near Monkey Island Lane and Bray Thames Bridge, I would make the following comments. 

 1) The section of the motorway north of the M4 from just before Monkey Island Lane and the Bray Thames Bridge does not have noise 
insulation fencing at present. Given the usage of the hard shoulder and the proposed expansion of the north side of the Bray Thames bridge, 
I would strongly urge the introduction of such fencing. It will dampen the noise impact and would certainly make me more supportive of the 
scheme.

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Local residents DCO Process DCO Programme Inadequate publicity of exhibition Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions.  In addition, there were articles in local newspapers, television and radio interviews and information on social media regarding the exhibitions.   

Our second phase of consultation is planned for the Autumn of this year, and we will ensure this feedback is taken on board.  We will be publishing a 
Statement of Community Consultation, after it has been agreed with the Local Authorities.

28/03/2014 Local residents DCO Process DCO Process The exhibition should have been nearer the M4 so local people would come along - there was no where near the M4 J3 Hayes and 
Harlington.

Thank you for this feedback. Please note that our second phase of consultation is planned for the Autumn of this year, and we will ensure this feedback is 
incorporated in our Statement of Community Consultation, which will be consulted and agreed with the Local Authorities.

28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise My main objective is environment.  Plus noise pollution in Hayes.  We have one of the highest pollution in places and if this goes ahead then 
at least you should consider planted trees and maybe put high barrier to stop noise and help with pollution, we have none of the above at the 
moment.

A noise and air quality assessment is to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise and 
air quality from the road as a result of the proposed scheme. 

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) and/or a significant detrimental 
effect on air quality as a result of the scheme. These mitigation options could include upgrading the existing acoustic barriers, the provision of new barriers, 
the use of low noise road surfacing, selected locations with speed restrictions, selected locations capacity constraints and junction alterations  

 Further information will be available following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works during the second phase of consultation which 
is due to commence in the Autumn.

28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise My main objection are the impact on environment, plus noise pollution. In Hayes, we have very high pollution levels because of airport and 
M25, we never get any barrier put ip along the M4 J3 to help with noise or trees for the pollution. I've been fighting for this for years. I really 
think that you should start to consider the people that will be affected by this new road lane that is what it is as it will be used all the time. 
Please consider putting up barriers and trees so we cannot see the motorway.

Noise and air quality impact assessments are to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in 
noise and air quality effects from the road as a result of the proposed scheme.  

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) and/or a significant detrimental 
effect on air quality as a result of the scheme. These mitigation options could include upgrading the existing acoustic barriers, the provision of new barriers, 
the use of low noise surfacing, speed restrictions or capacity constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations. 

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Local residents DCO Process DCO Process Should have been nearer to M4 then more of the community would attend. Unfortunately, some of the venues we would have liked to have held our exhibitions in were unavailable.  Our second phase of consultation is planned for 
Autumn 2014, and we will take on board your comments regarding proximity of exhibitions to the M4.

28/03/2014 Local residents Operations & Safety VSL Please don't include average speed penalty cameras The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorways Project will permanently convert the hard shoulder available to traffic as an additional running lane at all times.  
Smart motorways have variable speed limits to reduce congestion and improve journey time reliability by smoothing traffic flows. 

In order for Smart motorways to operate effectively, it is important to have a high level of compliance with the variable mandatory speed limits, which are 
enforced by the Highways Agency Digital Enforcement Compliance System.  This system does not use average speed cameras.  

These cameras are fitted onto overhead gantries and are linked to the electronic signals which show mandatory speed limits, known as Advanced 
Motorway Indicators.  The speed limits can vary due to traffic conditions, and the cameras are activated when they detect a vehicle travelling in excess of 
the speed limit.  The system has the necessary Home Office Type Approval which allows its use for enforcement purposes.  

  During construction, average speed cameras will be used for the safety of the travelling public and the workforce.
28/03/2014 Local residents Operations & Safety ERAs As a disabled person, I'm worried that if I have to use the new emergency refuges, I would be stuck in my vehicle until help arrives! The Emergency Refuges Areas are designed to allow disabled people to safely egress from their vehicle and access the emergency telephone (if they have

not already used a mobile phone to contact the authorities).  

These are covered by CCTV and also feature traffic detection loops to alert our operators in the regional control centre who can dispatch suitable 
emergency response staff to assist.

28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise We live close to the M4 between junctions 10 and 11.  The noise is horrendous - we are on the south side of the M4.  Noise barriers would 
be very helpful if possible, especially as traffic is expected to increase.

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.
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28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise Most interested in sound barrier and road surface information adjacent to Winnersh A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Air Quality I am also concerned about pollution levels, both current and future.  However, I have no way of monitoring this.

 Should the scheme proceed, I would like CO2 reduction strategies to be a part of the project.

An air quality assessment is to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in air quality as a result 
of the proposed scheme.  

  Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations. 

Following the completion of the air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise My house is situated approximately 100 metres from the carriageway of the M4.  I moved into my house in 1983.  Motorway noise was not a 
problem at that time.  The sound of emergency vehicles could be heard from time to tome.  As time went on, the noise from the motorway 
increased.  I had double glazing installed and that reduced the noise inside the house.  In more recent years the noise has increased and it 
can be heard through the double glazing even when all the windows are closed.  It can be unbearable when doors and windows are open.

 Motorway noise is a problem when one is sitting in the garden.  The noise seems to be worse after rainfall and depending on the direction of 
the wind.  At times it is impossible to hold a conversation in the garden.  I am concerned that matters could be made even worse with the 
completion of the proposed project.  At peak times there will be 8 lanes of motorway traffic flowing a little more than 100 metres from my 
house.

 Should the scheme proceed, I would like noise reduction to be a part of the project.

A noise is to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the 
proposed scheme.  

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing acoustic barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Landowners Environment Noise Concerns regarding road safety and extra noise ptentially caused by more fast free moving traffic and how will people living close to the 
motorway be affected by this.  Would the Highways Agency consider noise attenuation mechanisms e.g. bunds, fencing etc?

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Landowners Operations & Safety All Lane Running Concerns regarding road safety and extra noise potentially caused by more fast free moving traffic and how will people living close to the 
motorway be affected by this.  Would the Highways Agency consider noise attenuation mechanisms e.g. bunds, fencing etc?

Smart motorways use the latest technology to improve journeys by managing traffic flow and setting speed limits accordingly to keep traffic moving 
smoothly instead of continually stopping and starting.  Variable speed limits will adapt to traffic conditions including the national speed limit, and therefore 
60mph speed restrictions will not be in place at all times. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 scheme will deliver the additional capacity required, without compromising overall safety on our motorways, which are among the 
safest in the world. Evidence published in March 2011 from the M42 scheme shows that accidents more than halved in the three years after the pilot 
scheme launched – the severity of accidents also dropped significantly.  

Evidence from the M42 pilot demonstrates that using the hard shoulder as a running lane has not compromised safety. The aim of the scheme is to prevent 
traffic flow breakdown and keep it moving at busy times, however on Smart motorways, we adjust speed limits during busy periods to control the flow of 
vehicles and prevent traffic grinding to a halt. The current speed limit will be displayed on signs over or at the side of the carriageway. Speed enforcement 
cameras, known as HADECS (Highways Agency Digital Enforcement Camera System), are fitted onto overhead gantries to enforce the speed limits.

28/03/2014 Local residents Traffic & Economics SideRoads The plan may improve traffic flow along the M4 and allow it cope with increasing volumes.  However, it will make traffic problems worse on 
main roads leading to junctions.

 The A329(M) and A3040 disgorge volumes of traffic into East Reading.  The desperately needed bridge across the Thames to the East of 
Reading to access South Oxfordshire MUST BE BUILT FIRST.

 Recent closure of Sonning Bridge (due to flooding and damage to Caversham, Reading and Henley bridges caused SHORT cross-river 
journeys to take over an hour.  This bridge has been needed since Caversham Park Village was built in 1960s.  NO further housing should 
be built until a new bridge has been built.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart motorway is a scheme promoted by the Highways Agency.  We are working with local authorities to ensure the scheme is 
appropriate both for the requirements of the M4 Smart motorway and the local road network.   

As part of the traffic modelling work that is currently being completed, we take into account future local development adjacent to the scheme.  More detailed 
information will be available during further consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014, following the completion of the traffic modelling.

28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Views and Landscape The M4 8/9 runs along the back of my house where I have lived for 36 years. I really must stress the importance of proper screening to stop 
the visual effect of the traffic.  The screening is important as you are now bringing the traffic closer to my home by using the hard shoulder 
for constant moving traffic.

A landscape and visual effects assessment is to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment process. This will identify noise and visual impact 
as a result of the scheme.  

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant effect in respect of visual impacts. These mitigation options could include 
minimising vegetation removal and/or introduction of planting or barriers   

Following the completion of the landscape and visual effects assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise The M4 8/9 runs along the back of my house where I have lived for 36 years. I really must stress the importance of new road surface for the 
4 lanes to soften the traffic noise. The road surface is important as you are now bringing the traffic closer to my home by using the hard 
shoulder for constant moving traffic.

A noise assessment is to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment process. This will identify noise and visual impact as a result of the 
scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing acoustic barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing. 

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Local residents Operations & Safety All Lane Running My husband and I are also concerned about use of the hard shoulder (even with runoffs).  The proposed run off shown on your literature is 
extremely short and would prove difficult for a car returning to the main carriageway and impossible for a lorry.  Traffic on motorways and 
roads in general is often faster than the maximum speed on the road with rarely a police car in evidence!!

As part of the M4 Junction 3 to 12 Smart motorway scheme, we will be constructing Emergency Refuge Areas (ERAs). These will provide vehicles with a 
dedicated safe place to stop in the event of a breakdown.  The refuge areas have emergency roadside telephones and are monitored by regional control 
centre cameras so we can send emergency assistance if required.   

At the busiest times when the volume of traffic may make exiting an ERA potentially more difficult, the signals will be set to reduce speeds. Furthermore, if 
a driver still feels uncomfortable in trying to exit from an ERA they can ask for Highways Agency Traffic Officer assistance via the emergency roadside 
telephone. This is especially relevant for HGVs when the main carriageway is busy. Experience from the early Smart motorway schemes suggests that 
vehicles do not generally have any significant issues exiting from an ERA.  

In addition personal injury accidents have reduced by more than half (55.7%) since hard shoulder running was introduced.
28/03/2014 Local residents Operations & Safety Gantry Locations The project team informed me that an information gantry will be placed between Junction 6 and 5 (Langley).  This is essential as, at present, 

no information is available in the area about delays/accidents between Junction 5 and 4b and 4.  If delays are indicated it is possible to leave 
Junction 5 and travel to West Drayton via Richings Park.  An indication of delays/accidents would be most welcome.

In a Smart motorways scheme there will be Variable Message Signs (VMS) (also called MS4s) at regular intervals throughout, including several between 
J6 and J5, to advise of the prevailing traffic conditions. These will include any serious delays resulting from incidents downstream on the M4 motorway, 
which should give you enough information to make a decision about your onward journey.

28/03/2014 Local residents DCO Process General Queries A pity there were so few members of the public in attendance Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions.  In addition, there were articles in local newspapers, television and radio interviews and information on social media regarding the exhibitions.  

 Our second phase of consultation is planned for the Autumn of this year, and we will ensure this feedback is taken on board.  We will be publishing a 
Statement of Community Consultation in local newspapers, after it has been agreed with the Local Authorities.  We hope this will encourage greater 
attendance at our next stage of consultation.
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28/03/2014 Landowners ITS and Lighting Lighting Also we have a motorway lamp standard shines into the rear of our property. The requirement for road lighting on the Highway Agency’s strategic road network follows a stringent appraisal process. The process enables a full, 
accurate and properly documented appraisal of the relative benefits of road lighting.  

Each junction and link between the junctions within the scheme is being assessed in order to establish where lighting may or may not be required.  

If the above process requires sections of road to be lit and if the lighting is in the central reserve it would not be possible to install a shield as this would 
have a detrimental effect on the lighting distribution onto the carriageway. The latest lighting technologies will be used which will significantly reduce the 
intrusion of light horizontally and into the night sky, such as 

a) LED lanterns, which reduce the lighting output requirements by up to 50% when compared to the existing lighting on the M4.   

b) LED lanterns with a light distribution ensuring that the light only illuminates the area that requires lighting, the carriageway. There will be minimal light 
spillage onto adjacent areas when compared to the existing lighting on the M4.   

c) Flat glass lanterns installed horizontally which means that no light is emitted above the horizontal.
28/03/2014 Landowners Environment Noise Our property and garden backs onto the M4 between J10-11.

 There is a so called barrier which was erected approx 10-12 years ago.  This barrier is no way high enough and therefore does not work as 
a sound deadening effect.  It is more like a fence, being a waste of money.  We need a construction as the M25 have.

 Also using the hard shoulder the main vehicles using it will be HGV and these are more noisy than cars.

 We have a larger than average rear garden but we rarely use it as a place to relax on sunny days due to poise from cars and motor bikes 
during weekends.

 Finally I think it should be an essential requirement for the quiet road surface to be applied on all lanes of the M4 where housing is in close 
proximity to it.

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.  

 Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Landowners Client Issues I did email my feelings after we received a letter last August-September informing us of works to the centre barrier lighting and surface 
works.

 I did not receive a reply asking if a quiet surface would be installed also asking if deflectors to the lights could be installed and direct all of 
the light down onto the motorway.

I apologise that you did not receive a response to your email last year, and hope information provided on lighting above is of use.

28/03/2014 Local residents DCO Process General Queries I don't think this consultation was very well advertised. Our neighbours certainly had no idea about it until we told them (unfortunately too late 
for them to get to the exhibition). I think it would be helpful if you write to any householders who are as directly affected as we are by the 
proposals!

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions.  In addition, there were articles in local newspapers, television and radio interviews and information on social media regarding the exhibitions.   

Our second phase of consultation is planned for the Autumn of this year, and we will ensure this feedback is taken on board.  We will be publishing a 
Statement of Community Consultation, after it has been agreed with the Local Authorities.

28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise Finally, I would like to bring to your attention the current noise levels cause by motorway traffic. During the summer months - when the trees 
have their leaves on the noise is less disruptive. However, during winter the noise is worse. I would like some assurances that at the very 
least the stand of trees which run along the edge of the motorway are left standing, at best that some additional noise barriers are installed.

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Local residents Structures OB Monkey Island 
Lane

I am particularly interested in the proposal about Monkey Island bridge, as we live at the end of Monkey Island Lane. I don't believe the 
alternative option, to remove the old bridge before building the new one, is viable. It would require the bridleway at the end of Monkey Island 
Lane to be opened up and a bridge built over The Cut. Access for large vehicles would be compromised and this would be unacceptable 
when considering emergency vehicles such as Fire Engines.  I also believe that this option would not be appropriate to the surroundings and 
it would hamper horse riders, cyclists and walkers, all of whom enjoy access to the river in a safe and traffic free environment.

Our preferred option is for the replacement structure to be off-line of the existing Monkey Island Lane overbridge.   

We included the suggested alternative including the diversion route at the exhibitions to gain feedback from local stakeholders to see if there were any 
strong opinions about either option. We aimed for the public information exhibitions to provide the public with a fully informed understanding of the options 
and a chance to comment.

28/03/2014 Local residents Structures OB Monkey Island 
Lane

I also believe that the proposal to build the new bridge to the WEST of the current bridge would be inappropriate as:- (1) The water level of 
the lake rises dramatically during wet weather (the recent floods resulted in the lake rising by 11 feet) and I would have thought this would 
make the building work difficult; (2) The land surrounding the lake is a nature reserve and building work which encroaches on this land would 
be unacceptable. I would be interested to know if consideration was given to the new bridge being built to the EAST of the current bridge, as 
I believe this would be a far more acceptable solution and would mitigate the points raised above.

1)    A flood risk assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess flooding risk during construction and help us plan 
appropriately.  We will discuss these findings with the Environment Agency.  At the present time, we don’t believe that floodwater would present a difficulty 
to either construction or the ongoing viability of the structure. 

2)    The structure was originally positioned to the west to allow us to retain an existing gantry to the east of the structure.  There were also minor benefits to 
the alignment of Monkey Island Lane over the bridge.  The requirement for this signal gantry has now been revisited, and moving the structure to the east 
can now be considered.  As the design progresses, we will consider the comments you have raised regarding repositioning the bridge to the east and will 
take these forward in discussions with the local authorities and environmental stakeholders.

28/03/2014 Local residents Structures OB Monkey Island 
Lane

I understand that widening the bridge would require it to be 11 metres longer each end. It would not appear that there is 11 metres of space 
at our end of the bridge to accommodate this additional length , without encroaching on existing gardens.

The overall length of the actual bridge deck will be shorter than the current structure, achieved by changing the bridge supports, minimising the impact on 
local properties.

28/03/2014 Local residents Client Issues I'd be interested to understand the following implications of the scheme: additional space that might be anticipated for a new MSA. (Relating 
to landowners either side of the M4 to the west of J8/9 adjacent to the motorway).

Motor-way Ser-vice Areas (MSAs) and other road-side facil-i-ties per-form an impor-tant road safety func-tion by pro-vid-ing road users with the 
oppor-tu-nity to stop and take a break in the course of their jour-ney. Since 1992 it has been for the pri-vate sec-tor to take the ini-tia-tive in iden-ti-fy-ing and
acquir-ing MSA sites and to seek plan-ning consent from Local Plan-ning Author-i-ties (LPAs). The High-ways Agency pro-vides advice to Local Planning 
Authorities in rela-tion to motor-way safety and traf-fic management. 

 There are no plans for a new MSA along the M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway scheme.
28/03/2014 Local residents Environment Envrionmental 

Assessment
I'd be interested to understand the following implications of the scheme: environmental, noise, pollution Noise, air quality and ecological assessments are to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in 

noise from the road, air quality and impact from the road and associated infrastructure on wildlife, including bats, great crested newts, dormice, otters, water
voles, reptiles and badgers, during construction of the proposed scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing. 

Where there is a significant increase in pollution, mitigation options to be considered may include speed restrictions or capacity constraints, e.g. controlled 
motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations. 

Finally, where there is a significant effect in respect of visual impacts, mitigation options could include minimising vegetation removal and/or introduction of 
planting or barriers. 

Following the completion of the assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to commence 
in Autumn 2014.

28/03/2014 Local residents Additional 
information request

Please can you send a plan (post?) of the overview section showing the area W of J8/9 As requested, please find enclosed a CD containing pdf plans showing the proposals for the whole scheme, including the area to the West of Junction 8/9.  
Please note that it is not proposed to remove or reconstruct any overbridges to the west of Junction 8/9.

28/03/2014 Local residents Additional 
information request

Requested a copy of the CD of plans when visiting our exhibition. As requested, please find enclosed a CD containing pdf plans showing the proposals for the whole scheme.

28/03/2014 Local residents No comments made

28/03/2014 Local residents No comments made

28/03/2014 Local residents No comments made

28/03/2014 Local residents No comments made

28/03/2014 Local residents No comments made

28/03/2014 Local residents No comments made
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28/03/2014 Local residents No comments made

28/03/2014 Local residents No comments made

28/03/2014 Local residents No comments made

28/03/2014 Local residents No comments made

28/03/2014 Local residents No comments made

28/03/2014 Local residents No comments made

29/03/2014 Local residents Environment Noise Customer is extremely concerned about the possible additional noise that he could be subjected to for your planned Smart Motorway, as the 
running traffic will be closer to his house.  Concern about plans regarding an increase in noise level to his property, for the M4 J3-12 for the 
MM Project, both during construction and post Project.

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme. 

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

 During construction, working methods will follow the latest accepted practices and will be designed to have as little impact on local residents, the 
environment and local infrastructure as possible. These will include using silenced and low emission plant, minimising transport, screening temporary 
working lights to minimise light pollution to the surrounding areas, road cleaning and providing noise screening where appropriate and feasible. 

 Noise created by work on site will be carefully monitored and controlled to make sure the impact on members of the public is reduced as far as possible. 
We will make every effort to minimise noise and will monitor noise levels to comply with guidelines. We will consult with local environmental health officers 
before we undertake any out-of-hours work that may be needed.

31/03/2014 Local residents Client Issues Customer was a bit concerned about the planned Smart Motorway which is going to be built on the M4 J3 - 12. I did talk through the Smart 
Motorways and how they work and what safety precautions are put in place. However she would like to voice these concerns to the Major 
Project Team.

Customer was called on 2/4/14.  The concept of the M4 Smart Motorway proposals and the safety of the scheme were discussed for  approximately 
30mins.  In the discussion she was given examples of other HA Smart Motorway schemes, where they were currently operational(M25, M1 J10-13)  she 
was happy with the discussion and will be looking to attend the next round of public exhibitions in the Autumn

04/04/2014 Landowners Structures Overbridge - General Caller states that smart motorways are planned for M4 at J7, caller would like to know what is going to happen to the foot bridges, are they 
going to be replaced?  Please contact caller to discuss.

The details are still being worked on but the preferred proposal, at the moment, for Oldway Lane and Marsh Lane is to close these during replacement with 
a new, longer bridge at the same location and at J7 replace in two halves. The duration of the closures is yet to be confirmed but, is likely to be 6-9 months. 
The footbridge at Junction 7 will remain open as the new bridge is constructed in two halves. We are looking at geometry over the bridges, traffic levels etc 
in conjunction with discussions with the Local Highway Authorities and we will be back out to consultation in the Autumn 2014.

05/04/2014 Local residents Environment Noise Please can you tell me what the increase in sound levels will be as a result of this scheme. For people living alongside the M4 noise pollution
is already a hugely annoying issue and ongoing use of the hard shoulder will be significantly noisier than now.

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

09/04/2014 Local residents Other Caller would like some information regarding the impact on her house, the noise, the pollution and what is going to happen with the 
footbridge. The caller lives at Dorney Reach near Marsh Lane and was concerned re the footpath over the bride.

Environmental assessments are on-going. These are assessing the likely changes in noise and air quality from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme. 

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme, e.g. upgrading 
the existing noise barriers, the provision of new noise barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing. Mitigation options to be considered where there are 
potential air quality effects as a result of the scheme, based on current guidance, include: selected locations with speed restrictions, selected locations 
capacity constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running, and junction alterations.

 The details are still being worked on but the preferred proposal, at the moment, for Oldway Lane and Marsh Lane is to close these during replacement with 
a new, longer bridge at the same location. The duration of the closures is yet to be confirmed but, is likely to be 6-9 months.

 There will be further information available at the next set of exhibitions in Autumn 2014. The project website (http://www.highways.gov.uk/roads/road-
projects/M4-Junctions-3-12) is updated with information as the project progresses.

10/04/2014 Local residents Environment Noise Customer is concerned about the additional noise on the M4 especially between J10 -J11. She asked if sound barriers would be put up due 
use of an extra lane. This concern is not regards to the Bridge improvement J10 - J11

A noise assessment is to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a 
result of the proposed scheme. 

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing acoustic barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing. 

 Further information will be available following the completion of the noise assessment works during the second phase of consultation which is due to 
commence in the Autumn.

11/04/2014 Local residents Environment Noise We have lived quite close to the motorway for nearly 20 years and during that time the noise generated by the increasing volume of traffic 
has grown considerably.  The road noise is constant, but under certain conditions it is on many occasions so loud that it is audible inside our 
house through double glazed windows.  This means we cannot open our windows for ventilation, which in the summer months, as you must 
appreciate makes life, to state the obvious, very uncomfortable indeed.

 As we understand it there is a period of consultation before the planned scheme is given the go ahead, and we would hope and expect that 
proper consideration is given to the installation of noise reducing measures, such as acoustic barriers to reduce as much of this 
unacceptable noise pollution as is possible.

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

11/04/2014 Local residents Environment Noise We have lived quite close to the motorway for nearly 20 years and during that time the noise generated by the increasing volume of traffic 
has grown considerably.  The road noise is constant, but under certain conditions it is on many occasions so loud that it is audible inside our 
house through double glazed windows.  This means we cannot open our windows for ventilation, which in the summer months, as you must 
appreciate makes life, to state the obvious, very uncomfortable indeed.

 As we understand it there is a period of consultation before the planned scheme is given the go ahead, and we would hope and expect that 
proper consideration is given to the installation of noise reducing measures, such as acoustic barriers to reduce as much of this 
unacceptable noise pollution as is possible.

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

11/04/2014 Additional 
information request

When I attend the exhibition in Slough on the 27th, I asked for an electronic copy of the plan including all the affected
 bridges. Could you let me know if this can be sent through as I promised I would prepare a briefing for our members and
 officers of the affected sites?

As requested, please find enclosed a CD containing pdf plans showing the proposals for the whole scheme, including the affected bridges.

11/04/2014 Local Authority Additional 
information request

When I attend the exhibition in Slough on the 27th, I asked for an electronic copy of the plan including all the affected
 bridges. Could you let me know if this can be sent through as I promised I would prepare a briefing for our members and
 officers of the affected sites?

As requested, please find enclosed a CD containing pdf plans showing the proposals for the whole scheme, including the affected bridges.
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12/04/2014 Local residents Traffic & Economics Non-Specific Location 3.       When heading in to London, the area where the M4 goes from 3 to 2 lanes is virtually an all-day bottleneck. In fact, this stretch of road 
along with the area where the road from junction 3 of the M4 meets the A4 have recently been named as the two most congested roads in 
the UK. 

http://www.itv.com/news/2014-03-04/hit-list-of-top-10-most-congested-roads-reveals-britains-worst-traffic-jams/ 

If hard shoulder running is successful in speeding up traffic between junctions 13 and 3 then surely the fact that more traffic will be deposited 
more quickly to the east of junction 3 will make this bottleneck even worse. It could even cause traffic to back up past the M25 which would 
reduce the benefit of having widened this stretch of the motorway.  

The existing 2 lane viaduct through junction 2 cannot be widened. However, an exit only relief junction could be provided just before the point
at which the motorway goes from 3 to 2 lanes. This relief junction would be exit only eastbound with a possibility for an entry only westbound 
junction.  

This would have the added benefit of reducing traffic needing to travel around the already congested hotspots of Chiswick roundabout and 
the Waggoner’s roundabout as traffic traveling between the M4 and Brentford, Isleworth and the business parks along this stretch of the A4 
would now be able to use the new junction.  

Looking at map, the most sensible location for this relief junction would be for it to run parallel to the Brentford Branch line Railway. A 
cheaper alternative could be to use the existing road down to Gillette corner but the impact on that intersection would need to be considered.

As you correctly note the traffic between junction 2 and 3 drops to 2 lanes on the approach to the Chiswick flyover. Whilst the scheme does not extend to 
this point the traffic modelling has considered this physical constraint and the congestion that occurs. Whilst consideration of additional junctions is outside 
the scope of the scheme it should provide a controlled environment and additional capacity to manage any congestion more effectively.

12/04/2014 Local residents Highways & 
Diversions

Junction 4 1.       One of the main problems with this stretch of the motorway is that the junctions (esp. 3-8) are too close together. Has consideration 
been given to closing some of the junctions and providing a new parallel road to take local traffic as an alternative to hard shoulder running in
this area? In the case of Junction 5 – 6, there are already roads which run parallel to the motorway which could be adapted and the 
advantage of this approach is that the existing motorway bridges would not need to be replaced.

 2.       The area between Junction 4 and 4b (with the M25) is especially problematic. These junctions are so close together that they should 
really have been designed to work as a single junction. Traffic entering from junction 4 and wanting to continue along the M4 west bound 
should be taken wide of the motorway, loop under the M25/M4 slip road and then enter the M4 in the area after traffic leaves the M4 for the 
M25. The actual situation is that there are immense volumes of traffic trying to criss-cross each over a very small distance. In rush hour, 
traffic wanting to enter the M25 backs up as far as junction 4 which blocks traffic from entering the M4 at junction 4 and also brings 2/3 lanes 
of the M4 to a standstill. It also creates the dangerous situation of stationary traffic trying to move in to any lanes of the M4 which are still 
flowing. I have explained this from an east – west point of view but the problem is similar in the opposite direction.

We propose to improve the M4 by making it a "smart motorway" (previously known as managed motorways) between junctions 3 and 12. Smart motorways 
help relieve congestion by using technology to vary speed limits. They also allow the hard shoulder to be used as a running lane at all times to create 
additional capacity. They deliver these benefits at a significantly lower cost than conventional motorway widening and with less impact on the environment 
during construction.  We are not proposing to review the number of junctions along this stretch of M4 as part of this scheme

 The diverge slip road onto the M25 will have 2 dedicated lanes, one for the M25 north and one for the M25 south, whichwill increase the capacity of the 
junction.  Signing within junction 4 will indicate that lane 1 within the junction is for the M25 only, which when combined with the junction improvements, and 
additional lane, should have a significant impact on congestion at this location.

 Lynne

13/04/2014 Local residents Environment Noise If this plan is to be realised the great care has to be taken to reduce the noise impact of the motorway which is already too loud.

 This is despite the fact that a so called barrier was erected some years ago to reduce the noise level but failed to do so.  It is inadequate and 
too low.

 Increasing the capacity will bring the heaviest and noisiest vehicles closer to the existing barriers which are inadequate now.  

 Please indicate what the plan is to overcome this problem.

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

16/04/2014 Local residents Client Issues Gaps! One of the most efficient roads to build are the gaps in the high quality road network. A dual carriageway that heads into a village 
centre, out the other side and back to dual carriageway. During the 1980's, small bypasses gained an awful reputation of moving congestion 
2 miles down the road. This was only because 2 miles down the road the job wasn't finished. Fortunately, the majority of the road network 
was built during this period, with just some nasty gaps left to fill. Gaps do discourage traffic, which arguably reduces car journeys. However, 
the true value for money of the roads we have come in when an under used dual carriageway is completed, and used as designed. For this 
reason, 1 mile gap in a 10 mile dual carriageway can return 10 times the value for money of a normal road. Therefore, if I had a limited 
budget, those gaps would be my first target - the quick wins. Even if a gap was a tough and expensive gap to fill, it would need to cost 10 
times the cost of the rest of the road before it became poor value for money. I would like to see a list of all the road projects in Britain, 
(Highways Agency and Local) and the value for money alongside each one. And then see the funding available each year and the "highest 
value for money" projects being taken off and done. This may sound overly simplistic, but why is it too simplistic?

Although due to the high vehicle numbers the journey time and reliability benefits that motorway improvement schemes offer are considerable, you raise a 
logical point about the importance of considering restrictions that prevent the best use of capacity in the existing motorway and trunk road network. Work is 
also being done in this area with the  government announced £180M of funding for what are referred to as “Pinchpoint Schemes” (details available via the 
link below) which aim to tackle local congestion hotspots.
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/local-pinch-point-fund

Thank you for your comments regarding improvements to the road network.  The Motor-ways and Major Trunk Roads Pro-gramme, con-sists of over 100 
projects cost-ing more than £10 mil-lion. These projects are either pub-licly funded or financed through public-private part-ner-ships. By the end of finan-cial
year 2010/11, the Highways Agency had com-pleted over 70 major schemes with 4 major schemes being com-pleted in 2010/11. 

 Fol-low-ing the Spend-ing Review announce-ment in Octo-ber 2010, the Gov-ern-ment announced plans to invest £1.4 bil-lion on Major Road 
improve-ments through to the end of finan-cial year 2014/15. Included within the pro-gramme are 11 Man-aged Motor-ways schemes, which make bet-ter 
use of the exist-ing net-work through the use of the hard shoulder. Within the £1.4bn fund-ing announced by the Gov-ern-ment, we expect to be able to star
14 schemes over the period April 2011 to March 2015 (sub-ject to the com-ple-tion of statu-tory processes where necessary). 

 This pro-gramme is achiev-able because we will be bear-ing down hard on our costs and the costs of our sup-ply chain. We are look-ing to the 
con-struc-tion indus-try to work with us to achieve these sav-ings through a range of mea-sures includ-ing cer-tainty of for-ward work pro-grammes, value 
engi-neer-ing and effi-cien-cies in use of mate-ri-als, labour and equipment. 

 On 1st April 2008 we launched the Project Con-trol Frame-work in our Major Projects Direc-torate. The Frame-work sets out how we, together with the 
Depart-ment for Trans-port, man-age and deliver major improve-ment projects. It is designed to ensure that we deliver road projects which meet our 
cus-tomers’ aspi-ra-tions in a cost effi-cient and timely manner. 

 The frame-work includes a project life cycle which breaks down the devel-op-ment and deliv-ery of a major project into 3 phases and 7 stages. 

 Find out more about how we man-age and deliver major projects through the Project Control Framework at www.highways.gov.uk
 .
 Fur-ther details of the schemes announced can be found in the lat-est Spending Review at www.highways.gov.uk.

16/04/2014 Local residents Client Issues One detail I would like to know, with ANPR cameras, is there a way to track the national journeys drivers actually make. After all, in many 
cases drivers use the M4 to avoid alternative sub standard roads, if we can track the journeys people actually make, we can find places 
where roads can be built that would be the natural choice for tens of thousands of people per day. With that quality of statistics, the M49 
would probably never have been built, and some other roads would have been built in completely different ways.

The Highways Agency currently operates an ANPR (Auto-matic Number Plate Recognition) camera system through the National Traffic Operations Centre 
(NTOC) with around 1,100 cameras. These cam-eras can be iden-ti-fied by their bright green casings, and are spread across around 500 sites on 
motorways and trunk roads. The data gath-ered is used to calculate journey times across the Highways Agency’s network and enables the NTOC to 
communicate this to the travelling public through services such as Traffic England

The Highways Agency’s ANPR cameras read a Vehicle’s Registration Number (VRN) as vehicles pass them. The number plates are immediately 
converted though a mathematical process (known as hashing) into non-unique reference num-bers (known as tags) at the road-side and the same number 
plate will generate the same tag on every pass of a NTOC ANPR camera. It is not possible to accurately derive the original number plate from the tag which
is not unique to a number plate i.e. a number of dif-fer-ent number plates can produce the same tag.  The system presently records about 14 million tags a 
day and the ANPR camera system trans-mits the following data to the NTOC at 5 minute intervals.  
The Hashed Tag 
The time the Tag was registered 
Coun-try of ori-gin (derived from the original plate) 
Site Num-ber of the ANPR camera  

The camera system does not transmit  
Images of the driver 
Images of the vehicle 
Images of the license plate 
The ‘original’ number plate characters  

Through matching these tags at consecutive cameras the NTOC can derive a jour-ney time between those two points. As the data is non personal 
information (due to the non-unique tag format) there are no Data Protection restrictions on how long we keep it. Currently, the data is kept indefinitely for 
modelling the network effectively and anticipating drivers’ behaviour in response to incidents on the road network.

 Data is only collected for the NTOC to model the network effectively through the calculation of journey times

 No major scheme is undertaken without complete analysis of all the traffic data and sophisticated traffic models are used for this purpose. This analysis 
plays a significant role into the wider decision making process for a scheme, whether it being a Smart Motorway scheme, such as the M4 SM-ALR J3 to 
J12, or a new road completely.
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16/04/2014 Local residents Traffic & Economics Non-Specific Location There are alternatives to this scheme: 1. The M4 is an alternative for the incomplete A303, and as such, resolving issues on the A303 will 
reduce demand on the M4 (The M4 / M5 provide more reliable and faster journey times than the A303 at almost all times of day). Spending 
this money on the A303 would greatly improve that route and the M4 at the same time. 2. The incomplete A329(M) would relieve a large 
amount of traffic from the eastern edge of this scheme. Since the eastern edge of the scheme will cost considerably more to complete than 
the western edge (due to the extensions bridge widening involved), this section is the priority to find an alternative route for. As also 
mentioned, the M3 is heavily congested at its northern end, the A329(M) also provides an alternative for traffic in this section heading east.  
£600M would build 30 miles high quality dual carriageway, enough to easily complete the A329 (as D2) or A303 (as D2 via the A358). £900M
is enough to do both. Would that relieve the congestion on the M3 and M4 (and M5 and M25, and Bracknell, and A303 S2 sections and 
A358) - thats a much larger list of improved road sections, surely the value for money there is higher? It would certainly make a bigger 
improvement to more peoples commute.

The Thames Valley Multi-Modal (TVMM) Study published in 2003, looked at the contribution that all modes of transport and traffic management might make 
– including road, rail, bus and light rail. The TVMM study sought to identify the most effective means of addressing current and future transport-related 
problems in the Thames Valley.  The TVMM study recommended demand management measures on the M4 Motorway either in isolation, or in combination
with increased levels of public transport provision.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway scheme was announced by the Roads minister in 2012, as one of six major road improvement schemes for 
development by the Highways Agency. In the June 2013 Spending review, the Government committed to funding the scheme, subject to value for money 
and deliverability.

16/04/2014 Local residents Traffic & Economics Mainline 3. Why Theale? Is this because its past the last entry point for Reading? Capacity increases from Reading to London will allow more traffic to
use the M4, thus creating a new bottleneck west toward the A417 (which would be a logical end point for the scheme).

The scheme start and end points have been determined by testing alternative options which maximise scheme benefits and minimise costs. You are correct
in your assumption that the position of the start / end point around Theale is associated with its proximity to Reading, as Reading is a significant traffic 
generator on the M4 towards London in the morning and in the opposite direction in the evening. The scheme benefits are derived from addressing 
congested sections of the M4, and this location is the start point at which congestion begins to occur in peak periods of travel demand. 

16/04/2014 Local residents Traffic & Economics Trafic Model / 
Forecast

A comment regarding the over used term "induced traffic". Whilst I appreciate that induced traffic effect does exist, what (from what I can 
see) everyone assumes is that induced traffic knows no end. If I build a high quality 3 lane motorway from a single house in the middle of no 
where (a cul-de-sac) I can gaurentee, no matter how much induced traffic occurs, it would never exceed more than about 10 journeys per 
day, because the road is seriously over capacity for its demand. In deed the single house would need to become a city with a population in 
excess of 200K before anyone even raised an eye brow about congestion. The reason why "induced traffic" is thrown around so often, is 
because new roads are built to handle current capacity (or slightly more) and traffic that didn't used to use the road prefer it over their former 
choice - or they are able to change job to a higher paid / more enjoyable job that was unreachable before. If a road is built to handle the 
maximum capacity it will ever need, it will never be congested. I appreciate in the case of the M4, you could assume that one twentieth of the
population of London may want to use it on a given day, but it is possible with a reasonable amount of accuracy to get this right. I live in 
Poole in Dorset, and there is a missing link between Poole and Bournemouth. Our total population is in excess of 600K, and if a dual 
carriageway now linked the two sides, it would exceed capacity, because I estimate nearly 125K vehicles will want to use that road each day. 
Assuming 2 journey per person, aged 20 - 70, who would actually want to travel east / west to get to the other side. However, if the road was 
built as 3 lanes in each direction, with the current feeder roads as they stand, the road would never reach capacity, and if the population did 
expand, the sensible option is to build a second link across the heart of the new property development.  If a new road is built, people are 
more willing to commute further, but there is still a limit to how far this is. It
 could be measured in terms of time spent rather than distance traveled.

Thank you for your comments regarding the term “induced traffic” and the limitations of use. You have raised some very interesting points. You may be 
interested to know that strategic highway modelling of the kind undertaken to assess this scheme does indeed use journey time (“time spent”) in addition to 
distance travelled within the economic assessments of scheme benefits. Journey times and the cost of travel (with congestion being a key cost) of using 
particular roads are used as the basis of road choice. If a road becomes relatively cheaper to travel upon (ie it has less congestion and journey times are 
improved) than a nearby alternative, using economic theory, it will induce traffic to travel upon it. 

16/04/2014 Local residents Traffic & Economics Economic 
Assessment

4. Is 4 lanes 33% more efficient than 3 lanes? I agree hard shoulder running is efficient, since the foundations, land and tarmac already exist 
(where there is a continuous hard shoulder that is). However, if massive structural changes need to be made to use hard shoulder running, 
the cost effectiveness drops through the floor.

The extra capacity provided by the additional lane does effectively raise the capacity by approximately one third. Assessment works to the pavement are 
ongoing and will confirm the areas that need reconstruction, those that just need resurfacing and those that need no works. Even should reconstruction of 
the whole hardshoulder be required the provision of Smart Motorway still avoids the need for wholesale widening works along the route and will therefore 
be more cost effective than a traditional widening scheme.

17/04/2014 Environment Noise Are you intending to place low-noise surfacing on the widened roads over bridges between J7 and J10 on the M4? If not, what other noise 
mitigation measures are you taking between these junctions

A noise assessment is to be undertaken as part of the environmental
 assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the
 proposed scheme. 

 Where there will be a significant increase in noise, an increase of 3 decibels or
 greater, we will consider mitigation options, which could include the provision of new barriers, or the
 use of low noise road surfacing.

 Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information
 will be available during further consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

17/04/2014 Local Authority Environment Noise Are you intending to place low-noise surfacing on the widened roads over bridges between J7 and J10 on the M4? If not, what other noise 
mitigation measures are you taking between these junctions

A noise assessment is to be undertaken as part of the environmental
 assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the
 proposed scheme. 

 Where there will be a significant increase in noise, an increase of 3 decibels or
 greater, we will consider mitigation options, which could include the provision of new barriers, or the
 use of low noise road surfacing.

 Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information
 will be available during further consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

23/04/2014 Environment Noise I have received a Member's enquiry about residents who live in the area between the M4 and the Pinkwell Ward wall. All are hugely affected 
by M4 noise pollution and afraid that the M4 expansion plans will add to the noise.  LB Hillingdon may wish to actively lobby for noise 
restricting measures such as barriers. 

 Please can you advise to what extent HA is already considering installation of a noise barrier.

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

23/04/2014 Local Authority Environment Noise I have received a Member's enquiry about residents who live in the area between the M4 and the Pinkwell Ward wall. All are hugely affected 
by M4 noise pollution and afraid that the M4 expansion plans will add to the noise.  LB Hillingdon may wish to actively lobby for noise 
restricting measures such as barriers. 

 Please can you advise to what extent HA is already considering installation of a noise barrier.

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

25/04/2014 Local residents Environment Noise We live almost under the bridge that goes over Windsor Road. I understand that bridge itself will not be expanded but the hard shoulder will 
be used as a lane. This will then bring the traffic even closer to the fence of our house. The noise from the traffic is already quite a lot and at 
times very disturbing. I need to know if anything will be done to reduce the increase in noise created by the traffic coming even closer to our 
area. The present fences are not suitable for the work, they are rather unsightly and do not lend to a pleasant look. I hope that better sound 
proofing fences are to be used and any other material that could help reduce the overhead noise.

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

25/04/2014 Local residents Structures OB Ascot Road I am concerned about the replacement bridge on the Ascot Road.  IF this road was closed, there would be considerable congestion on 
Holyport Road to Windsor Road

There are currently no plans to close Ascot Road – the existing bridge will remain operational until a new bridge is constructed alongside.  Following 
completion of the new bridge, traffic will be re-routed over the new bridge prior to demolition of the existing bridge.

25/04/2014 No comments made

25/04/2014 Landowners No comments made
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26/04/2014 Landowners Client Issues Public information exhibitions have already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

26/04/2014 Landowners Client Issues Public information exhibitions have already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

26/04/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

26/04/2014 Landowners Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane smart motorway; this will 
clearly have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't the space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.

26/04/2014 Landowners Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the end of The Myrke)

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

26/04/2014 Landowners Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the end of The Myrke)

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

26/04/2014 Landowners Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane smart motorway; this will 
clearly have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't the space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.
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26/04/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

26/04/2014 Landowners Client Issues Public information exhibitions have already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

26/04/2014 Landowners Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

27/04/2014 Local residents Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J7-J8/9 Local residents have received information about the Smart Lane that is proposed on the East bound carriageway of the M4. Can you advise 
whether land on the East bound side of the M4 at Bray will be used during the alterations during the immediate future- say up until November
2015. There is property owned by yourselves, near to the bridge over the A308, that is available for rent which we would like to use for a 
small business. However, it requires several thousand pounds of investment on our part in order to make it suitable. This investment is quite 
substantial including solicitors fees and so we would appreciate your quick and informative response.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway.  Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder on both the east and west bound 
carriageways will be permanently made available for use as a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.     

There is currently no requirement for any land in the area near to the bridge over the A308, as part of this scheme.   

We are currently developing the scheme and construction is planned to start in Summer 2016.
27/04/2014 Landowners DCO Process General Queries The first we knew of this proposal was when we received the land interest questionnaire.26/04/2014 Why were we not informed of public 

meetings which took place in March 2014? The residents of The Myrke now expect that out of courtesy we will be visited & given the 
opportunity to ask questions

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.   

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us.  

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.    

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.

28/04/2014 Local residents Operations & Safety Incident Management 2) Although the scheme will achieve better thoroughflow, I am very concerned about accidents.  When the slow lane is blocked bu a 
breakdown, it takes seconds for a lorry to plough into the rear.  Look at all the programmes on TU to get examples.  Camera spacing 
CANNOT cover all aspects and once a vehicle has passed a camera/sign, there is no way of stopping it plough into the back of another 
vehicle.

 3) How reliable will the monitoring network be?  The speed cameras around the M25 and the M3 are reported not to have worked for a 
number of years.  If these can't be fixed, how safe will the M4 REALLY be without a hard shoulder.  If the control/monitoring system fails, 
then the safety of all M4 travellers is at risk until the repair is implemented.  Waiting years (as the above speed cameras example) is not 
adequate.  Will the system be fail-safe, dual redeudant[?] as used in critical control systems.

Smart motorways use the latest technology to improve journeys by managing traffic flow and setting speed limits accordingly to keep traffic moving 
smoothly instead of continually stopping and starting.  Variable speed limits will adapt to traffic conditions including the national speed limit, and therefore 
60mph speed restrictions will not be in place at all times. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 scheme will deliver the additional capacity required, without compromising overall safety on our motorways, which are among the 
safest in the world. Evidence published in March 2011 from the M42 scheme shows that accidents more than halved in the three years after the pilot 
scheme launched – the severity of accidents also dropped significantly.  

Evidence from the M42 pilot demonstrates that using the hard shoulder as a running lane has not compromised safety. The aim of the scheme is to prevent 
traffic flow breakdown and keep it moving at busy times, however on Smart motorways, we adjust speed limits during busy periods to control the flow of 
vehicles and prevent traffic grinding to a halt. The current speed limit will be displayed on signs over or at the side of the carriageway. Speed enforcement 
cameras, known as HADECS (Highways Agency Digital Enforcement Camera System), which are fitted onto overhead gantries are there to enforce the 
variable mandatory speed limits rather than monitoring the network. The Highways Agency owns, installs and maintains the HADECS cameras, and the 
Police are responsible for operating them and carrying out enforcement. 

Pan Tilt Zoom CCTV cameras deployed for Smart motorway schemes monitor the network and must provide full coverage of the mainline carriageway 
running lanes, with no blind spots. The coverage must be such that an operator in our regional control centre can interpret the nature of each incident within 
the designed viewing range at all times of day and night.  They will be used to confirm the location of incidents on the main carriageway.  

In addition to cameras, there will be traffic monitoring loops to detect when queues form.  Operators will use this information to set appropriate signs and 
signals and warn drivers.   

The Smart motorway system will have robust maintenance regimes and remote diagnostics so that maintenance issues can be recognised and operational 
practices to compensate for when maintenance is taking place.

28/04/2014 Local residents Environment Noise 1) I am very concerned about noise:- A number of years ago a "noise absorbing barrier" was installed on the north side of the motorway.  It 
did not absorb noise - if reflected it across the motorway and the level of noise in my home doubled.  It is now impossible to sit in the garden 
and talk to someone 5' away.

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme. 

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing. 

 Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

28/04/2014 Local residents Highways & 
Diversions

Non-Specific Location 1) We have been told that a barrier on the south side was impossible due to cost.  Also due to the fact that the motorway would be 
undermined by the barrier and loose structural integrity.  Don't agree with the above statements.  The barrier was successfully implemented 
on the north side which is no different to the south side.  Presumably the hard shoulder will need to be strengthened to take 40 tonne lorries 
so barriers would then be feasible.

An additional requirement to construct a sound barrier would need extra ground investigation, with the barrier requiring careful design to transfer loads to 
deeper levels within the embankment, i.e. it would need to be piled through the embankment shoulder to be founded in the underlying stable fills.
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28/04/2014 Local residents Land Owners Caller live between Junction 6 and 7. Could someone from the project team please contact customer as he is concerned about a bridge been
taken down which is only access to his property.

There are currently no plans to close Wood Lane – the existing bridge will remain operational until a new bridge is constructed alongside.  Following 
completion of the new bridge, traffic will be re-routed over the new bridge prior to demolition of the existing bridge.  Local residents will be notified of any 
temporary road closures required for the works to Wood Lane bridge.  All measures will be taken to ensure minimal disruption and inconvenience.

28/04/2014 Local residents Environment Noise Caller is enquiring about the M4 J3-12 improvement scheme.  She says that, for years, there have been plans for noise reduction schemes 
to be put into effect.  However, in reading about this scheme, Mrs Leather has noticed that noise reduction plans have not been included. 

 She would like to know if noise reduction will be included in the completion of this scheme.

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

28/04/2014 Landowners Client Issues My husband and I both received letters this weekend from a company called Mouchel who issued it on behalf of yourselves. 

 This letter distressed us greatly as it mentioned possible compulsory purchase of our house, gardens and garage!! As neither of us (or any 
of our neighbours) had heard anything pertaining to these proposed works prior to receiving the above stated letter you can imagine how we 
felt, which only got worse when we looked at your website and found out that there had been several ‘exhibitions’ back in March to which we 
had not been made aware of. 

 However, having spoken to Mouchel this morning they advised me that there are no plans to purchase our property as the proposed plan is 
to build the new overbridge on the east side of the Datchet Road (we’re located on the west side) and once those works are completed then 
the existing overbridge will be demolished, however they are unable to put this in writing to us as it needs to be done by the Highways 
Agency. 

 Therefore can you please confirm in writing, as soon as possible and preferably to all of the residents in The Myrke who received this letter, 
that the above details are in fact correct and that there are no plans to make us all homeless.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

 We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

 The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.  

 As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments. 

 Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

 The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.  

 We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which 
will state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals. 

 The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 
2008 and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an 
early stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local 
residents.  The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public 
exhibitions planned this autumn. 

 If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

28/04/2014 Parish Council Environment Noise 'Essential to have a porous road surface alongside residential areas. In particular SHURLOCK ROW - a conservation area - to dramatically 
reduce noise on all lanes for about one mile - It is a British invention and safer on "aqua planing"'.

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.  

The selection of the surfacing materials will be defined at detailed design stage, currently due to start in 2015, and we’ll ensure your comment is taken into 
consideration.

28/04/2014 Parish Council Environment Visual Intrusion 'Also NO lighting - this stretch (J8/9 to 10) is very rural and in green belt' The lighting options for the scheme are still under review. Following the completion of the lighting assessment works, more detailed information will be 
available during further consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

28/04/2014 Landowners Other Enquiry about the compulsory purchase of land for the M4 J3-12, as his home is near to the embankment of the bridge.

28/04/2014 Landowners Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J11-J12 I write on behalf of Englefield Estate Trust Corporation Limited, which owns land at various points either side of the M4 motorway between 
junctions 11 and 12.  I am afraid we were unable to attend the recent public exhibition and so we would be grateful if you could send us more 
information about the scheme please.  In particular, we wish to understand whether you need to acquire land outside the existing motorway 
boundaries and, if so, which land might be affected.

There are no proposals to acquire land outside the highway boundary between junctions 11 and 12.

28/04/2014 Local residents Additional 
information request

I would be very grateful if you could give us some proper information, with facts, and proposed plans so that those who could be directly 
affected can at least start making some decisions should this project go ahead in 2016, and to prevent any further stress and panic to those 
who won't be affected.

As requested, please find enclosed a CD containing pdf plans showing the proposals for the whole scheme

28/04/2014 Local residents Other I also wish to add that I do not want my personal details published on any websites so will assume that this address can be published with 
'the Occupier' as Title/Full Name for the benefit of the Book of Reference?

The scheme has been classified a National Significant Infrastructure Project under the Planning Act 2008 and we will be seeking a Development Consent 
Order from the Planning Inspectorate. As part of that submission, the Agency is required to identify all individuals, and organisations, that have an interest in
land that may be affected by the proposed works to ensure they are kept informed of the scheme and are included within a Book of Reference. Typically, 
this includes homeowners, tenants, businesses and stakeholders who may have rights over your property and other interests, for example mortgage 
companies.   

 To conform to the Planning Act 2008, the Book of Reference will be published on the Highways Agency and Planning Inspectorate websites and will 
contain the name and address of interested parties. Any information you give us will be managed in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998 and it wil
not be used for any other purpose without your permission.

28/04/2014 Local residents Structures OB Datchet Road I live in a rented property owned by the Highways Agency with my two children aged 11 and 16. Obviously my biggest concern is the impact 
this project could have directly on the property I rent to whether or not it would need to be demolished to accommodate the motorway/bridge 
widening. I think it only right that anybody who is living in a house which is at risk of being pulled down for this project should be told 
immediately and if they are not at risk should be told that too, rather than have to  worry for the coming weeks until further information is 
released.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.     

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.
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28/04/2014 Local residents Client Issues I am appalled at the way this matter has been handled as this was the first we had heard of it and not only were we not informed of the public
meetings in March, but the content of the letter, implying that there could be some compulsory purchase of land, has thrown everyone in the 
road into a frenzy thinking that half the road could be knocked down! I find 'Mouchel' totally unprofessional and somewhat heartless to send a 
letter with half the facts, lots of implications but without any proper indication to who could be directly affected or whether it is just a matter of 
some local disruption. There are elderly residents in the road who have lived here for years and do not need this kind of stress and 
uncertainty, not to mention people who have recently purchased property, totally unaware of what is going on.

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments. 

 Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

 The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.  

 We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which 
will state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals. 

 The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 
2008 and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an 
early stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local 
residents.  The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public 
exhibitions planned this autumn.

28/04/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road The Myrke houses many old properties that do not have driveways. Therefore many residents already park on the road and encroaching on 
the end of our road where there is currently a large turning circle and additional parking space would therefore be catastrophic.

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

28/04/2014 Landowners Environment Air Quality Increased air pollution. An air quality assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in air quality as a result of the proposed 
scheme. 

Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations. 

Following the completion of the air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

28/04/2014 Landowners Client Issues On Saturday 26th April I received a letter from Mouchel, acting on behalf of the Highways agency, making me aware for the first time about 
proposals to expand the M4 motorway between junctions 3 and 12. As a resident of The Myrke, I have an invested interest in any plans 
regarding the M4 between junctions 5 and 6, considering the motorway runs at the end of my road less than 100 metres from my property. I 
was dismayed by this vague and generic letter and turned to the internet to attempt to glean further clarification about the future of my 
property. I was alarmed to discover that a public exhibition had already taken place a month prior to me receiving this letter. Understandably, 
I was unable to attend the public exhibition, as at that time I was blissfully unaware of this horrific project. This is because Mouchel confirmed
they ‘missed out’ residents of The Myrke when advising others of this public information exhibition. I should also add that Slough Borough 
Council have shamefully failed to alert The Myrke residents to this proposed scheme, so I was unable to take action any earlier. To add insult 
to injury the internet site requests all comments regarding this proposal to be submitted by Wednesday 30th April, hardly a sufficient 
timescale for shocked and upset residents to formulate coherent responses who were only alerted to this matter on 26th April. I therefore 
urgently request that the timescale for these submissions be extended in light of the disgraceful way this matter has been handled thus far, in
order to at least give myself and others the time to fully consider the consequences of these proposals. I also request that yourselves and 
Mouchel start acting in a transparent and co-operative manner enabling you to work with residents rather than against them to find workable 
solutions to prevent any further woeful and deeply distressing situations arising as a result of your mismanagement of the matter.

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us.

28/04/2014 Landowners Other Severe reduction in the quality of life for residents of The Myrke (The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful 
enjoyment of all their possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and 
family life, which encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings). In summary, I am of the view that the proposed development 
would have a serious detrimental impact on my standard of living, and those of my neighbours, and demonstrably harm the amenities 
enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment. I would be grateful if my objection is considered 
carefully and seriously, and welcome your response accordingly.

28/04/2014 Landowners Other My property is already within 100 metres of the motorway, This gap being shortened could only see the value of my property subsequently 
plummeting, making it difficult for me to relocate to a similar property elsewhere in the vicinity.

Under Part I of the Land Compensation Act 1973 (‘the Act’), compensation can be claimed by people who own and also occupy property that has been 
reduced in value by more than £50 by physical factors caused by the use of a new or altered road. 

The physical factors are noise, vibration, smell, fumes, smoke and artificial lighting and the discharge on to the property of any solid or liquid substance. 

The cause of the physical factors must be the new or altered road in use. For example, if a road is altered, the noise and other adverse effects must arise 
from the traffic using the altered stretch of road. Part I compensation cannot be claimed for the effects of traffic further down the road where no alteration 
has taken place. 

 Under the provisions of the Act, a road is altered only when there is a change to the location, width or level of the carriageway or an additional carriageway 
is provided beside, above or below an existing one. Part I compensation is not payable when the carriageway has simply been resurfaced. 

Compensation is assessed by reference to property prices that are current on the first claim day (a year and a day after opening to traffic) Account will be 
taken of the use of the altered highway, as it exists on the first claim day.  Account will also be taken of any intensification that may then reasonably be 
expected of the use of the altered highway in the state it is on the first claim day.

28/04/2014 Landowners Environment Ecology There are many species and habitats in this area directly including owls, bats, slow worms, not to mention countless birds. An ecological assessment is to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely impact from the road and 
associated infrastructure on wildlife, including bats, great crested newts, dormouse, otters, water voles, reptiles and badgers, during construction of the 
proposed scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant effect on any protected species, as a result of the scheme. These mitigation options could 
include the re-instatement of disturbed habitats, replacing bat roosts, the capture and exclusion of newts and reptiles, the exclusion of badgers from setts 
and the avoidance of works during the breeding birds season.   

Following the completion of the ecological assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

28/04/2014 Landowners Environment Conservation Areas The Myrke has many old properties, a rich heritage that needs carefully preserving. The Myrke lies within a substantially ‘green‘ area. Green 
land desperately needed in an ever increasingly built up area, for the enjoyment and well being of the people who live there and in the 
surrounding areas. It should be noted that this road and surrounding area is used by many residents across Slough and is keenly used by 
joggers, cyclists, hikers, dog walkers etc, so the affect of this is more far reaching than the end of my road. -Other parkland has already been 
destroyed near by (Upton Court Park development). -The Myrke is situated between two conservation areas (Herschel Park and The Jubilee 
River), any disruption to these areas would undoubtedly upset flora and fauna.

A landscape and visual effects and ecological assessment is to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely 
visual impact as a result of the proposed scheme; as well as the likely impact from the road on ecological species, including bats, great crested newts, 
dormouse, otters, water voles, reptiles and badgers, as a result of the proposed scheme. 

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant effect in respect of visual impacts. These mitigation options could include 
minimising vegetation removal and/or introduction of planting or barriers.   

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant effect on any protected species, as a result of the scheme. These mitigation options could 
include the re-instatement of disturbed habitats, replacing bat roosts, the capture and exclusion of newts and reptiles, the exclusion of badgers from setts 
and the avoidance of works during the breeding birds season.   

Following the completion of the assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to commence 
in Autumn 2014.

28/04/2014 Landowners Environment Flooding The Myrke is an area already at risk of flooding, further extension to man made surfaces would only serve to exasperate this threat further 
(the effects of this were only all too apparent earlier this year).

A flood risk assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in flood risk as a result of the proposed 
scheme. 

 Following the completion of the flood risk assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

28/04/2014 Landowners Environment Noise -The motorway noise is already something I live with as a resident, this scheme would increase noise and disrupt natural sound defences 
(mature trees, such as oak) that take many years to grow and could not easily be replaced.

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the 
proposed scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.
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28/04/2014 Landowners Construction Issues Noise/Dust The construction itself will cause major disruption and misery for residents. A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme. 

  Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing. 

 Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014. 

 During construction, working methods will follow the latest accepted practices and will be designed to have as little impact on local residents, the 
environment and local infrastructure as possible. These will include using silenced and low emission plant, minimising transport, screening temporary 
working lights to minimise light pollution to the surrounding areas, road cleaning and providing noise screening where appropriate and feasible.

 Noise created by work on site will be carefully monitored and controlled to make sure the impact on members of the public is reduced as far as possible. 
We will make every effort to minimise noise and will monitor noise levels to comply with guidelines. We will consult with local environmental health officers 
before we undertake any out-of-hours work that may be needed.

28/04/2014 Local residents Operations & Safety Incident Management I am concerned about the safety aspect.  The crucial time is naturally immediately after an accident has occurred or a ______ has 
happened.  The person/s studying the monitors cannot possibly watch them all the time and there needs to be something at/very near the 
location of the occurrence that alerts the operator and draws his immediate attention to the relevant screen.  There needs to be sufficient 
traffic sensors to be able to identify the precise location of the incident not just to merely identify that traffic has slowed down further back.  
The communications staff must have excellent local knowledge of the stretch of road and ask precisely the right questions to identify 
WHERE THE INCIDENT HAS OCCURRED.  (It may not be the location where it is reported by mobile phone).  Traffic cameras will only be 
worthwhile to enforce speed limits if they monitor the speed of vehicles over given stretch of road.

Smart motorways use the latest technology to improve journeys by managing traffic flow and setting speed limits accordingly to keep traffic moving 
smoothly instead of continually stopping and starting.  Variable speed limits will adapt to traffic conditions including the national speed limit. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 scheme will deliver the additional capacity required, without compromising overall safety on our motorways, which are among the
safest in the world. Evidence published in March 2011 from the M42 scheme shows that accidents more than halved in the three years after the pilot 
scheme launched – the severity of accidents also dropped significantly. 

Evidence from the M42 pilot demonstrates that using the hard shoulder as a running lane has not compromised safety. The aim of the scheme is to preven
traffic flow breakdown and keep it moving at busy times, however on Smart motorways, we adjust speed limits during busy periods to control the flow of 
vehicles and prevent traffic grinding to a halt. The current speed limit will be displayed on signs over or at the side of the carriageway. Speed enforcement 
cameras, known as HADECS (Highways Agency Digital Enforcement Camera System), which are fitted onto overhead gantries are there to enforce the 
variable mandatory speed limits rather than monitoring the network. The Highways Agency owns, installs and maintains the HADECS cameras, and the 
Police are responsible for operating them and carrying out enforcement. 

 Pan Tilt Zoom CCTV cameras deployed for Smart motorway schemes monitor the network and must provide full coverage of the mainline carriageway 
running lanes, with no blind spots. The coverage must be such that an operator in our regional control centre can interpret the nature of each incident within 
the designed viewing range at all times of day and night.  They will be used to confirm the location of incidents on the main carriageway. 

  In addition to cameras, there will be traffic monitoring loops to detect when queues form, spaced approximately every 500m along the carriageways.  
Operators will use this information to set appropriate signs and signals and warn drivers.  

 It is expected that the frequency of breakdowns in live lanes will be substantially less than the existing frequency of breakdowns on the hard shoulder, as a 
significant proportion of breakdowns will be able to get to a refuge area.  

Throughout a Smart motorway scheme, refuge areas must be provided such that a road user never has to drive more than 2.5km from a decision point to a
refuge area. A decision point can either be a refuge area or the nose of an exit slip. Between refuge areas, the distance is measured between the stopping 
area within each adjacent refuge area, e.g. not from the end of the tapers. Where a Motorway Service Area (MSA), or a hard shoulder on an exit slip road 
has been identified as a refuge area, the distance is measured to the location where a vehicle can safely stop within the MSA or on the exit slip road hard 
shoulder. 

 Some broken down vehicles will not be capable of ‘limping’ to a refuge area and will come to a stop in a live running lane, but the extra controls provided 
through Smart motorway’s features will mitigate this risk.  This is achieved by creating an emergency lane(s) (any lane on the motorway), managing traffic 

28/04/2014 Landowners Land Owners It is the intention to expand our land ownership and were looking into the buying a field adjacent to Marsh Lane.  Concerns regarding 
compulsory purchase of their existing land or this new land.

As our Lands team discussed with you in April, the next phase of public consultation on the proposed scheme is due to begin in the Autumn of this year. By 
this time, we will have more details on the design of the scheme, and will enable you to discuss any further concerns you may have with the project team. 
As you have confirmed your ownership of land and contact details, we can make sure that you will be kept informed at every stage of the scheme.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Marsh Lane over-bridge to 
accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The current design for the replacement of Marsh Lane bridge is for it to be rebuilt in its existing location.  This allows us to keep land take to a minimum.  
We may need to alter the width and/or height of Marsh Lane on the approaches to the new bridge.  We do not currently expect to require any of your land in 
order to complete these works. 

We are still developing the design and construction of the scheme is due to start in summer 2016, subject to value for money and deliverability.  We will 
keep you informed as the scheme progresses.

28/04/2014 Landowners Other Concerns over the effect of having the motorway closer to their house, stating that the extra noise and pollution could affect her quality of life 
as well as the worry that her property value may have been effected (even by the announcements of the scheme)

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.  

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Where there is a significant increase in pollution, mitigation options to be considered may include speed restrictions or capacity constraints, e.g. controlled 
motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations. 

Following the completion of the assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to commence 
in Autumn 2014.  

Under Part I of the Land Compensation Act 1973 (‘the Act’), compensation can be claimed by people who own and also occupy property that has been 
reduced in value by more than £50 by physical factors caused by the use of a new or altered road. 

The physical factors are noise, vibration, smell, fumes, smoke and artificial lighting and the discharge on to the property of any solid or liquid substance. 

The cause of the physical factors must be the new or altered road in use. For example, if a road is altered, the noise and other adverse effects must arise 
from the traffic using the altered stretch of road. Part I compensation cannot be claimed for the effects of traffic further down the road where no alteration 
has taken place. 

 Under the provisions of the Act, a road is altered only when there is a change to the location, width or level of the carriageway or an additional carriageway 
is provided beside, above or below an existing one. Part I compensation is not payable when the carriageway has simply been resurfaced. 

Compensation is assessed by reference to property prices that are current on the first claim day (a year and a day after opening to traffic) Account will be 
taken of the use of the altered highway, as it exists on the first claim day.  Account will also be taken of any intensification that may then reasonably be 
expected of the use of the altered highway in the state it is on the first claim day.

28/04/2014 Local residents No comments made
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29/04/2014 Landowners DCO Process General Queries When the public information exhibitions were being held  during March of this year residents were not told of these events taking place. 

 How were the public informed of these meetings and how much prior notice given.

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in
 property within a wide area of the replacement bridges. This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners
 informed of any developments.
 Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential
 properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the
 distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land ownership
 was the first correspondence you received from us.
 The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4,
 giving us the opportunity to understand the local issues and general reaction to the scheme.
 We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a
 Consultation Report later this year, which will state how the comments received have influenced the scheme
 proposals.

29/04/2014 Landowners Additional 
information request

Some local residents have  apparently been sent more detailed information about the (potential) compulsory purchase of their property . 
There must therefore be a plan with sufficient detail to justify this. Where can information be found about the scope and geographical extent 
of the planned works?  Please provide detailed information of how this will impact on their lives and value of their homes.

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or
 timetable we would be happy to arrange to meet you.

29/04/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road How much land will be requisitioned  for  temporary workspace during the works? The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart
 motorways use a range of new technology to vary speed limits in response to driving conditions. On the M4
 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as a traffic lane to
 provide additional capacity and improve journey times.

 We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are
 currently several places where existing over-bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be
 necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The Myrke to
 accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway.

 The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties. Also, we
 do not require any land from the residential properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge
 away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

29/04/2014 Landowners Environment Noise What efforts will be made to preserve the trees which currently protect us from much of the noise from the motorway . Where is information 
available about this ? What works or planting will be undertaken to replace lost noise barrier?

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant
 Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008 and requires a Development Consent Order
 application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early
 stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may
 affect the environment and local residents. The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation
 options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions planned this autumn.

29/04/2014 Landowners No comments made

29/04/2014 Landowners No comments made

30/04/2014 Landowners Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

30/04/2014 Landowners Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.
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30/04/2014 Landowners Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.

30/04/2014 Landowners Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

30/04/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

30/04/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

30/04/2014 Landowners Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

30/04/2014 Landowners Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.

30/04/2014 Landowners Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.
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Contact Category Discipline of Issue Category of issue Description Issue Response

30/04/2014 Landowners Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

30/04/2014 Landowners Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.

30/04/2014 Landowners Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

30/04/2014 Landowners Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

30/04/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

30/04/2014 Landowners Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

Response sent to Barbara Russell 65 The Myrke so if this is the same address, this has been responded to.

30/04/2014 Local residents Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.



Appendix 6 - Report of issues raised through consultation responses - Stage 1
Objection 
Recived

Contact Category Discipline of Issue Category of issue Description Issue Response

30/04/2014 Local residents Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.

30/04/2014 Local residents Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

30/04/2014 Local residents Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

30/04/2014 Local residents Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

30/04/2014 Landowners DCO Process DCO Process Local Councillors have mentioned that there has already been meetings regarding the scheme. However, they are not sure why they were 
not made aware of it? They would like to know how they will be kept informed in the future.

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.    

 Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us.    

 The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.     

 We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which 
will state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.

30/04/2014 Landowners DCO Process DCO Process Local Councillors have mentioned that there has already been meetings regarding the scheme. However, they are not sure why they were 
not made aware of it? They would like to know how they will be kept informed in the future.

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.    

 Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us.    

 The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.     

 We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which 
will state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.
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30/04/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road Worried about having to vacate their property. Due to her partner's illness, it would be difficult to find a property to suit their requirements and
would cause further upset.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.     

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

01/05/2014 Local residents Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

01/05/2014 Local residents Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.

01/05/2014 Local residents Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

01/05/2014 Local residents Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

 We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

 The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.  

 As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments. 

 Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

 The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.  

 We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which 
will state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals. 

 The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 
2008 and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an 
early stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local 
residents.  The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public 
exhibitions planned this autumn. 

 If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

01/05/2014 Local residents Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

01/05/2014 Local residents Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.
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01/05/2014 Landowners Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.

01/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

01/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

01/05/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

01/05/2014 Landowners Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

01/05/2014 Landowners Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

01/05/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.
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01/05/2014 Landowners Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.

01/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

01/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

01/05/2014 Landowners Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.

01/05/2014 Landowners Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

01/05/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.
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01/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

01/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

01/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.
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01/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

01/05/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

01/05/2014 Landowners Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

01/05/2014 Landowners Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.

01/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.



Appendix 6 - Report of issues raised through consultation responses - Stage 1
Objection 
Recived

Contact Category Discipline of Issue Category of issue Description Issue Response

01/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

01/05/2014 Landowners Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

01/05/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

01/05/2014 Landowners Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.

01/05/2014 Local residents Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.

01/05/2014 Local residents Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

01/05/2014 Local residents Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.



Appendix 6 - Report of issues raised through consultation responses - Stage 1
Objection 
Recived

Contact Category Discipline of Issue Category of issue Description Issue Response

01/05/2014 Local residents Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

01/05/2014 Local residents Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

01/05/2014 Local residents Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

01/05/2014 Local residents Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.
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Objection 
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01/05/2014 Local residents Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

01/05/2014 Local residents Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.

01/05/2014 Local residents Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

01/05/2014 Local residents Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

01/05/2014 Local residents Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

01/05/2014 Local residents Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

01/05/2014 Local residents Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.
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01/05/2014 Local residents Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

01/05/2014 Local residents Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

01/05/2014 Local residents Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.

01/05/2014 Local residents Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

01/05/2014 Local residents Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

01/05/2014 Local residents Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.
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02/05/2014 Structures OB Datchet Road Re: Land Interest Questionnaire. 

 The assumption of the majority of the recipients is that their properties will be acquired. 

 In order to dispel their fears and inform them on a more accurate basis, please can you indicate, at least at the present time, the extent of 
the proposed works. 

 Can you also give some sort of timescale for the project and any indication of the likelihood of it going ahead, if that is possible. 

 Regarding the properties in question, these are, as best as I can identify, as follows: 

 The Myrke
 Datchet Road 
Parcel 23041 
Land to the north of M4 at Riding Court Road

The Myrke: Enclosed is a copy of a letter sent to residents at The Myrke. 

Land at Datchet Road: Current proposals for this location show the replacement structure being constructed to the east of the existing structure, with the toe
of the western embankment being within the existing embankment footprint.  There are currently no plans to demolish residential properties at the 
motorway end of The Myrke to the west of the existing structure as has been suggested.  Enclosed is a copy of a letter sent to residents at The Myrke. 

Parcel 23041 and land at Riding Court Road: There are currently no proposals for acquisition of this land, as the replacement structure would be on-line (i.e
within the confines of the existing bridge).  There may be temporary works required outside of the highway boundary in land to the north of Riding Court 
Road bridge for the duration of the construction, although the design is still being developed.

02/05/2014 Local residents Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.

02/05/2014 Local residents Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

02/05/2014 Local residents Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

02/05/2014 Local residents Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

02/05/2014 Local residents Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.
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02/05/2014 Landowners Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

02/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

02/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

02/05/2014 Landowners Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.

02/05/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

02/05/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

02/05/2014 Landowners Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.
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02/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

02/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

02/05/2014 Landowners Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

02/05/2014 Landowners No comments made

04/05/2014 Landowners Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.



Appendix 6 - Report of issues raised through consultation responses - Stage 1
Objection 
Recived

Contact Category Discipline of Issue Category of issue Description Issue Response

04/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

04/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). I have received a letter from you 
dated 25 April 2014 that has caused very considerable anger and shock to myself and my wife. I learnt - 'out of the blue' and without any 
direct prior consultation - that my home and garden of 50 years may be affected by M4 widening and bridge reconstruction in the area, and 
that some compulsory purchase of land may be necessary! Please advise why no direct consultation had taken place with Myrke residents 
prior to your letters which have now 'blighted' our homes and caused considerable distress to residents

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

 We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

 The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.  

 As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments. 

 Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

 The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.  

 We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which 
will state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals. 

 The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 
2008 and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an 
early stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local 
residents.  The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public 
exhibitions planned this autumn. 

 If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

04/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues People who live here, many who are elderly, are just recovering from considerable trauma following the recent flood threat - and are under a 
barrage of noise and pollution continually from the motorway and airport. Surely we could be spared the further considerable misery of the 
monumental scheme you are proposing - with years of blight and worry - by you looking at the matter again and substituting a far simpler 
and massively less costly arrangement that could still achieve broadly the same objectives.

04/05/2014 Landowners Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

04/05/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road As I live some distance from the motorway, I should like to know how and why my property should be affected - and would be grateful for 
any drawing/map that you could provide.

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

04/05/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke.  Will you 
also advise me the number of houses you are proposing to demolish adjacent to the motorway at the Myrke, in order that I can visualise the 
future shape of my community and whether I will want to continue living here.

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

04/05/2014 Landowners Environment Datchet Road Can you say whether any community/social assessment has been made of this scheme A environmental assessments is to be undertaken which will consider what impacts the scheme will have on humans and the community, including the 
effects on all travellers.  

Further information will be available following the completion of the environmental assessment works during the second phase of consultation which is due 
to commence in the Autumn.

04/05/2014 Client Issues People who live here, many who are elderly, are just recovering from considerable trauma following the recent flood threat - and are under a 
barrage of noise and pollution continually from the motorway and airport. Surely we could be spared the further considerable misery of the 
monumental scheme you are proposing - with years of blight and worry - by you looking at the matter again and substituting a far simpler 
and massively less costly arrangement that could still achieve broadly the same objectives.
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04/05/2014 Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). I have received a letter from you 
dated 25 April 2014 that has caused very considerable anger and shock to myself and my wife. I learnt - 'out of the blue' and without any 
direct prior consultation - that my home and garden of 50 years may be affected by M4 widening and bridge reconstruction in the area, and 
that some compulsory purchase of land may be necessary! Please advise why no direct consultation had taken place with Myrke residents 
prior to your letters which have now 'blighted' our homes and caused considerable distress to residents

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

 We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

 The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.  

 As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments. 

 Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

 The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.  

 We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which 
will state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals. 

 The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 
2008 and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an 
early stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local 
residents.  The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public 
exhibitions planned this autumn. 

 If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

04/05/2014 Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

04/05/2014 Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.

04/05/2014 Structures OB Datchet Road As I live some distance from the motorway, I should like to know how and why my property should be affected - and would be grateful for 
any drawing/map that you could provide.

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

04/05/2014 Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke.  Will you 
also advise me the number of houses you are proposing to demolish adjacent to the motorway at the Myrke, in order that I can visualise the 
future shape of my community and whether I will want to continue living here.

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

04/05/2014 Environment Datchet Road Can you say whether any community/social assessment has been made of this scheme A environmental assessments is to be undertaken which will consider what impacts the scheme will have on humans and the community, including the 
effects on all travellers.  

Further information will be available following the completion of the environmental assessment works during the second phase of consultation which is due 
to commence in the Autumn.

04/05/2014 Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

05/05/2014 Local residents Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.
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05/05/2014 Local residents Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

05/05/2014 Local residents Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

05/05/2014 Local residents Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

05/05/2014 Local residents Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.

06/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.
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06/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

06/05/2014 Landowners Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

06/05/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

06/05/2014 Landowners Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.

06/05/2014 Landowners Structures OB Oldway Lane Contact uses Oldway Lane bridge on a regular basis as well as many other people in the area. The project will cause a lot of inconvenience. We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Oldway Lane over-bridge to 
accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway.   

At this stage of the scheme, it is too early to provide a full schedule of works as construction work is currently planned to take place between summer 2016 
and winter 2021.  During construction, working methods will follow the latest accepted practices and will be designed to have as little impact on local 
residents, the environment and local infrastructure as possible.  

During construction, working methods will follow the latest accepted practices and will be designed to have as little impact on local residents, the 
environment and local infrastructure as possible. These will include using silenced and low emission plant, minimising transport, screening temporary 
working lights to minimise light pollution to the surrounding areas, road cleaning and providing noise screening where appropriate and feasible. 

Noise created by work on site will be carefully monitored and controlled to make sure the impact on members of the public is reduced as far as possible. 
We will make every effort to minimise noise and will monitor noise levels to comply with guidelines. We will consult with local environmental health officers 
before we undertake any out-of-hours work that may be needed.

06/05/2014 Landowners Environment Noise Also, the M4 noise is bad in her house at the moment. A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

06/05/2014 Landowners Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J7-J8/9 Land parcel 17065: Strip of land between Junction 8/9 and Ascot Road overbridge: If it would help, Yeoman Homes have offered to sell this 
strip of land

We are still developing the scheme design, and some land may be required to develop Ascot Road overbridge.  We will take your offer into account as we 
develop the design.

07/05/2014 Landowners Structures OB Marsh Lane Caller lives in the vicinity of Marsh Lane.  Caller is concerned for his property as he has received a letter regarding a compulsory purchase 
order.  Caller would like to know what is going to happen with his property and the circumstances surrounding it.

It is currently proposed that Marsh Lane Overbridge be demolished, with a replacement bridge to be constructed in the same location.  For the duration of 
reconstruction, Marsh Lane will be closed, and a diversion route will be provided over Lake End Road.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.   

There may be a requirement for retaining structures for the changes in road level, but it is unlikely there will be a need for land take at this location for the 
structures works.

07/05/2014 Landowners Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.

07/05/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.
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07/05/2014 Landowners Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

07/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

07/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

07/05/2014 Landowners Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.

07/05/2014 Landowners Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

07/05/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.
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07/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

07/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

08/05/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

08/05/2014 Landowners Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

08/05/2014 Landowners Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.

08/05/2014 Landowners Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.

08/05/2014 Landowners Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.
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Objection 
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08/05/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

08/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification).* Either very stupid, incompetency 
or very clever!

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

08/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

08/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.
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08/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification).* Either very stupid, incompetency 
or very clever!

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

08/05/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road We act for an individual who is intending to purchase the property: Property near Datchet Road. Our local authority search has revealed that 
the property is close to the centre line of the M4 widening line. We would therefore be grateful if you could provide further information as to 
how this will affect the aforementioned property.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge, near Datchet
Meadows, to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any 
properties. as our proposal is to build to the East of the existing bridge, with Datchet Road being rerouted over the new bridge.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  

As we are at an early stage, the exact details and position of the works are still being developed, so cannot confirm if the scheme will impact the property in 
question. We are designing the scheme to have minimum impact on residential properties and will have more detailed information, including detailed 
design and results of environmental assessments, at planned Public Exhibitions this Autumn.

08/05/2014 Structures OB Datchet Road We act for an individual who is intending to purchase the property: Property near Datchet Road. Our local authority search has revealed that 
the property is close to the centre line of the M4 widening line. We would therefore be grateful if you could provide further information as to 
how this will affect the aforementioned property.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge, near Datchet
Meadows, to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any 
properties. as our proposal is to build to the East of the existing bridge, with Datchet Road being rerouted over the new bridge.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  

As we are at an early stage, the exact details and position of the works are still being developed, so cannot confirm if the scheme will impact the property in 
question. We are designing the scheme to have minimum impact on residential properties and will have more detailed information, including detailed 
design and results of environmental assessments, at planned Public Exhibitions this Autumn.

08/05/2014 Landowners Environment Noise Concern about the level of noise from the motorway in the vicinity of Lake End Road overbridge and how these changes may impact that 
further.

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

08/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues Did not receive any information regarding the exhibitions held in March. The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.   

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway.

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge. 

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us.

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme. 

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.
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08/05/2014 Landowners Environment Noise Hoping for an improved road surface or sound proofing panels to enable people to enjoy their gardens with less noise from the motorway. A noise assessment is to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a 
result of the proposed scheme. 

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing acoustic barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise surfacing.  

Further information will be available following the completion of the noise assessment works during the second phase of consultation which is due to 
commence in the Autumn.

09/05/2014 Local residents Environment Noise The construction itself will cause significant disruption and no doubt result in increased noise and air pollution (despite mitigation measures), 
the loss of a natural noise barrier (being the established trees and hedges at the motorway end of The Myrke).

Noise and air quality assessments are part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road and air 
quality as a result of the proposed scheme.

 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3 decibels or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.

 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity 
constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and junction alterations, at selected locations.

 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further 
consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

09/05/2014 Local residents Structures OB Datchet Road It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the potential destruction of some houses at the motorway end of The Myrke The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

09/05/2014 Local residents Highways & 
Diversions

Mainline J5-J6 The information suggests that the carriageway between junctions 5 and 6 will be widened to allow for a 4 lane motorway; this will clearly 
have a detrimental impact on The Myrke given that there isn't space to achieve this within the current confines of the motorway.

The motorway will be converted from a Dual 3 lane Motorway (D3M) to a 4 lane All Lane Running (ALR) Smart Motorway.  The majority of this will be 
achieved by converting the hard shoulder into a running lane, which will not require any widening.  There are a number of locations along the scheme where
this cannot be achieved due to existing structures not having sufficient span.  Datchet road is one of these locations and some local widening of the 
carriageway will be required to accommodate the fourth lane.  The majority of this widening will be within the existing highway boundary, with the remainder
of the widening below Datchet road itself, which will be replaced with a new structure which will be able to span the additional lane on each carriageway.

09/05/2014 Local residents Client Issues It has been suggested that the scheme will result in the reduction in quality of life by residents, reduced house values, etc. etc. We also note 
that there is no mention of the impact on any residents local to the scheme in the public exhibition information; this raises the question as to 
whether or not we have been considered at all. The Human Rights Act states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their 
possessions, which includes the home and other land as well as the substantive right to respect for their private and family life, which 
encompasses not only the home but also the surroundings. This major element appears to have been overlooked. In summary, we are of the
view that the proposed development would have a serious detrimental impact on our standard of living, and those of our neighbours, and 
demonstrably harm the amenities enjoyed by us, in particular the right to enjoy a quiet and safe residential environment.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.

09/05/2014 Local residents Client Issues Public information exhibitions had already been held in March (for which we had received no notification). The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.   

As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.  

Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.   

We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which will
state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.  

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the proposed smart motorway scheme, our planned consultation or timetable we would be happy to arrange to 
meet you.
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12/05/2014 Local residents Operations & Safety All Lane Running I drive on the M4 everyday from Maidenhead to Newbury. I have just learned that plans are in place to use the hard shoulder to help with 
traffic flow. At various points I have witnessed broken down vehicles and traffic police rushing towards an accident. All of which have used 
the hard shoulder to achieve their objectives. Why then are we removing this vital part of any motorway...

Smart motorways use the latest technology to improve journeys by managing traffic flow and setting speed limits accordingly to keep traffic moving 
smoothly instead of continually stopping and starting.  Variable speed limits will adapt to traffic conditions including the national speed limit. 

 The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart motorway scheme will deliver the additional capacity required, without compromising overall safety on our motorways, 
which are among the safest in the world. Evidence published in March 2011 from the M42 scheme shows that accidents more than halved in the three 
years after the pilot scheme launched – the severity of accidents also dropped significantly.  

 Evidence from the M42 scheme demonstrates that using the hard shoulder as a running lane has not compromised safety. The aim of the scheme is to 
prevent traffic flow breakdown and keep it moving at busy times, however on Smart motorways, we adjust speed limits during busy periods to control the 
flow of vehicles and prevent traffic grinding to a halt. The current speed limit will be displayed on signs over or at the side of the carriageway. Speed 
enforcement cameras, known as HADECS (Highways Agency Digital Enforcement Camera System), which are fitted onto overhead gantries are there to 
enforce the variable mandatory speed limits rather than monitoring the network. The Highways Agency owns, installs and maintains the HADECS cameras, 
and the Police are responsible for operating them and carrying out enforcement. 

 Pan Tilt Zoom CCTV cameras deployed for Smart motorway schemes monitor the network and must provide full coverage of the mainline carriageway 
running lanes, with no blind spots. The coverage must be such that an operator in our regional control centre can interpret the nature of each incident within 
the designed viewing range at all times of day and night.  They will be used to confirm the location of incidents on the main carriageway.  

 In addition to cameras, there will be traffic monitoring loops to detect when queues form.  Operators will use this information to set appropriate signs and 
signals and warn drivers.   

 It is expected that the frequency of breakdowns in live lanes will be substantially less than the existing frequency of breakdowns on the hard shoulder, as a 
significant proportion of breakdowns will be able to get to a refuge area.   

 Some broken down vehicles will not be capable of ‘limping’ to a refuge area and will come to a stop in a live running lane, but the extra controls provided 
through Smart motorway’s features will mitigate this risk.  This is achieved by creating an emergency lane(s) (any lane on the motorway), managing traffic 
with signs and signals to provide access for the emergency services or traffic officers. It is expected that the overall risk of the new specification is likely to 
be less than that on a dual three lane motorway with a hard shoulder.

12/05/2014 Local residents Traffic & Economics Economic 
Assessment

I think that the money should be better spent on warning drivers of delays and advising on exits to use as alternatives. Providing better information to road users is a key part of Smart motorways.  It uses overhead signs in a new way to display information more flexibly than 
has been done before, showing combinations of speed limits, lane closure patterns, pictograms and text.

13/05/2014 Landowners DCO Process DCO Programme Mr Tilley inquired about the timescale of the project and how it could affect the Datchet Cricket Club. The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

 Construction for the scheme is due to take place between summer 2016 and winter 2021, subject to value for money and deliverability. The phasing of the 
work has not yet be decided but the details will be optimised once a contractor in appointed, currently expected spring 2015. 

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Riding Court over-bridge near Datchet 
Cricket Club to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway.  

There are two options for Riding Court overbridge.  Our preferred proposal is to demolish the existing bridge and rebuild it at the same location, closing 
Riding Court Road during construction with a diversion route provided.  The alternative to this would be to construct a new bridge to the side of the existing 
bridge, allowing Riding Court Road to remain open to traffic until the new bridge is completed.  The existing bridge would then be demolished.

13/05/2014 Landowners DCO Process DCO Programme Mr Tilley inquired about the timescale of the project and how it could affect the Datchet Cricket Club. The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008
and requires a Development Consent Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We are at an early 
stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents.  
The results of the environmental assessments including mitigation options and further details of the scheme will be available at further public exhibitions 
planned this autumn.  

 Construction for the scheme is due to take place between summer 2016 and winter 2021, subject to value for money and deliverability. The phasing of the 
work has not yet be decided but the details will be optimised once a contractor in appointed, currently expected spring 2015. 

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Riding Court over-bridge near Datchet 
Cricket Club to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway.  

There are two options for Riding Court overbridge.  Our preferred proposal is to demolish the existing bridge and rebuild it at the same location, closing 
Riding Court Road during construction with a diversion route provided.  The alternative to this would be to construct a new bridge to the side of the existing 
bridge, allowing Riding Court Road to remain open to traffic until the new bridge is completed.  The existing bridge would then be demolished.

14/05/2014 Local residents Traffic & Economics Non-Specific Location Thought needs to be given to pre-junction 12 and post-junction 3 as bottlenecks will likely happen. In my considered view, allowing cars, 
mostly single occupancy, to drive in and out of London is simply unsustainable.  Only an integrated public transport system will solve this 
one, I would strongly suggest the following:

 1) Extend the tube line to include Slough
 2) Develop a tram system similar to other metropolitan areas (i.e. south London)
 3) Alternate days into west London based on certain criteria (i.e. reg plates)

 It won't happen - shame! (Ideally all 3 + your option).

The Thames Valley Multi-Modal (TVMM) Study published in 2003, looked at the contribution that all modes of transport and traffic management might make 
– including road, rail, bus and light rail. The TVMM study sought to identify the most effective means of addressing current and future transport-related 
problems in the Thames Valley.  The TVMM study recommended demand management measures on the M4 Motorway either in isolation, or in combination
with increased levels of public transport provision.  

 The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway scheme was announced by the Roads Minister in 2012, as one of six major road improvement schemes for 
development by the Highways Agency. In the June 2013 Spending review, the Government committed to funding the scheme, subject to value for money 
and deliverability. 

 The TVMM study also highlighted public transport limitations and suggested improvements to rail and bus services, including Reading Station upgrade, 
inter-urban bus services and improved links to Heathrow, below are some of the main public transport improvements suggested within the report. 

 Key elements of Public transport suggestions 

 Interchange hubs - Reading, Maidenhead, Slough, Heathrow, Bracknell, Basingstoke, High Wycombe, Farnborough: Development of interchange facilities 
and enhanced integrated bus and rail services 

 Phase 1 rail enhancements to enhance capacity on east-west routes for both local and intercity services - Frequency enhancements on existing Great 
Western Main Line and ‘Windsor line’ services 

 Phase 2 rail enhancements to enhance capacity on east-west routes for both local and intercity services - Upgrade of Reading station.  New and enhanced 
services on rail routes through Reading 

 Phase 3 rail enhancements to increase accessibility by rail, including to Heathrow from the South and West. - A new rail link between Staines and 
Heathrow Terminal 5 (T5).  A new rail link between the GWML and T5 and electrification to Reading.  New services operated on new Heathrow rail links.  
New stations, including Green Park and Chineham on the Reading-Basingstoke line. Relocation of Farnborough North station. 

 Inter-urban bus provision - High quality services connecting proposed hubs 

 Quality Public Transport Corridors - Corridors of higher priority/segregation and potentially new modes – Reading and Blackwater Valley

14/05/2014 Landowners Additional 
information request

We would like to request a copy of the detailed plans and/or the current detailed proposals affecting the following:
 1) Datchet Road and Datchet Road bridge, and
 2) The bridge from Datchet Road to Upton Court Park, and
 3) The M4 adjacent to The Myrke (i.e. between junctions 5 and 6).

As requested, please find enclosed a CD containing pdf plans showing the proposals for the whole scheme

14/05/2014 Landowners Additional 
information request

We would like to request a copy of the detailed plans and/or the current detailed proposals affecting the following:
 1) Datchet Road and Datchet Road bridge, and
 2) The bridge from Datchet Road to Upton Court Park, and
 3) The M4 adjacent to The Myrke (i.e. between junctions 5 and 6).

As requested, please find enclosed a CD containing pdf plans showing the proposals for the whole scheme
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14/05/2014 Landowners DCO Process DCO Process Contact does not understand why there is a request to give personal information. He wants to be kept updated with the scheme. As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments. 

The scheme has been classified a National Significant Infrastructure Project under the Planning Act 2008 and we will be seeking a Development Consent 
Order from the Planning Inspectorate. As part of that submission, the Agency is required to identify all individuals, and organisations, that have an interest in
land that may be affected by the proposed works to ensure they are kept informed of the scheme and are included within a Book of Reference. Typically, 
this includes homeowners, tenants, businesses and stakeholders who may have rights over your property and other interests, for example mortgage 
companies.   

To conform to the Planning Act 2008, the Book of Reference will be published on the Highways Agency and Planning Inspectorate websites and will contain
the name and address of interested parties. Any information you give us will be managed in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998 and it will not be 
used for any other purpose without your permission.

14/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues Contact objects to any widening of the M4 or Datchet Road. The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

14/05/2014 Landowners DCO Process DCO Process Zoe Keating has requested transparent communications and details of what exactly is being proposed. As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments. 

 Prior to the Public Information Exhibitions held in March, the Agency sent over 21,000 letters to residential properties adjacent to the M4 publicising the 
exhibitions, we unfortunately missed The Myrke from the distribution list. We apologise for this omission and that the letter requesting information on land 
ownership was the first correspondence you received from us. 

 The exhibitions were used to promote the concept of smart motorways and the outline proposals on the M4, giving us the opportunity to understand the 
local issues and general reaction to the scheme.  

 We will consider your comments and views on the scheme along with others received and will be publishing a Consultation Report later this year, which 
will state how the comments received have influenced the scheme proposals.

14/05/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road Zoe Keating is concerned about the encroachment on her land and the surrounding area. The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

15/05/2014 Landowners Additional 
information request

Mr Roberts would like to have a copy of the plans and to be kept informed of any changes. As requested, please find enclosed a CD containing pdf plans showing the proposals for the whole scheme.  To receive up to date information on the 
project, please view the scheme webpage at http://www.highways.gov.uk/roads/road-projects/m4-junctions-3-12/ .  You can also sign up to receive email 
alerts whenever the project webpage is updated (click on the link on the scheme webpage).

15/05/2014 Landowners DCO Process DCO Process Mr Roberts would like to be kept informed of any updates because the communications have been inadequate to date. As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.

15/05/2014 Landowners DCO Process DCO Process Elisabeth would like to be kept up to date with plans because the communication has been poor to date. As part of the land consultation exercise we are undertaking we are contacting people who have interests in property within a wide area of the replacement 
bridges.  This will enable us to keep adjacent landowners informed of any developments.

15/05/2014 Landowners Additional 
information request

Elisabeth has requested a copy of the plans and to be kept updated with any changes. As requested, please find enclosed a CD containing pdf plans showing the proposals for the whole scheme.  To receive up to date information on the 
project, please view the scheme webpage at http://www.highways.gov.uk/roads/road-projects/m4-junctions-3-12/ .  You can also sign up to receive email 
alerts whenever the project webpage is updated (click on the link on the scheme webpage).

15/05/2014 Landowners Client Issues This person does not wish for any of their personal data to be posted on any websites and and wishes to be listed as the occupier and not by 
name.

The scheme has been classified a National Significant Infrastructure Project under the Planning Act 2008 and we will be seeking a Development Consent 
Order from the Planning Inspectorate. As part of that submission, the Agency is required to identify all individuals, and organisations, that have an interest in
land that may be affected by the proposed works to ensure they are kept informed of the scheme and are included within a Book of Reference. Typically, 
this includes homeowners, tenants, businesses and stakeholders who may have rights over your property and other interests, for example mortgage 
companies.   

To conform to the Planning Act 2008, the Book of Reference will be published on the Highways Agency and Planning Inspectorate websites and will contain
the name and address of interested parties. Any information you give us will be managed in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998 and it will not be 
used for any other purpose without your permission.

15/05/2014 Landowners Structures OB Datchet Road Request for more information as to the impact of the proposals on his property and The Myrke.  He believes there has been no indication of 
the nature or scale of the project in this area, and opposes the scheme based on apparent large scale demolition and restructuring.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway. Smart motorways use a range of new technology to 
vary speed limits in response to driving conditions.  On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made available for use as
a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.    

We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however, there are currently several places where existing over-
bridges restrict the width of the motorway carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Datchet Road over-bridge near The 
Myrke to accommodate the proposed M4 Smart Motorway. 

The M4 Junctions 3 to12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the demolition of any properties.  Also, we do not require any land from the residential 
properties in The Myrke as our proposal is to build a new bridge away from The Myrke, to the East of the existing bridge.

16/05/2014 Local residents No comments made

20/05/2014 Landowners Environment Air Quality Air quality - we are concerned about the health issues that may rise from the increased traffic in an area already at
 top level in relation to EU Standards

Air quality assessments are to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment
 process. This will assess the likely changes in noise and air quality as a result of the proposed
 scheme.
 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the
 scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and
 junction alterations, at selected locations.
 Following the completion of the assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information
 will be available during further consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

20/05/2014 Landowners Environment Footpaths There some other points that are still unclear regarding the use of other land around the residential properties which
 we would like to have an understanding on how the proposal would affect. These are some just to name a few;
 • Public footpaths
 • Road access

We are currently assessing the effects the works will have on footpaths around The Myrke.  It is too early in the scheme to know the exact details of the 
traffic management required, although
 during the works the existing access on Datchet Road will be maintained as far as practicable. For
 health and safety reasons, there may be times temporary closures across the bridges are required,
 i.e. during the switch over to the new bridge or the demolition of the existing bridge, but this would be
 kept to a minimum.

20/05/2014 Landowners Environment Flooding Flooding and the small stream that runs along the road and any effect on this As part of the on-going design work being undertaking, we will be carrying out flood risk
 assessments.
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20/05/2014 Landowners Environment Noise There some other points that are still unclear regarding the use of other land around the residential properties which
 we would like to have an understanding on how the proposal would affect. These are some just to name a few;
 Noise control measures during the works and any mitigation measures
 Noise control in the long term from the increased traffic volume and any mitigation measures

Noise and air quality assessments are to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment
 process. This will assess the likely changes in noise and air quality as a result of the proposed
 scheme.
 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB
 or greater) as a result of the scheme. These mitigation options could include upgrading the existing
 noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.
 2
 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the
 scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and
 junction alterations, at selected locations.
 Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information
 will be available during further consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.
 During construction, working methods will follow the latest accepted practices and will be designed to
 have as little impact on local residents, the environment and local infrastructure as possible. These
 will include using silenced and low emission plant, minimising transport, screening temporary working
 lights to minimise light pollution to the surrounding areas, road cleaning and providing noise
 screening where appropriate and feasible.
 Noise created by work on site will be carefully monitored and controlled to make sure the impact on
 members of the public is reduced as far as possible. We will make every effort to minimise noise and
 will monitor noise levels to comply with guidelines. We will consult with local environmental health
 officers before we undertake any out-of-hours work that may be needed.

20/05/2014 Landowners Additional 
information request

Thank you very much again for your letter. We welcome the dialogue and urge the Highways Agency to organise
 another information meeting to discuss our concerns as soon as possible. It is a request that I find reasonable given
 that we were not given the opportunity to attend the public exhibition earlier in the year. You may be aware that we
 have self organised in the form of a Residents Group and that we have been in touch with local and national
 politicians as well as the press. We have gathered a huge amount of support and are intending to continue to
 campaign with other communities along the motorway for our opinions to be taken into account

We recognise the need for consistent and inclusive communication and have responded to residents
 that have contacted us regarding the scheme. We will be holding an additional public information
 exhibition for all residents of The Myrke, at Datchet Cricket Club, and invitations will be sent out
 shortly.

20/05/2014 Landowners Land Owners Environment Agency land opposite the houses, any environmental impact on this land We are working with the Environment Agency to deliver this scheme

20/05/2014 Landowners Land Owners It is comforting to have the Agency's assurance that there will be no demolition of houses or residential land
 required by this works.
 Your letter however is leaving us still unclear as how the Smart Motorway would work in the proximity of our cul-desac
 when there is NO hardshoulder along this stretch of motorway. I would be very grateful if you could you please
 clarify this point. In terms of houses, it is our understanding that the two houses at the end of the road Nos 5 and 7
 are owned by the Agency. I would also would like confirmation that this two end houses will not be demolished.

The existing motorway corridor is wide enough to accept the smart motorway. Where a wider
 carriageway is required, it will be achieved either by narrowing the central reservation in the centre of
 the motorway or narrowing the verges. We will not require any further land for this work along the
 main carriageway.

 The two houses at the end of The Myrke, Nos 5 & 7, are owned by the Highways Agency. Please be
 assured there is no requirement to demolish any properties as part of this scheme, including the
 houses owned for the Highways Agency.

20/05/2014 Landowners Environment Footpaths There some other points that are still unclear regarding the use of other land around the residential properties which
 we would like to have an understanding on how the proposal would affect. These are some just to name a few;
 • Public footpaths
 • Road access

We are currently assessing the effects the works will have on footpaths around The Myrke.  It is too early in the scheme to know the exact details of the 
traffic management required, although
 during the works the existing access on Datchet Road will be maintained as far as practicable. For
 health and safety reasons, there may be times temporary closures across the bridges are required,
 i.e. during the switch over to the new bridge or the demolition of the existing bridge, but this would be
 kept to a minimum.

20/05/2014 Landowners Environment Noise There some other points that are still unclear regarding the use of other land around the residential properties which
 we would like to have an understanding on how the proposal would affect. These are some just to name a few;
 Noise control measures during the works and any mitigation measures
 Noise control in the long term from the increased traffic volume and any mitigation measures

Noise and air quality assessments are to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment
 process. This will assess the likely changes in noise and air quality as a result of the proposed
 scheme.
 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB
 or greater) as a result of the scheme. These mitigation options could include upgrading the existing
 noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.
 2
 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the
 scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and
 junction alterations, at selected locations.
 Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information
 will be available during further consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.
 During construction, working methods will follow the latest accepted practices and will be designed to
 have as little impact on local residents, the environment and local infrastructure as possible. These
 will include using silenced and low emission plant, minimising transport, screening temporary working
 lights to minimise light pollution to the surrounding areas, road cleaning and providing noise
 screening where appropriate and feasible.
 Noise created by work on site will be carefully monitored and controlled to make sure the impact on
 members of the public is reduced as far as possible. We will make every effort to minimise noise and
 will monitor noise levels to comply with guidelines. We will consult with local environmental health
 officers before we undertake any out-of-hours work that may be needed.

20/05/2014 Landowners Environment Flooding Flooding and the small stream that runs along the road and any effect on this As part of the on-going design work being undertaking, we will be carrying out flood risk
 assessments.

20/05/2014 Landowners Additional 
information request

Thank you very much again for your letter. We welcome the dialogue and urge the Highways Agency to organise
 another information meeting to discuss our concerns as soon as possible. It is a request that I find reasonable given
 that we were not given the opportunity to attend the public exhibition earlier in the year. You may be aware that we
 have self organised in the form of a Residents Group and that we have been in touch with local and national
 politicians as well as the press. We have gathered a huge amount of support and are intending to continue to
 campaign with other communities along the motorway for our opinions to be taken into account

We recognise the need for consistent and inclusive communication and have responded to residents
 that have contacted us regarding the scheme. We will be holding an additional public information
 exhibition for all residents of The Myrke, at Datchet Cricket Club, and invitations will be sent out
 shortly.

20/05/2014 Landowners Environment Air Quality Air quality - we are concerned about the health issues that may rise from the increased traffic in an area already at
 top level in relation to EU Standards

Air quality assessments are to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment
 process. This will assess the likely changes in noise and air quality as a result of the proposed
 scheme.
 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the
 scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and
 junction alterations, at selected locations.
 Following the completion of the assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information
 will be available during further consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

20/05/2014 Landowners Land Owners It is comforting to have the Agency's assurance that there will be no demolition of houses or residential land
 required by this works.
 Your letter however is leaving us still unclear as how the Smart Motorway would work in the proximity of our cul-desac
 when there is NO hardshoulder along this stretch of motorway. I would be very grateful if you could you please
 clarify this point. In terms of houses, it is our understanding that the two houses at the end of the road Nos 5 and 7
 are owned by the Agency. I would also would like confirmation that this two end houses will not be demolished.

The existing motorway corridor is wide enough to accept the smart motorway. Where a wider
 carriageway is required, it will be achieved either by narrowing the central reservation in the centre of
 the motorway or narrowing the verges. We will not require any further land for this work along the
 main carriageway.

 The two houses at the end of The Myrke, Nos 5 & 7, are owned by the Highways Agency. Please be
 assured there is no requirement to demolish any properties as part of this scheme, including the
 houses owned for the Highways Agency.

20/05/2014 Landowners Land Owners Environment Agency land opposite the houses, any environmental impact on this land We are working with the Environment Agency to deliver this scheme
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23/05/2014 Land Owners We attach a copy extract from our Local Authority Search which indicates that the above property will be within 200
 metres of the M4 widening line.
 We also attach a copy fax received from our Clients’ Mortgagees. With reference to the attached fax, please could you
 advise how the proposed widening of the M4 will affect the above property. For instance, will there will a flyover, any
 sound management measures planned – please could you describe the nature of the works proposed. Please could you
 supply a plan showing the planned widening point of the M4.

The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme does not require the widening of the motorway.
 Smart motorways use a range of new technology to vary speed limits in response to driving
 conditions. On the M4 between Junctions 3 and 12 the hard shoulder will be permanently made
 available for use as a traffic lane to provide additional capacity and improve journey times.
 We will use as much of the existing motorway as possible to minimise the work required, however,
 there are currently several places where existing over-bridges restrict the width of the motorway
 carriageway. It will be necessary to replace these over-bridges, including Oldway Lane Footbridge
 near Two Mile Drive, to accommodate the proposed Smart Motorway.
 The property of 7 Two Mile Drive, Slough, Berkshire, SL1 5UH should not be directly affected by the
 current M4 Smart Motorway proposals, the red line boundary, which indicates the scheme extent and
 not the actual works, is over 80m away. See plan extract below.
 The M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorway Scheme has been classified as a Nationally Significant
 Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning Act 2008 and requires a Development Consent
 Order application to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, currently planned for early 2015. We
 are at an early stage of the scheme, with environmental assessments being undertaken to determine
 how the scheme may affect the environment and local residents. The results of the environmental
 assessments, including mitigation options (i.e. noise barriers), and further details of the scheme will
 be available at public exhibitions planned this autumn.

27/05/2014 Landowners Environment Air Quality Air quality - we are concerned about the health issues that may rise from the increased traffic in an area already at
 top level in relation to EU Standards

Air quality assessments are to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment
 process. This will assess the likely changes in noise and air quality as a result of the proposed
 scheme.
 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the
 scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and
 junction alterations, at selected locations.
 Following the completion of the assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information
 will be available during further consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

27/05/2014 Landowners Additional 
information request

Thank you very much again for your letter. We welcome the dialogue and urge the Highways Agency to organise
 another information meeting to discuss our concerns as soon as possible. It is a request that I find reasonable given
 that we were not given the opportunity to attend the public exhibition earlier in the year. You may be aware that we
 have self organised in the form of a Residents Group and that we have been in touch with local and national
 politicians as well as the press. We have gathered a huge amount of support and are intending to continue to
 campaign with other communities along the motorway for our opinions to be taken into account

We recognise the need for consistent and inclusive communication and have responded to residents
 that have contacted us regarding the scheme. We will be holding an additional public information
 exhibition for all residents of The Myrke, at Datchet Cricket Club, and invitations will be sent out
 shortly.

27/05/2014 Landowners Environment Noise There some other points that are still unclear regarding the use of other land around the residential properties which
 we would like to have an understanding on how the proposal would affect. These are some just to name a few;
 Noise control measures during the works and any mitigation measures
 Noise control in the long term from the increased traffic volume and any mitigation measures

Noise and air quality assessments are to be undertaken as part of the environmental assessment
 process. This will assess the likely changes in noise and air quality as a result of the proposed
 scheme.
 Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB
 or greater) as a result of the scheme. These mitigation options could include upgrading the existing
 noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.
 2
 Mitigation options to be considered where there is a significant increase in pollution, as a result of the
 scheme may include speed restrictions or capacity constraints, e.g. controlled motorway running and
 junction alterations, at selected locations.
 Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information
 will be available during further consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.
 During construction, working methods will follow the latest accepted practices and will be designed to
 have as little impact on local residents, the environment and local infrastructure as possible. These
 will include using silenced and low emission plant, minimising transport, screening temporary working
 lights to minimise light pollution to the surrounding areas, road cleaning and providing noise
 screening where appropriate and feasible.
 Noise created by work on site will be carefully monitored and controlled to make sure the impact on
 members of the public is reduced as far as possible. We will make every effort to minimise noise and
 will monitor noise levels to comply with guidelines. We will consult with local environmental health
 officers before we undertake any out-of-hours work that may be needed.

27/05/2014 Landowners Environment Flooding Flooding and the small stream that runs along the road and any effect on this As part of the on-going design work being undertaking, we will be carrying out flood risk
 assessments.

27/05/2014 Landowners Environment Footpaths There some other points that are still unclear regarding the use of other land around the residential properties which
 we would like to have an understanding on how the proposal would affect. These are some just to name a few;
 • Public footpaths
 • Road access

We are currently assessing the effects the works will have on footpaths around The Myrke.  It is too early in the scheme to know the exact details of the 
traffic management required, although
 during the works the existing access on Datchet Road will be maintained as far as practicable. For
 health and safety reasons, there may be times temporary closures across the bridges are required,
 i.e. during the switch over to the new bridge or the demolition of the existing bridge, but this would be
 kept to a minimum.

27/05/2014 Landowners Land Owners Environment Agency land opposite the houses, any environmental impact on this land We are working with the Environment Agency to deliver this scheme

27/05/2014 Landowners Land Owners It is comforting to have Agency's assurance that there will be no demolition of houses or residential land required by this works.  

Your letter however is leaving us still unclear as how the Smart Motorway would work in the proximity of our cul-de-sac when there is NO 
hardshoulder along this stretch of motorway. I would be very grateful if you could you please clarify this point. In terms of houses, it is our 
understanding that the two houses at the end of the road Nos 5 and 7 are owned by the Agency. I would also would like confirmation that this 
two end houses will not be demolished.

The existing motorway corridor is wide enough to accept the smart motorway. Where a wider
 carriageway is required, it will be achieved either by narrowing the central reservation in the centre of
 the motorway or narrowing the verges. We will not require any further land for this work along the
 main carriageway.

 The two houses at the end of The Myrke, Nos 5 & 7, are owned by the Highways Agency. Please be
 assured there is no requirement to demolish any properties as part of this scheme, including the
 houses owned for the Highways Agency.

28/05/2014 Landowners Environment Noise Expressed noise concerns and questions regarding the surface of the M4 in general. Apparently the Highways Agency said they would look 
into noise issues, but never did.

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.

28/05/2014 Landowners Environment Noise Expressed noise concerns and questions regarding the surface of the M4 in general. Apparently the Highways Agency said they would look 
into noise issues, but never did.

A noise assessment is part of the environmental assessment process. This will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed 
scheme.  

Mitigation options will be considered where there is a significant increase in noise (an increase of 3dB or greater) as a result of the scheme. These 
mitigation options could include upgrading the existing noise barriers, the provision of new barriers, and the use of low noise road surfacing.  

Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to 
commence in Autumn 2014.
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29/05/2014 Landowners Land Owners After discussion it appeared that the Highways Agency had done some research on the ownership of Wood Lane.

 Wood Lane historically has been assigned with bridle path status.  There was no opinion that as the road appeared to be owned by the 
department of state it should be maintained by Slough Council.

 The current state of the road is that there is no speed limit.  There are multiple pot holes in the road.  The road is used by sewage works 
tankers and also pedestrians crossing the road from ASDA to the housing estate.

 I would appreciate it, if you could confirm your understanding of the ownership of the various sections of Wood Lane from the start of the 
road from Little Chapels Way.

 Reference numbers given were

 BK427299 (North of bridge) it was unclear from the Highways agency diagram that this covered all of the Northern section of Wood Lane up 
to Little Chapels Lane.

 BK427300 (South of bridge)
 Although it was suggested that I attempt to look up Wood Lane with the land registry, I believe that the Highways Agency are better placed 
to confirm this information as the raw information is likely to be available already.  The purpose of this request from the Highways Agency is 
to clarify ownership and potential subsequent responsibility for the maintenance/potential adoption of the road.

In regards to our role as Land Referencers for the scheme, we make enquiries into land and property ownership within the area of the proposed works for 
the purpose of compiling a Book of Reference required to accompany the Development Consent Order which is submitted to the Planning Inspectorate for 
consideration.

According to publicly available Land Registry data, at Wood Lane, the sections of road leading to the bridge from the south, the bridge itself and the road 
directly north of the bridge are within the ownership of the Secretary of State for Transport. These sections are formed by land registry titles: BK427297, 
BK427300 and BK427299.

There is a small section of unregistered land north of the bridge that leads to the junction of Little Chapels Way. In addition, the section of road to the south 
of the bridge, alongside the properties on Wood Lane is also unregistered and within our limits to investigate. Therefore, over the timescale of the scheme, 
we will make due diligent enquiry to establish the ownership, this will be by means of site visits, site notices and desktop research. These investigations will 
be undertaken to aid the compilation of Book of Reference. 

02/06/2014 Landowners Land Owners Caller has received a letter through the post regarding the M4 J3 - J12 MM scheme mentioning land/property. Caller would like to know 
whether he will be forced to sell his property as part of the sceme.

02/06/2014 Local residents Traffic & Economics Mainline I hope this note would suggest the concern the village has for these plan, which I also see as not required, as
 the major problem on the M4 is between 8/9 and 4 and increasing the speed and capacity entering this area
 by increase the 8/9 to 12 section will only make the problem bigger!

The M4 Smart motorway scheme will run all the way between junctions 3 and 12, increasing
 capacity. From our experience of delivering other Smart motorway schemes, we expect to help
 relieve congestion throughout these sections.

02/06/2014 Local residents Environment Noise The above plans will affect the noise level
 and that all effort should be made to reduce the noise, which at time, is bad, now, so any increase in capacity
 would affect this level.
 As per your letter to the Parish Council, I would suggest you implement the mitigation options, as part of the
 plan, and not wait to create the problem and then having to fix it.

We are carrying out noise assessments as part of the environmental assessment process. These will
 assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed scheme and are carried
 out prior to the detailed design. If we find there will be a significant increase in noise, an increase of 3
 decibels or greater, we will indeed ensure the mitigation options are part of the plan before we begin
 construction. Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed
 information will be available during further consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

03/06/2014 Landowners Client Issues The Myrke is in close proximity to the M4 between junctions 5 and 6; its residents demand a direct explanation from the Highways Agency 
and Slough Borough Council regarding the proposed works to the motorway.

 On 26th April 2014, some of us received a letter from Mouchel, working on behalf of the Highways Agency, alerting us of the agency's 
intention to make the M4 a smart motorway.  Not only were we not previously aware of this, the letter directed us to additional information on 
the internet which showed that public information exhibitions had already been held in March 2014, for which residents had received no 
notification.  Residents have been left outraged and confused.  The letter received requests confirmation of property ownership and mentions
compulsory purchase orders; we are minded not to respond until clearer information is received.

 We, the residents of The Myrke, demand a direct explanation from the Highways Agency pertaining to its intention to carry out works to the 
M4, particularly between junctions 5 and 6.  We expect Slough Borough Council to take direct action and organise an urgent meeting 
between us and the Highways Agency.

A letter to all addresses on the Myrke was sent inviting residents to a local public information exhibition at Datchet Cricket Club on 3rd July 2014.
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04/06/2014 Emergency services ITS and Lighting Lighting Concerns regarding incident management in unlit sections
 d) The capability to perform accident investigation within unlit sections resulting in carriageways remaining closed until day light hours

04/06/2014 Emergency services ITS and Lighting Lighting Concerns regarding unlit ERAs
 l) The current position of ERAs being unlit means that when driving on the main carriageway they are not clearly identifiable and therefore 
drivers do not know where they are.

04/06/2014 Emergency services ITS and Lighting Technology Concerns regarding the volume of information on MS4s
 b) The impact of the volume of information provided on an MS4.

04/06/2014 Emergency services Operations & Safety All Lane Running Concerns regarding live lane breakdowns
 m) There is a high number of live lane break downs in lane 1 of the M25 ALR scheme. There is a significant concern that HGVs will collide 
with these vehicles in lane 1

04/06/2014 Emergency services Operations & Safety ERAs Concerns regarding the size, misuse and signage of ERAs
 i) The size of ERAs. There is a concern that these are too small and a HGV and recovery vehicles could not use this safely
 j) There have been early reports of ERA misuse on the M25 ALR scheme by foreign HGVs
 k) The position of MS4s just prior to ERAs to assist vehicles with exiting the ERA

04/06/2014 Emergency services Operations & Safety ERAs Concerns regarding hard shoulder ERAs
 e) The requirement to clearly indicate sections that have a hard shoulder within, upstream or downstream of an ALR scheme to reduce the 
risk of vehicles being collided within whilst parked on the hard shoulder.

04/06/2014 Emergency services Operations & Safety Non-Specific Location Concerns regarding signalling
 a) The impact of poor signal intervisibility and provision of driver information on driver behaviour.
 c) The impact of signal obscuration on driver behaviour and the capability to enforce vehicles.

04/06/2014 Emergency services Operations & Safety Incident Management Concerns regarding incident access
 f) The immediate setting of a red X to provide scene access within an ALR scheme and for events immediately downstream of an ALR 
section

04/06/2014 Emergency services Operations & Safety Incident Management Concerns regarding incident management
 g) Identified park up points off junctions to leave / park vehicles during incidents.
 h) The capability to provide welfare provision to drivers on sections with no hard shoulder during incidents

04/06/2014 Emergency services ITS and Lighting Lighting Concerns regarding incident management in unlit sections
 d) The capability to perform accident investigation within unlit sections resulting in carriageways remaining closed until day light hours
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 c) The impact of signal obscuration on driver behaviour and the capability to enforce vehicles.

04/06/2014 Emergency services Operations & Safety Incident Management Concerns regarding incident access
 f) The immediate setting of a red X to provide scene access within an ALR scheme and for events immediately downstream of an ALR 
section

04/06/2014 Emergency services Operations & Safety ERAs Concerns regarding the size, misuse and signage of ERAs
 i) The size of ERAs. There is a concern that these are too small and a HGV and recovery vehicles could not use this safely
 j) There have been early reports of ERA misuse on the M25 ALR scheme by foreign HGVs
 k) The position of MS4s just prior to ERAs to assist vehicles with exiting the ERA

04/06/2014 Emergency services Operations & Safety Incident Management Concerns regarding incident management
 g) Identified park up points off junctions to leave / park vehicles during incidents.
 h) The capability to provide welfare provision to drivers on sections with no hard shoulder during incidents

04/06/2014 Emergency services Operations & Safety ERAs Concerns regarding hard shoulder ERAs
 e) The requirement to clearly indicate sections that have a hard shoulder within, upstream or downstream of an ALR scheme to reduce the 
risk of vehicles being collided within whilst parked on the hard shoulder.

04/06/2014 Emergency services ITS and Lighting Lighting Concerns regarding unlit ERAs
 l) The current position of ERAs being unlit means that when driving on the main carriageway they are not clearly identifiable and therefore 
drivers do not know where they are.
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04/06/2014 Emergency services Operations & Safety All Lane Running Concerns regarding live lane breakdowns
 m) There is a high number of live lane break downs in lane 1 of the M25 ALR scheme. There is a significant concern that HGVs will collide 
with these vehicles in lane 1

04/06/2014 Landowners Structures OB Riding Court 
Road

I am assisting with a current planning application for a minerals extraction site between Datchet and Slough,
 immediately adjacent to the M4 (Planning ref XXXX).  The application is now approaching determination but it has become apparent that the
proposed operations (whereby mineral extraction is forecast to occur from 2016 to 2021, with infilling to continue to 2027) will be affected by 
the planned M4 Managed Motorway scheme. This is because the presently favoured haulage route is for HGVs departing the site to utilise 
the Riding Court Road overbridge, which we understand will be replaced to facilitate
 hard-shoulder running along the M4. We are accordingly very keen to seek confirmation that the bridge is to be replaced and to establish 
exactly what the currently proposed programme of works (accepting that this is of course subject to change).

I have attached an outline plan for the bridge. Our proposal is demolish the bridge and build the new
 structure in the same location. This would close Riding Court Lane, impacting your HGV route, for the
 duration of the construction of the bridge, which could be between 12 and 18 months. The timing of
 the bridge construction has yet to be fully determined, although we are presently planning to be on
 site for the whole M4 Smart Motorway scheme. between 2016 and 2021.
 We realise that we would impact your plans and it would be good to meet to discuss our schemes
 and the options.

04/06/2014 Local residents Land Owners We act for the prospective purchaser of the above property 

Our Local Authority search reveals the same to be 200 metres of the proposal by the Highways Agency to provide a Smart Motorway.  Can 
you please provide any further information that you have regarding this proposal and its possible impact on the property that our Client is 
purchasing.

06/06/2014 Local residents Environment Noise Whilst we understand the need for improvement to the M4 to reduce congestion we would like to see
 the noise pollution addressed in this project.
 We currently have no noise barriers and the noise from the motorway is considerable at times,
 making conversation outside in the garden difficult.
 We would support both a resurfacing with porous road surface, and any barriers or bund that is
 possible.

We are carrying out noise assessments as part of the environmental assessment process. These will
 assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the proposed scheme. Where there
 will be a significant increase in noise, an increase of 3 decibels or greater, we will consider mitigation
 options, which could include the provision of new barriers, or the use of low noise road surfacing.
 Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment works in the Summer, more detailed
 information will be available during further consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

06/06/2014 Local residents ITS and Lighting Lighting We would also support low level downlighting to reduce light pollution. The requirement for road lighting on the Highway Agency’s strategic road network follows a stringent appraisal process. The process enables a full, 
accurate and properly documented appraisal of the relative benefits of road lighting. Each junction and link between the junctions within the scheme is 
being assessed in order to establish where lighting is required. If sections of road require lighting, technologies will be used which will significantly reduce 
the intrusion of light into the night sky, such as:   
 a) LED lanterns, which reduce the lighting output requirements by up to 50% when compared to the existing lighting on the M4.     
 b) LED lanterns with a light distribution ensuring that the light only illuminates the area that requires lighting, the carriageway. There will be minimal light 
spillage onto adjacent areas when compared to the existing lighting on the M4.     
 c) Flat glass lanterns installed horizontally which means that no light is emitted above the horizontal.

06/06/2014 Landowners Other My concern is that I and some neighbours have had notice that compulsory
 purchase orders may be imposed to enable the improvements to be
 undertaken. This uncertainty is at least unsettling and may have
 significant financial consequences.
 I have registered to receive regular updates from you but I would like a
 statement from you now to clarify the situation regarding the imposition
 of compulsory purchases.

07/06/2014 Parish Council Environment Noise Many Earley residents are impacted both by congestion on the M4 and the noise the increasingly high volume
 and weight of traffic creates. I would like to see the following as part of the improvements: Provide sound barriers/sound absorbing features 
to protect nearby houses from the road noise, in some
 places the M4 only has barriers on one side which reflects noise onto houses opposite. I would also like
 assurance that sound barriers are absorbing and do not simply bounce sound around affecting other
 residents.
 • Noise deadening tar, as was originally promised when these proposals were first mooted, to reduce the
 noise impact of traffic.

Firstly, with regards to noise, we are carrying out noise assessments as part of the environmental
 assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in noise from the road as a result of the
 proposed scheme. Where there will be a significant increase in noise, an increase of 3 decibels or
 greater, we will consider mitigation options, which could include the provision of new barriers, or the
 use of low noise road surfacing.

 Following the completion of the noise assessment works in the Summer, more detailed information
 will be available during further consultation, due to commence in Autumn 2014.

07/06/2014 Parish Council Traffic & Economics SideRoads Many Earley residents are impacted both by congestion on the M4 and the noise the increasingly high volume
 and weight of traffic creates. I would like to see the following as part of the improvements: Improvements to the capacity of the M4 and also 
feeder roads. The current B3270 is already at a
 standstill at rush-hour with traffic much of which does not seem to originate in Earley and is just finding
 its was to and from the M4 or travelling into Reading.
 • Removal of restrictions on main roads in Reading, at the moment traffic from the M4 heading into
 Reading often drives on B roads (such as the B3270) through Earley because of Reading Borough
 actions restricting traffic in particular with the introduction of lights on the Shinfield road.

With regards to the surrounding roads, although we will be taking these traffic flows into account as
 we design the scheme, adding capacity and removing restrictions on surrounding roads is outside the
 scope of the M4 junctions 3-12 Smart motorway scheme.

10/06/2014 Landowners Environment Noise Contacts are concerned about the pending environmental impact on their home. With regards to your environmental concerns, we are undertaking air quality assessments are
 part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in air quality as a
 result of the proposed scheme. We will consider mitigation options where there is a significant
 increase in pollution. These may include speed restrictions or capacity constraints such as junction
 alterations, at selected locations. Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment
 works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to
 commence in Autumn 2014.

10/06/2014 Landowners Other There is concern about the possible devaluation of their property as well as the worry of the anticipated disruption. With regards to any devaluation, Under Part I of the Land Compensation Act 1973, compensation
 can be claimed by people who own and also occupy property that has been reduced in value by
 more than £50 by physical factors caused by the use of a new or altered road.

10/06/2014 Landowners Other There is concern about the possible devaluation of their property as well as the worry of the anticipated disruption. With regards to any devaluation, Under Part I of the Land Compensation Act 1973, compensation
 can be claimed by people who own and also occupy property that has been reduced in value by
 more than £50 by physical factors caused by the use of a new or altered road.

10/06/2014 Landowners Environment Noise Contacts are concerned about the pending environmental impact on their home. With regards to your environmental concerns, we are undertaking air quality assessments are
 part of the environmental assessment process. These will assess the likely changes in air quality as a
 result of the proposed scheme. We will consider mitigation options where there is a significant
 increase in pollution. These may include speed restrictions or capacity constraints such as junction
 alterations, at selected locations. Following the completion of the noise and air quality assessment
 works in the Summer, more detailed information will be available during further consultation, due to
 commence in Autumn 2014.

11/06/2014 Landowners Land Owners I have been passed the Land Interest Questionnaire with regards to the M4 Junctions 3-12 Smart Motorway.  In order to proceed I believe 
this may need to be pointed towards our Plant Protection team to ensure we do not have areas that could cause implications to your project 
such as safety clearances with our assets.  Would you be able to provide me with an address/co-ordinates for the land and I will pass this 
onto the team.   

  It would be appreciated if you could provide a little more information and the impact the project could have on us.
17/06/2014 Landowners Land Owners The Treasury Solicitor asked for confirmation of whether their land would be purchased, they have stated that they would be happy to 

consider the sale. Michael Curd has been told that according to current engineering plans, their land would not be required but Michael has 
asked for written confirmation of this.


